Thompson
FACULTY ROSTER
Bingham , R.S.
A.M.

Pr inci pal of Academy

1890-1 89 1

Carney , P. H.

Penmanship

1890 -1 891

Cherington, Fletcher B.
A.M., D.D.

Pres id en t, P . S . U.

1890-1892

Gates, Mary B.
B.M.

Piano

1890 -189 4

Gibbon, May V.

Voice

1890 -1 891

Ladd, Miss E.S .

English and
Preceptress

1890 -1 891

Ma lone, W.L.
A.M.

Ha th ema tics

1890-1 894

Shera , Rub y E.
Dublin Universit y

French and
Ge r man

1890-1 893

Wheeler, Fay E.

Typ ing

1890-1 891

Landon , S.G.

Ancient Langua ges

189 1-189 2

Meyer , Max

Painting and
Drmving

1891-1894

Gilbert, Lero y D,
A.B.

Natural Sciences

1892 -1894

Halstead, Eva
A.M.

Latin and Gre ek

1892-1 893

Thoburn, Crawford R.
A. M., D.D.

President P.S.U.

1892-1894

Arnold, William S.
A. M.

' English and
History

1893-1897

Thompson
Brown, Browder D.
B.A.

Tutor and Latin

1893-1894
1895-1897

Claypoole, Ernest V.
A.M.

Ma thematics

1893-1894

Cozine, Harlan J.
A.M.

Dean of Music Voice

1893-1901

Darrow, Charles W.
A.M.

Latin and Greek

1893-1897

Handsaker, Lester H.

Penmanship

1893-1894

Mi ller, Estelle R.

Sight Readin g

189 3-1894

Oelschlagel, Christian

Band and
Orchestra

1893-1894

Proctor, Alice M.
A.M.

Modern Language
and Preceptress

1893-1895

Proctor, Charles W.
Heidelburg University

French and German

1893-1894

Salmon, Alvah G.
Leipsig

Piano

1893-1894

Walton, William T.

English and History

1893-1897

Whyte, Albert

Dean and Speech

1893-1895

Bengel, Pauline

Piano

1895-1897

Bennett, Elizabeth

Physical Culture
and Piano

1895-1896

Bull, Olaf

Violin

1895-190 0

Cau ghren, Harriet

Elocution

1895-19Q4

Thompson
Fraker, Bernadine

Handolin and
Guitar

1895-1896

Gibert, Harriet

Biolo gy

1895-18 97

Jennings, Ma ry F.

Art

1895-1 8 97

Marlatt, Joseph P.
D.D., Ph.D.

Dean, English
a nd Latin

1895-19 03

Misner, Myrtle (Claussen)
A.B.

French

1895-1897

Palmer, Orman C.
Ph.D.

La tin and Gr e ek

189 5-1 903

Palmer, Mrs. O.C.
A. M.

Ma thematic s

189 5-1 900

Pomeroy , C.R.
D.D.

Dean; Latin, Gr eek ,
and Philoso phy

1895-1 8 98

Richards, Mrs. H. A.

Si ght Readin g

1895-1900

Schuh, L.H.
A. M.

German

1895-1896

Snyder, Laura K.

History and
Preceptress

1895-1897

Tillman, Henry C.
M.A.

Mathematics ·

1895-1900

Van Ogle, Mrs. J.E.

Harmony and
Counterpoint

1895-190 0

Vervait, Stephanie

German

1895-1897

Boyer, Charles 0.
B.A.

Vice-Pres.,Acting
President, Graduate

1896-1903

Thompson
Crowell, Walter S.

Latin

1896 or 1897 **

Darling, E.O.

Shorthand-Typ ing

1896-**

Leach, H.H.

Ha thematics

1896-1•*

HcEvers, Edward
Ph.D.

Chemistry

I

1896-1899

?

Hoensch, Carl
Ph.D. Liepsig
Hoensch, Hrs. Carl

Nelson, E.T.

1896-**

See B.T . Hin. Hatron;
Operated commons which
furnished meals to her
family
**

1896-1'*

1896-**

Nutt, Florence A.

Delsarte, Physical
Culture

**-1897 resigned

Roscoe, H.L.

Business College

1896-**

Sharp, Carl

Tutor and

Von Guppenberg,

?

?

1896-*>'<

Attended faculty meetings through out that
year, no further data

1896-1897

Herriet, Martha Lenore
(Mrs. Adams) A.B.

Shorthand, Typing and
Preceptress

1897-1908

Knapp, Luella

Academy

1897-**

Mendenhall, Fred S.
A.H.

Greek

1897-1901

Nessensen, Agnes (Mrs.)

French and German

1897-1904

*''

Indicates lack of information available.

Thompson

Pearson, Henry

Physical Director

1897-1898

Bagnall, Geor ge

Piano

189 8-1 899

Clements, H.J.
Ph.D.

Biolo gy

1898- *'''

Gellerman, A.B.L.

Dean of the
Business Colle ge

1898-189 9

Lambert, C.E.

English Literature

1899-

Williams, Eva E.

Piano

1899-1900

Wilson, Arthur S .

Mathematics and
Physics

1899-1901

President P.S . U.

1899-190 2

Givler, H.V.
D.D.
,

Bible and Bible
History

1900-1901

Glenk, Reverand J .I.J'.

Bible

1901- *•'<

McConihey, Charles F.

Assistant ?

1901-1903

Doland, Alice C.
Ph.D.

Literature and
History

1902-190 3

Barton, Arthur H.
A.B;

Chemistry and
Physics

1903-1908

Bell, Leon E.
A.M., S.T.B.

Philosophy and Greek

1903-1905

Bowersox, Eugene C.
A.M.

Mathematics

1903-1906

Boyd, Eliza I.

Art

1903-1907

~.Jitfield,

Wilmot

*"'

D.D.

**

Indicates lack of information available.

Thompson

Dickson, Isaline C.

Vo ice

1903-1905

Dickson, Mary E.

Director of th e
Conservatory of
Music

1903-1905

Grumbling , C.H.
A. M.

Chemistry and
Biology

1903-1913

Elocution and
Physical Culture

1903-1909

McProud, B. E .
Ph.D.

La tin and English
Litera ture

1903-1908

Randall, Edwin M.
A. M., D.D.

President U.P.S.

19 0 3-1904 resi gne d

Singer, Joseph

Violin

190 3-19 05

Warfield, G.A.
A.M., LL.B.

History and
Economics

1903-1907

Williams, Joseph E.
A.M., D.D.

President U.P.S.

1904-1907

Johnson, William W.
A.B.

English

1905-1907

Zollman, E.S.

School of Music

1905-1907

Davis, Walter Scott
A.B., A.M., LL.D.
Abel, Rose
Ph.D.

Hi s tor y and Political
Science
Bnglish

1907-1943

Benadom, W.O., Rev.

Lecturer on Old
Testament

1909-1911

Blaupied, Charles W.
B.A.

Mathematics

1910-1912

Bradshaw, Frances

Violin

1910-1913

Kno x , Eu gene
A.M.

\v.

1910-1911

-

Thompson
Brmro, J.R.
M.A., M.D.

Lecturer- A Practical Physiolo gy

1910-1914

Card, Ernest N.
B.A., LL.B.

Lee t urer-La'\v

1910-1912

Carr, Mattie L.

Preceptress

1910-1911

Covington, L.J.
M.A., S.T.B.

Lecturer on Applied
Philosophy

1910-1913

Crowe, Ethel
B.A.

Public Speaking

1910-1912

Cuddy , Harre n N.
B.S., D.D.

Lecturer on Advertising and salesman-

1910-1912

~hip

Cummins, Robert A.
M.A.

Philosophy

1910-1911

Day, Bertha E.

Biology

1910-1911

Dickey, Annabelle H.

Voice

1910-1912

Dupertuis, John

Potter and Firer

1910-1911

Foster, John 0.
H.A., D.D.

Lecturer on Bible
History

1910-1921

Gold, Walter C.

Ancient Languages

1910-1911

Hamilton, Mary F.
B.A.

English

1910-1911

Hill, Irvin R.
B.S.

Architecture

1910-1912

Jones, C. Warren

Stenography and
Penmanship

1910-1914

H. A.

Thompson
Lewis, Maud A.

Watercolor and
China painting

1910-1911

Mock, Ernest T.

Projection Drawin g

1910-1912

Moore, Jason

Piano

1910-1911

Newman, Lucy E.
M.A.

Home Economics

1910-1913

Pieczonkz, Kaethe

Violin, Cello

1910-1913

Reddish, Mae

Latin

1910-1911

Rich, Ed~vard A.
Ph.D., M.D.

Lecturer on Psychology

1910-1913

Richardson, F.A.
B.S., M.D.

Chemistry and
Physical Director

1910-1911

Riley, Frank G.
B.A.

Coach and Gymnasium
Instructor

1910-1914

Rushmore, M.A.

Commercial Art

1910-1911

Scott, Thomas B.
B.S., LL.B.

Political Science and
Law

1910-1911

Smiley, Wilford S.
M.a., Ph.D.

Head of -Training
Department

1910-1912

Basketry and Raffia

1910-1911

Commercial Art

1910-1911

English

1910-1911

Physics and Chemistry

1910-1912

~vads~vorth,

Winifred

Hest, Alta F.
~fuipple,

Libbie M.

Wright, Albert B.
H.A.

~v.

Thompson
Boring, Ruth H.

Commercial History

1911-1912

Crowe, Ethel M.

Public Speaking

1911-1912

Dupartuis, Samuel
B.A.

French

1911-1916

English
English and Dean of
Wome n

1911-1913
1931-1953

Home Economics and
Principles of Jr.
Academy

1911-1913

Jones, Neri N.

Preceptress and ?

1911-1912

Moore, Jason

Husic

1911-1912

Randall, Olive E.

Public Speaking

1911-1913

Selinger, Hugo P.
B.D., Th.H., Ph.D.

Modern Languages
Religious Education

1911-1913

Smith, Alice H.
M.D.

Lecturer, Physical
Health

1911-1913

Wehmhoff, Bryon L.
B.A.

Chemistry (Asst.)

1911-1912

Blackburn, Geor ge L.
M.A., LL.B.

Commerce and La\v

1912-1914

Ford, Lyle (Hrs.
Drushel)
A.B.

Gale, Hinnie A.

•

......

Thompson
Conmey, Marie W.

Latin

1912-1913

Craig, Jo yce J.

Voice

1912-1914

Elliot, Ethel J.

Piano and Pipe Organ

1912-1913

Hassebroek, Mamie M.
B.S.

Home Economics

1912-1916

Jones, Frank M.

Phy sics (Asst.)

1912-1913

Lambert, Bernard
M.A.

Public Speakin g

1912-1914

Lyons, Jessie M.
M.A.

English

1912-1914

McKee, Stella S.
Ph.D.

Art

1912-1913

Miller, Berna L.

English (Asst.)

1912-1913

Pitchford, Geor ge L.
M.S.

Chemistry and
Physics

1912-1914

Preston, Sophy A.

Piano

1912-1917

Reynolds, Walter G.
A.A.G.O.

Voice

1912-1913

Shofield, Robert L.
Mus. D.

Director of School
of Music

1912-1913

Thompson

Simpson, Ralph D.

En glish (Asst.)

1912-1914

Spra gue, Ro y L.
B.A., D.D.

Mathematics

1912-191 3

Stanbra, Glen

Physics (Asst.)

1912-1914

Thompson, Mrs. F.C.

Science

1912-1913

Thompson, George R.

Botany and Biology
Assistant

1912-1915

Walker, James 1\T .
M.A., D.D.

English Bible

1912-1914

Waring, Celia
B.A.

English

1912-1913

Warren, Arnold H.

Zoology Assistant

1912-1913

Cochran, Ida N. (Mrs. HF)

Art

1913-1914
1921-1929 '

Goulder, Louise F.

Matron and Preceptress

1913-1915

Preston, Lucile

Voice

1913-1917

Reneau, Georgia
Ph.D.

English

1913-1931

Thompson

~· .:t;oo.·.J ~

"..,..

Rowland, Mary Haude

Latin

1913 only

Todd, Edward H.
H.S., S.T.B.

President U.P.S.
President Emeritus

1913-1942
1942-1952

Whitehead, Hilde ga rde B.

Cello

1913-1915

Zoller, Harper F.
H.S.

Physical Science

1913-1916

Beil, Lois A. (Sandall)

Public Speaking

1914-1917

Fitch, Cath er ine A.

Home Economics (Asst.)

1914-1915

Geisey, Earl e H.
B.A., S.T.B.

History and Principles
of Academy

1914-1917

Holland, Robert T.
A.H.

Education and
Psychology

1914-1916

Keen, Clarence W.

Piano

1914-1915

Kloepper, Frederick

Voice

1914-1924

Lawrence, Pansie G.
A.B.

Home Economics

1914 -1917

HcConihe, Marguerite C.

Normal Art

1914-1917

HcGandy, Grace L.

Language and Academy

1914-1919

Thompson

~-..no;.v.-,.

.,.,.._..__.._ . ...._

Rummel, Jessie L.

Normal Art

1914-1919

Smith, Ethel E.

Normal Nusic

1914-1916

Tee, Grace

Piano

1914-1919

Tenney, Charles W.
M.A.

Lecture-Education

1914-1915

Warren, Alice F.

Latin

1914-1916

Anderson, Roy D.

Violin

1915-1917

Bartholomew, Gladys

Piano

1915-1917

Davis, Martelle E.
B.S.

Modern Languages

1915-1917

Delvin, Della
A.M.

Home Economics

LeSourd, Gilbert Q.
A.B.

Faculty Asst. and ?

1915-

Ransom, Harvey , Jr.
Ph.D.

Physical Sciences

1915-1917

Schofield, Elsie W.

Spanish

1915-1920

(Summers_l915, 1916)

**

Thompson
Snypp, Sewell S.

Band

1915-1917

Wilson, Edith
B.S.

Home Economics

1915 only

Johnson, Edward Clayton

Director of the
Music Department

1916-1925
1943-1945

Miller, Sylvia A.
A.M .

Home Economics

1916-1918

Morton, Ira A.
A.M .

Education and
Psychology

1916-1919

Reynolds, Ora Edgar
A.M.

Education and
Psychology

191 6-1918

Robbins, Charles A.

Bursar and Spanish

1916-1946

Smith, Cora L.

English, Public
Speaking

1916-1918

Waldman, Joseph

Violin

1916-1917

d'Alessio, Camillo

Violin

1917-1918

Dunlap, Theodore E.
B.S.

Chemistry (asst.)
Chemistry

1917-1918
1919-1921

Goodman, Keith D.

Physical Education

1917-1919

A. B.

Thompson
Hovious, Lyn ett e (Mrs.)

Public Speaking

1917-19 25

Kezer, Charl es L.
B.S.

Education

McQueen, Leona

Piano

1917-1918

Pool, Mrs. W.F.
B.L.

Special Instructor
and Preceptress

1917-191 8

Reynolds, Ruth B.
M.S.

Home Economics

1918-1919

Cunningh am, Albert B.
A. M. , Lit t . D.

Dean and Education

1919-192 2

Hurd, Madge C.

Piano

1919-1925

Peck, Roger W.

Athletics

1919-1922

Prentice, Mrs. Paul T.

Violin

Rich, Ch es ter L.
A. M.

Economics, Business
Administration

1919-1920

Sl ater, J ames R.
M.A., M. Ph.

Biology

1919-1951

Swartz, Florence W.
A.B.

Home Economics

1919-1921

(Summers 1917 only)

. 1919-1922

Thompson
Thompson, Emily R.

Piano

1919-1 920

Anderson, Pearl

Piano

1920-1924

Crapser, Anna H.
B.A.

MOdern Lan guages

1920 -1 937

Gjestdahl, Fredrik L.
Ph.D.

Education

1920-1922

Hampton, Irene

Piano

1920-19 21

Milne, Marjori e

Physical Director,
Women

1920-1922

Riley, Herb ert

Violin, Cell o

1920-1921

Rolen, A.P.
A.M., D.O.

Professor of Religion

1920-1922

Todd, Rita

Piano

1920-1922

Balcke, Olive A.
A.B.

Home Economics

1921-19 23

Chislett, William, Jr.
Ph.D.

English

1921-1922

Dunkelbarger, Mrs. C.

Piano

1921-1924

Thompson
Henry, George F.
A.M., M.S.

Ch emistry and Dean

1921-193 7

Innis, George S.
Ph.D.

English Literat ure

1921-19 22

Kelly, Ralph L.
A.M., M.B.A.
Mills, Marjorie M.

Economics and Business
Administration
Librarian

1921-19 27

Budd, Doris
A.M.

Engli sh

1922-19 26

Gulick, El eanor B.
A.B.

English and Dean of
Women

19 22 -1 924

Hart, Ellen a

Piano

1922-1923

Hunter, Lewis G.

Band

1922-1923

McDon a ld, Cl ara J.

Public Sp eaking

1922-1923

McNeal, Roy W.
B.S.

Physica l Education

192 2-1926

Rogovoy, George

Violin

1922-192 4

Schlipp, Paul A.
A.M.

Religious Education

1922-1924

Wagness, Bernard

Piano

1922-1923

1921-19 23

Thompson

Weir, Samuel
Ph.D.

Education and
Psychology

1922-1926

Wesner, Eleanora
A;M.

German, Dean of Women

1922-192 4

Gudmundsen, Alphild C.

Piano

1923-1924

Hedley, George P.
A.m.

Religious Education

192 3-19 26

Robinson, Vergil
B.S.

Home Economics

1923-1924

Seward, Raymond S.
Ph.D.

Physics

1923-1955

Topping, C. Wesley
A.M., S. T.M.

Sociology

1923-1927

Seidelman, Fred
B. S. , Mus . B.

Director of the Conservatory of Music

1924-1927

Seidelman, Olive

Piano

1924-1926

Bergman, Belle

Voice

1924-1925

Brown, Wendel l

Physics (asst.)

1924-1927

Carlson, Elmer T.

Chemistry (ass t.)

1924-1925

Thompson
Clark, Constance

Physical Education

1924-1925

Edwards, Marcia
B.A.

Re gistrar; English
French

1924-1931

Erickson, Ernest A.

Chemistry Asst.

1924-1925

Evans, Harry W.

Brass and Wind
Instruments

1924-1929
1931-1934

Fryar, Valliere D.

Horne Economics

1924-1925

Hanscom, Howard W.

Piano and Public
School Music

19 24 -1925

Jones, .Lillian J.

Librarian

1924-1925

Longstreth, Winnifred
A.B.

French and German

1924-1931

McMillin Frederick A.
M.S.

Chemistry and Geology

1924-1957

Meader, Florence

Biology Asst.

1924-1925

Nelson, Gertrude

Education and Music

1924-1925

Regester, John D.
Ph.D.

Dean of University
and Philosophy

1925-1965

Whiting, Edward P.

Piano

1924-19.25

Thompson

Cheney, Herb ert D.
A.M .

Latin and German

1925 -1 931

Collins, Lillian
A.M .

Librarian

1925-1927

Geiger, Helen M.

Assistant Registrar

1925-1927

Home Economics

1925-1927

Topping, Marjorie E.
B. A.

Physical Director,
Women

19 25-1927

Battin, Charles T.
Ph.D.

Economics

1926-1955

Hallen, Junia T.
A.B .

English and History

1926-1932

Holcomb, C. Sheldon
B.S.

Public Speaki ng

1926-1932

Hubbard, Clyde W.

Physic a l Education, Men 1926-1929

Lemon, Allan C.
Ph.D .

Psycholo gy and De an

1926-1932

Martin, Arthur W.
Ph.D.

Mathematics

1926-1945

Mcintosh, Louisa
(M.S. G.F. Henry)
A.M.

Thompson
Simmons, John W.
Ph . D.

Religious Educ ation

Stevens, Blanche \'J.
B.S.

Horne Economics and Dean 192 6-19 27
Horne Economics
1926 -1 947

Coatsworth, Leona rd
A.B.

Journalism

192 7- 1930

Frederick, Arthur L.
Ph .B. , A.M.

Religious Education

1927-1960

Jackson, Ruth M.
A. m.

English

1927-1928

Perry, Warren L.

Librarian

1927 -1 961

Seeck, George C.
A.B., S.T.B.

Philosophy and
Psychology

1927 -1 928

Wainwright, Ruth M.

Physical Education,
Women

1927-1928

Bennett, John P.
B.F.A.

Voice

1928-1941

Knight, Dorothy

Piano

19 28-1929

Longstreth, Winifred
A.B.

Modern Languages

1928 -19 31

1926-192 7

A. B., B.S .

Thompson
Matthews, Alfred W.
A.M.

History and Economics

19 28 -19 30

McClelland, Alice B.

Musical Theory

1928-1930

Southworth, James G.
(Oxon)

English Literature

1928-1929

Walden, Marion W.

Violin

1928-1929

Bryant, David L.
B.S. in B.A.

Economics and Business
Administration

1929-1930

Hausheer, Herman
Ph.D.

Sociology

1929-1930

Hite, Floyd C.
A.M.

Sociology

1929-1941

Jaeger, Julius P.
Ph.D.

English

1929-1959

Martin, Mildred

Physical Education,
Women

1929-1930

A. B.

Piriwitz, Edward W.
A.B.

Physical Education,
Men

19 29-1931

Rengstorrr, Ruth P.

Violin

1929-1931

Robbins, Bertha W.
Ph.B.

Spanish

1929-1950

A. B.

Thompson

Soltau, David L.
A.M.

Physics

1929-1930

Soltau, Gr a ce B.
A.D.

Pi ano

1929-1930

Alcorn, Gordon D.
Ph.D.

Biology
Summmer Sessions 1930, 36-45
Biology Regul ar St a ff
1946-1979

Dilley, Marjorie . R.
A.M.

History and Politic a l
Science

1930-1933

Herrmann, Si egfried F.
Ph.D., M.D.
•

Lecturer--Health

1930-1941

Jones, Martha P.
A.M.

Sp eech

1930-1962

Kend a ll, Twila

German

1930-1932

Lung, Rowena
(Mrs. Gordon D. Alcorn)

Art

1930-1935

Maris, Homer
M.S.

German

1930-1932

Pattison, Evelyn G.
B.F.A.

Art

1930-1932

Prentice, Bertha S.

Violin

1930-1931

A. B.

Thompson

Sinclair,JRobert D.
Ph.D.

Psychology

1930-1948

Van Norden, Linda
Ph.D.

En glish

1930-1946

Capen, Ellery
M.B.A.

Economics and
1931-1968
Business Administration

Cheney, Edna W.
(Mrs. H.D.)

Dean of Women
Asst. Registrar

1931-1932
19 32 -19 47

Collins, Pernina B.
B.S.

Physical Education,
Women

1931-1932

Drewry, Raymond G.
Ph.D.

Dean, Psychology

19 31-1 936

Flickel, Doris
A.B. , B.S.

Library

1931-1932

Grant, Louis 0.
B.A.

Physical Education,
Men

1931-1940

Jacobsen, Leonard G.
B. Mus.

Piano

1931-1964

Miller, Christian
A.M.

Registrar and German

1931-1957

Sandborg, Roy H.
A.M.

Athletics

1931-1938

Thompson

Chapman, Coolidge 0.
Ph.D.

English

1932-1959

Chickanzerf, John E.

Violin

1932-1934

Schafer, Marvin R.
Ph.D.

Sociology

1932-1947

Wheeler, Edgar C.
B.D., A.M.

Religious Education

1932-1939

Williston, Frank C.
Ph.D.

History and Political
Science

1932-1945

Eichinger, Walter A.
M. Mus.

Pipe Organ

1933-1938

Haynes, Amery H.
B.S.

Surveying and engineering Drawing

1933-1935

Irwin, Margaret C.
A.B.

Biology

1933-1934

Tomlinson, Warren E.
Ph.D.

German and History

1933-19 74

Truitt, Homer M.
B.M.E.

Band

1933-1935

Kohler, Melvin 0.

Art

1934-1944

A.M.

._

Schlarb, John Jr.
A.M., L.H.D.

Sociology and
Philosophy

1934-1938

Thompson
Allen, Fost er
B.S.

Chemistry

1935-1938

Bjorkman, Frances
A.B.

Biology

1935-1 938

Hindley, Kenneth M.
A.M.

Journalism

1935-1938

Johnson, Georgia L.
B.S.

Home Economics

Phe l ps, Lydi a E.
B.A . in Ed .

Education

Anarde, Frank
B.A. in Mus .

Brass Instruments

1936-19 40

Battin, Ruth B.
A.B.

Substitute in English

19 36 -1 937

Carlson, Philip R.
B.S.

Physics,

Just, Amanda
B. A. in Music

Violin

1936-1937

Mack, J.H.
B.S.

Assist. Coach

19 36 -1 938

Mann, Marjorie J.
A.M.

Physical Education;
Organized O.T. Dept .

19 36- 1945

Summers 1935-1938

Summer 1935-37, 1941-4 2

Summer 1936-1938

Thompson
Powell, Raymond L.
Ph.D.

Education and Dean

1936-1971

Punderson, Ruth B.
A.M.

English

1936-1 938

Renthien, Elsie M.
B.S.

Home Economics

19 36-1937

Shelmidine, Lyle S.
Ph.D.

History and Political
Science

1936-19 65

Somers, R. Sleep
B.S., M.D.

Asst. Medical Adviser

1936-1937, 1940

Smith, D.Robert
B.A.

Pipe Organ

1936-1949

Troxe ll, Eleanor
A.M.

Elementary Education

Wersen, Louis G.
B.A. in Mus.

Orchestra

1936-1944

Williams, Robert E.
A.B.

Economics

1936-1937

Coombs, Howard A.
Ph.D.

Geology

Fehlandt, Philip R.
Ph.D.

Chemistry

Summer 1935 only

Summer 1937 only

1937-1965

Thompson
Hunner, Wesley
A.B.

Journalism

1937

1 semester

Hurrman, Eugene G.
Ph.D.

Chemistry

1937-1940

Koker, Erick J.F.
A.B.

Violin

1937-1945

Madden, William L.

Physical Education

1937-1942
1946-1947

Myhrman, Herman M.
A.M.

Biology

Summer 1937 only

Richardson, Jeanne G.
A.B.

French

Summer 1937 only

Rosenquist, Willard
B.F.A.

Art

1937-1938

Rugh, A. Douglas
A.M.

English and Journalism

1937-1941

Webster, Elizabeth
A.M.

Elementary Education

Anderson, Oscar

Biology

Summer 1937 only

Summer 1938-1940

A. B.

Egley, Uwards
B.S.

Physical Education

Summer 1938 only

Thompson
Ferguson, Geraldine
A. B.

Home Economics

1938-1940

Frank, Leo J .
A. M.

Physical Education

1938-19 45

Goller, Alice
A.B .

Education,

Hartman, Je an

Home Economics

1938-1940

Hoffman, Katherine J.
A.B . , R. N.

Biology

1938-1940

Mcilwain, Dorothy S.
M. F.A.

Art

McKinney, Helen J .
(Mrs. Fossum)
Ph.D .

French

Minor, Ruby
A.M.

Elementary Education

Olson, Berenice
B.S.

Home Economics

1938 - 1939

Rath, Reuben, J.
A. M.

History and Political
Science

1938-1940

Robinson, John Watson
A. D., S. T. B. , Ph . D.

Philosophy and Religion 1938-1946

Summer 1938 - 1940

A. B.

Summer 1938 only

1938-1958

Summer 1938 only

....

Thompson
Russell, Lelia H.
A.H.

Elementary
Education

Byrd, Robert 0.
M.A.

Political Science Summer 1939, 1940

Drummond, Robert L.

Art

1939-1941

Fossum, Paul R.
Ph.D.

Economics

1939-1941

Gorow, Frank H.

Visual Education

summer 1938,39 , 41

A. H.

Summer 1939 only

A. B.

Lewis, Hel en M.
A.B.

Library

1939-1941

Heans, Paul B.
B. Litt. (Oxon Ph .D)

English

1939-1940

Meredith, Lucille
A. H.

Speech

1939-1941

Newman, Eleanor
B.S.

"Fellow" Mathematics
Physics

1939-1940

Wade, Newman A.
Ph.D.

Education

1939-1940

Watt, Susan M.
A.H.

Library

1939 only

Thompson
Adams, John F.
A.B.

"Fellmv" Business
Administration

1940-1942

Carlson, Roy H.
B.S.

"Fellmv" Mathematics
Physics

1940-1942

Chubb, Frances F.
B.F.A.

Art

1940-1976

Hagen, Clarence
B.S.

Psychology

1940,41,1943-47

Loney, Andrew J.
B.M.

Mus i c

McMaster, George E. ,Sr.
B.S. in C.R.

Surveyin g

1940-1944

Oiseth, Howard
A.M.

Journalism and english

1940-1945

Padelford, Philip C.
A.M.

History

1940-1942

Parks, Stuart L.

Physical Education

1940-1945

Picknard, Hugh B.
Ph.D.

Chemistry

1940-1942

Running, Lena S.

Voice

Shinn, Everilda B.
B.S.

"Fellow" Home
Economics

Summer 1940, 1941

M. ED .

Summer 1940 only

1940-1941

"

Thompson
Short, E.T.

Journa lism

1940-1941

Drummond, Jane D.

Art

1941 - 1943

Gibbs, E. De lmar
A.M .

Education

1941-1 977

McCl anahan, Muriel H.
Ph.D.

Substitut e in English

1941-1942

Riehl, Berenice G.
B. L.

Speech
Speech

Smith, Mary E.
A.B.

School of Music, Summe r 1941,42,43

Venn, Harry G.
A.B.

"Fellow" in Mathematics 1941 - 1943
and Physics

Cauthers, Marion
A.M.

Art

Garrard, James L.
A.B.

Spanish
Spanish

Garth, Dickens

Surveying and Engineering Drawing

1942-1944

Green, Beulah M.
A.M.

Voice

1942 - 1944

Mull er , Mrs. Bettie A.
(Missionary to Japan)

Japanese Lan guage

1942-1945

A. B.

Summer 1941,42,43,45
1945-1949

1942-1943

Summer 1942-1943
1945-1949

Thompson
Pollard, Charles L.
A.B.

History

Powers, Lel and E.
M.C., M.P.H.

Lecturer in Hygiene

1942-1943

Schmidt, Alice M.
M.S.

Biology

1942-1944

Smith, Doris H.

Organ

1942-1944

Sprenger, Robert D.
Ph.D.

Biolo gy

1942-1970

Thompson, R. Franklin
Ph .D.

President, C.P . S .
Ch ance llor for life

1942-1973
1973

Bartley, John B.
B.S.

Physics, ASTP .

Blade, Mary
B.S.

Physics and Engineering Drawing ASTP

1943 -1 944

Chri stiansen, Claud B.
B.S.

Chemistry

1943-1944

Emerson, Lola B.
A.M.

Nursery Education

1943 only

Goodwin, Robert F.

Physical Education

1943-1944

Grimes, Alice M.
B.A.

Mathematics

1943-1 944

Summer 1942,43,44

ASTP

ASTP

. 1943-1944

Thompson
Hodges, Alfred R.

Physical Education,
Men

1943-19 44

Martin, Anna D.
M.A.

Physics

1943-19 44

Vadheim, James L.
B.S., M.D.

Medical Adviser

1943-1947

Wood, Don a ld M.
B.S.

Ch emis try

1943-1944

Bell, Edna-Ell en
A.B.

Occupationa l Therapy

1944-1952

Bratton, Karl H.
in M.

Director of the Cons ervatory of Music
and Voice

1944-1945

Diettrich, Carl H.
B.A.

Wind Instruments

1944-1946

Hinkle, Van R.
LL.B.

Business Administration 1944-1946

MacDonald, George D.
A.M.

Chemistry

1944-1947

Miller, Martin S.
A.M.

Evening Classes

1944-19 46

Moore, Mrs. Jane Willard
B. Mus.

Music

1944-1946

B.

ASTP

Thompson
Needham, Fay B.

Spanish

Evenings

&Summer

1944 -1 945

A. B.

Ostberg, Edith

Music

1944-1946

Smith, Dwight C.
Ph.D.

Engljsh

1944-1946

Anderson, Emmet

Wind Instruments

1945-1946

Occupational Therapy

1945-1948

Home Economics

1945-1948

Coulter, Ca lvin B., Jr.
Ph.D.

History

1945-1979

Crain, Eunice Prosser

Violin

1945-1946

Eves, Howard W.

Mathematics

1945-1946

Physical Education

1945-1979

Jeklin, Lewis E.
B.S.

Evening Classes

1945 -1946

Johnson, Elizabeth W.
A. B., B. in Ed.

Physical Education
for women

1945-1947

A. B., M. Mus .

Bakke, Wilhelm

A.B.

Bullard, Dixie M.

A.B.

A.M.

Heinrick, John P.
A. B.

Thompson
Keutzer, Clyde H.
A.M.

Director the School
of Music

1945-1952

Mastrude, Margaret

Spanish

1945-1948

Myles, Margaret

Voice

1945-1978

O'Neel, Franklin W.
M.A.

Physical Education

Strong, Helen I.
R.N.

Resident Nurse

1945-1946

Thorp, William E.
B.S.

Chemistry (Asst.)

1945-1947

Banks, William Gerard
A.M.

Bursar and Financial
Secretary

1946-1971

Bennett, Doris B.
A.M.

English

1946-1956

Butler, Edward M.
A.M.

English

1946-1955

Callahan, William E.
A.B., B.S.

Dept of Religion

1946 1 semester

Carruth, Ruth C.
A.B.

Religion

1946-1947

Carruth, Willis L.
M.S.

Mathematics

1946-1957

Summer 1945 only

Thompson
Clark, Ella Mai

Romance Languages

19 46 -1 950

Cramer , Erla
A.M.

Voice

1946 !s emes ter

Duke, Fay

En glish and Biology

1946 -1 951

Epperson, Gordon
B. Mus .

Pi ano and Cello

1946-1967

Fyfe, Beth M.
A. B.

Business Administr ation

Gibbs, Mary
B.S. in Commerce

Secretarial Subjects

1946 1 semester

Horn, Herbert A.
M. In Music

Pi ano

1946-1947

Hoskins, Franz P.

Bio lo gy

1946 -19 47

Math ematics

1946-- ---

McCormick, Wi lli am P.
A. B., B.D.

Dept. of . Re ligion

1946-1948

McFarl and, Robert D.
A.B., B.D.

Psychology

1946-1947

A. tvl.

M. in Ed.

1946 1 semester

A. B.

*Lant z, John T.
B.S.

Thompson
Murtland, Hal D.
A.B., LL.B.

Business Law

1946-19 60

Myers, Marion J.

English

194 6-1964

Nelson, Martin E.
Ph.D.

Physics

1946-1980

O'Connor, John A.
M.S.

tv! us i c

1946-1953

Ostransky, Leroy

~1us

Patrick, Frank W.
B.S.

Physical Education

1946 -19 47

Rasmussen, Ivan B.
M. Music

Voice

1946-1956

Sattler, Carl S.
M. Eng.

Engineering Drawing

1946-1947

Skaar, Dagfinn
Candidate Philosophy

Exchange Teacher
from Norway

1946-1947

Smith, Richard D.
A.B.

Field Man, Registrar
and Alumni Sec.
Vice President

1946-19 76

Sana, John W.
B. B.A.

Business Administration 1946-1947

A. B.

Education

ic

1946-1980

Thompson
Tudo r, Hugh J.
Ph.D.

Political Science

1946 -1 960

Van Horn, Paul B.
A. B., B.D.

Religion

19 46 -1 947

Van Scoyoc, Mrs Francis
A.M .

Business Administrat ion 1946-1949

Vaught, Raymond
A.M. , H. Mus .

Music

1946 -1 956

Whittlesey, tvlargaret F.
A.B.

English and Journ a lism

1946- 1947

Speech

1947------

Berlide, Olaf J.
A.B.

German

1947-1 948

Bird, Harry F.
A.B.

Physical Education

1947 -19 60

Blumenthal, Albert B.
Ph .D .

Sociology

1947 -1 950

Bond, Alice C.
A.M.

Physical Education

194 7-1977

Button, Jean M.
M.S.

Assistant to Registrar
De an of Women

1947-19 49

•
*Baisinger, Wi lbur H.
A.M.

Thompson
Carter, John W.
A. B.

Pi ano

19 47-1 951

Davis, Mar garet W.
B. Mus.

Voi ce

194 7-1951

Fr eeman, Arthur P.
A.B.

Busines s Administration

Fuller, J ean H.
M.S.

Math ema tics

194 7-1949

* Goman, Ed\.,rard G.
M.S.

Math ematics

1947------

Medical Advisor

1947-1949

Philosophy and
Religion

1947-------

Morgan, Murray
M.S.

English and
Journalism

1947 -1 952

Peterson, Richard F.
A.M.

Psychology

1947-1954

Phillips, Floramae D.
A.B.

Home Economics

1947-1960

Religion and Sociology

1947-------

Herrmann, Arnold J.
B.S., M.D.

*Magee, John B.
A.M., S.T.B.

*Phillips, John W.
A.B., S.T.B.

194 7-1 948

--

Thompson
Rau, Weldon W.
M.S.

Geology

1947-1949

Rosenthal, Manuel

"Composer in
Residence"

1947-1948

Smith, Virginia B.
A.B., LL.B.

Business administration and Economics

1947-1949

Suderow, Edwin W.
A.B.

French and Spanish

194 7-1 949

Towne, Deborah J.
A.M.

Chemistry

1947-1948

Van Gilder, Helen L.
B.S.

Biology

1947-1954

Wentworth, Lynn Leota
A.M.

Art

1947-1967

Bachimont, Otto George
A.B., A.M.

Ge rman

1948-1978

Burmeister, Theresa

Occupational Therapy

1948-1951

English

1948-1954

Mathematics

1948-1951
1958-1961

A.B~,

A.M.

Butler, Edward H.
A.B., A.M.

Champ, Stanley
B.S.

.._

Thompson
Cook, Harold
B.S.

Chemistry

1948-1 950

Cowell, John Rowl a nd
B. Mus., M. Mus.

Music-Piano

1948 - 1961

Enright, Jack
A.B., M.B.A.

Business Administration

1948-195 2

Gee, Hillard
A.B., A.M.

Business Admini stra tion

1948-1954

Giske, Rodne y
A.B.

Physical Education

1948-1952

Glenn, Kenn
A.B.

Art

1948-1951

Haines, Juanita
A.B., A.M.

Art

1948-1955

Heritage, Samuel
A.B.

Business Administration

1948-1951

Jamieson, David Lyle
A.B;, LL.B.

Business Administration

1948-1955

Kidd, R. Mildred
B.S., M.A.

Education

1948-195 2

Labounty , Barbara
A.B. in BA, M.S. in Ret.

Business Administration

1948-1952

Thompson
Physical Education

1948-1952

French

1948-,.------

Sullivan, Carolyn
B.S.

Home Economics

1948-1954

Vaught, Kathr yn
A.B.

Istructor in Cello

1948-1950

Walters, Juanita
A.B., A.M.

Home Economics

1948-1954

Geolo gy

1949-------

Gross, Walter
A.B.

Business Administration

1949-1954

Haines, Edward
B.A.E., M.A.E.

Art

1949-1957

Hungerford, Edward
A.B~, A.M.

English

1949-1951

McCormack, Claude
B.S., M.S.

Chemistry

1949-1951

Sprague, Helen
B.S.

Home Economics

1949-1951

Mahnkey, Ray
B.S.

*Martin, Jacqueline
A.B.

*Anderson, Norman
B.S., M.S.

Thompson
Stewart, Kirk
A.B.

Mathematics

1949-1952

Washburne, Norman
A.B., A.M.

Sociolo gy

1949-1951

Bay, Helen
A.B.

Asst. Registrar

1950-1967

La>vson, Lawrence
A.B., A.M.

Sociolo gy

1950-1951

Loschen, Leslie
A.B., M.B.A.

Business Administration

1950-1951

Maib, Francis
B.A., A~M., D.ed.

Education

1950-1952

Schroeder, Mar guerite
B.S., M.S.

Home Economics

1950-1954

Blakiston, Joan
A.B. in L.S.

Assistant Librarian

1951-1954

Bowing, Shirley
B.S. in OTR

Occupational Therap y

1951-1959

Kelly, Rose
A.M., Ph.D.

Education

1951-1954

Thompson, Orin
A.B., B. in Ed.

Business Administration

1951-1952

Thompson
Walker, Kenneth
B.S., M.S.

Bi olo gy

1951-1 958

Bowers, Mrs. J ean
B.S., M.S.

Home Economics

195 2- 1 965

Hall, Sarah
A.B.

Home Economics

195 2-1969

Hemel, Joseph
B. S. B. in Ed .

Physical Educat i on

1952-1959

James, Richard
Major USAF

Air Science

1952-1954

Johnson, Grac e
A.B., OTR

Occupational The rap y

1952-1955

Newman, Fred
Lt. CoL USAF

ROTC

1952-1955

Owen, Robert C.
Major USAF

ROTC

1952-1956

Pack, Blaine
Captain USAF

ROTC

195 2-1956

*Rod gers, James
B.H., M.H.

Music

1952------

Air Science

1952-1955

Schrieber, Kenneth
Captain USAF

-

Thompson
Bertram, Gordon William
A.B.

Economics

1953-1959

Burris, Thomas Charles
B.M., M.M.

Music

1953-1955

Kish, George
A.B., A.M.

Psycholo gy

1953-1955

Lee, Annabel
B.S., A.M.

Education

1953-1979

Murray, Leone
B.S., A.M.

Sociology

1953-1957

Schoyen, Albert
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

History

1953-1955

Weatherhead, Kingsley
A.B., A.M.

English

1953-1959

Wolvers, Donald
A.B.

Speech

1953-1957

Loutzenhiser, Janette
A.B., OTR

Occupational Therapy

1954-1955

Olson, Edwin
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

Psychology

1954-1958

Sociology

1954-------

*Peterson, Frank Newell
A.B., Th.M.

Thompson
Price, Charlotte
A.M., Ph.D.

English

1954-1957

\Vhitaker, Robert
1st. Lt. USAF

ROTC

195 4-1957

Anderson, Freeman
A.B., Ph.D.

English

1955-1957

Andrus, Col.Burton
B.A. in Bus. Admin.

Business Administration

1955-1967

Durham, Forrest
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

Geolo gy

1955-1957

Griesel, Mrs. Beth
B.A. in Ed., M.ED.

Education

1955-1976

Hamner, Homer
Economics
A.A., A.B., LL.B., A.M., Ph.D.

1955-1979

Johnson, Lucille
A.B., A.M.

Psychology

1955-1958

Patterson, Dorothy
A.B;, A.M.

Nusic

1955-1972

Prins, John
A.H., LL.B.

Economics. and Business Administration

1955-1977

Randolph, John
B.S.

Chemistry

1955-1957

Thompson
Simonson, Harold
A.B., B. Ed., A. M.

En glish

1955-1969

Thomas, Norman
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

Economics and
History

1955 -19 69

Wheeler, Raymond
B.Mus., M.Mus.

Music

195 5-19 65

Yerxa, Elizabeth
B.S., OTR

Occupational Therapy

1955-1 957

Reli gion

1956------

ROTC

1956-1959

Art

1956-------

Peasley, Robert
B.S., HFA

Art

1956-1959

Fisher, Charles
B. M.E., H.H., S.H.D.

Husic

1956-1967

Johnson, Hiles
A.B., A.H.

English and
Sociology"

1956-1958

Leonard, Edwin
~st .. I:.t. USAF

Air Science

1956-1957

*Albertson, Robert
A.B., B.D.

Borodkin, Jim Ma rvin
Major USAF

*Colby, William
A.B., A.M.

._

Thompson
Lingo, Jack
Lt. Col. USAF

Air Science

1956-1959

Lindamood, Charles
A.B.,A.M.

English

1956-195 8

Geology

1956------

Sipe, Melvin
B.S., M.Mus.

Music

1956-1961

Stevens, Rex
A.B., M.B.A.

Business Administration

1956-1965

Ste\vart, William
A.B., B.Ed., A.M., Ph.D.

English

1956-l-961

Swayze, Francis
A.B.

Dean of Homen
Admissions Council

1956-1961

Brust, Velda
B.S. OTR

Occupational Therapy

1957-1965

Curran, Mary Louise

Dean of Homen
Associate Dir. Admis.

1957-1969

Dolan, Joseph
A. B • , B• S . , M. Ed . , Ed . D.

Education

1957-1975

Duncan, Donald
B.A. in Ed.

Physical Education

1957------

*Lowther, Dr. Stewart
B.S. M.S.

Thompson
*Hager, Philip
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

English

1957------

Hammer, Kermit
B.S., B.A., M. S.

Ma thema tics

1957-1959

Haun, Julius
B.S., M.S.

Chemistry

1957-1959

Hernm, Wayne H.
Captain USAF

Ai r Science

1957-19 61

Llo yd, Harold
Captain USAF

ROTC

1957-1959

Lyman, Bernard
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

Psychology

1957-1959

Nelson, Arden
B.S. in OT

Occupational Therapy

1957-1959

Willens, Susan
A.B., A.M.

English

1957-1959

Allison, Mary Clara
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

Languages

1958-1963

Barr, Harvey
CAptain USAF

ROTC

1958-1959

Bills, Stanley
B.A. Captain USAF

Air Science

1958-1961

Thompson
Chaldecott, Dennis
A.B., A.M.

En glish

1958-1961

Chappell, Berkley
B.F.A., M.FA

Art

1958-1965

Chittick, Donald
B.S.

Chemistry

1958-1969

Denny, Earl
A. B., A.M., Ed . D.

Education

1958-1959

Erwin, W. Wallace
B.A. in Ed .

Physic a l Education

1958-1963

Hanson, William
A.B., A.M.

Speech

1958-1961

Nelson, James
A.B.

Director of Admissions

1958-1965

Oppy, Paul
Major USAF

Air Science

1958-1963

Waggoner, Elizabeth
B.S. in OT, OTR

Occupational Therapy

1958-1969

Walker, Margarette
B.S. in Ed ., B.Mus., D.Ed.

Education

195 8-1961

Ward, Warren
B.S., M.S., Ph.D.

Biology

1958-1959

Thompson
Wignall, Clifton
A.B., A.M.

Sociology

1958-1961

Baker, Richard J .
Major USAF

Air Sci enc e

1959-1963

Blitz, Susan
A. B., OTR

Occupational Therapy

1959-1963

*Combs, Ernest
A.B., A.M.

Economics

1959------

*Corkrum, Ralph
A. B. , M. A.

En glish

1959 ------

Sp eech

1959-1963

Music

1959 ------

Hillier, Cl ark

Business Manager

1959-19 76

Jacobson, David
A. 13., A.M .

English

19 59 -1 963

Jakeman, Lloyd
B.S., M.S.

Mathematics

1959-1963

Lindley, William, Jr.
B.S., M.S.

Business Admini Stration

1959-19 69

Flowers, Richard, Jr.
B.S., A. M.

*Herlinger, Iiona
A. B., M. M.

Thompson
Nelson, Margaret
A. B., A.M.

Home Economics

1959-1963

Perdue, Paul
A.B., A.M.

Bus in e ss Admini stration

1959-1971

Sackrison, True
B.M.

Music

1959-1971

*Seferian, Edward
B.S., M.S.

tvlusic

1959------

Business Admini stration

1959-1972

*Wagner, Esther
A.B., A.m., Ph.D.

En glish

1959------

Wagner, M. John
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

English

1959-1963

Physics

1960------

Bruvold, William H.
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

Psychology

1960- 1963

Darius, Allan Rees
A. B., M.S.

Psychology

1960-1963

Hager, Mary
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

Occupational Therapy

1960-1965

Sinclair, Thomas
A.B., M. B.A .

* Brmvn, Bert
B.S., M.S.

Thompson
Hansen, Mary Louise
B.S. in OTR

Occupational Th erapy

1960-1963

*Heppe, Paul
A. B. , A.M . , Ph.D.

Political Science

1960---- --

*Larsen, John Herbert, Jr .
A. B., M.S.

Biology

1960-1963

*Lowrie, Walter
A.B., A. M.

History

1960- --- --

Luna, William
B.S. Captain USAF

Air Science

1960-1965

Oncley, Alma
B.M., M.M.

Music

1960-1971

Pope, Shirley
A.B., B.L.S., A.M.

Assistant Librarian

1960-1965

Director of the
Library and Instructor

1960------

Brown, Germaine
A.B . , A.M.

French

1961- 1967

Bucklin, Lincoln
A.B., A. M. , Ph.D.

Spanish

1961-1969

Gross, Nathan
A. B., A.M .

Education

1961 -196 7

*Taylor, Desmond William
A.B., A. M.

Thomps on
Henry, Jack
A.B. Captain USAF

Air Sci enc e

1961-19 67

Hess, Ve rnon
A.B., A.M.

En gli s h

1961-1969

Biology

1961------

Kingsley, J ack
A.B., A.M.

Speech

1961-1967

Larnka , Dewane
A.B., B.Ed., M.Ed.

Education

1961-1967

Smith, James
B.S., MBA

Controller

1961-1980

Stenberg, Larry
A.B.

Director of Admi s s ions

1961-1971

Umphrey, Robert .
A.B., A.M .

English

1961-1965

Psycholo gy

1962-1961

Carothers, Otto, Jr.
B.S., A.M.

Mathematics

1962-1965

Crosl and, George
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

English

1962-1969

I

*Karlstrom, Ernest
A.B., M.S., Ph.D.

. Burk, Harold
A.B., M. S., Ph.D.

Thompson
*Danes, Zdenko
B.S., Ph. D.

Geology and Physics

1962------

Haws, Travis
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

Biology

1962-196 7

Kruschke, Earl
B.S., A.M., Ph.D.

Political Science

1962-1967

Peterson, Carl Herb ert
B.S. Lt. Col. USAF

Air Sci enc e

1962-1967

Prehn, John
A. B., A.M.

Sociolo gy

1962-1965

Wilkerson, Russel
A.B.

Physical Education

1962-1969

Blood, Franklin
B.S., Ph. D.

Chemistry

1963-1967

Castellanos, Ofelia
B.S., Ora., FL.

Spanish

1963-1967

Fromong, Terrence
A.B., M.Ed., Ph.D.

Psychology

1963-1979

Headland, Edwin
B.A., M.B.A.

Business Administration

1963-1969

*Matthis, Raimund
A.B., M.L.S.

Technical Service
Librarian

1963------

Thompson
Mayes, Peggy
A.B.

Art

1963-19 76

*Mill ard, Bradl ey
A.B.

Re ference Lib rar ian

1963------

*Morrison, Monte
A. B., MFA

Art

1963------

Olsen, Larry
A.B. Captain USAF

Aerospace Studies

1963-1969

Schwarz, Philip
B.S., A.M.

Public Servic e
Librari an

1963-1969

\\'I a thema tics

1963------

Ward, Joyce
A. B. , OT, OTR, A.M.

Occupationa l therapy

1963-1978

Berry, J. Raymond
A.B., A.M.

English

1964-1978

Psychology

1964------

John s on, Murray
A.B., M.D.

Biology

1964-1980

Kratzberg, Claudine
B.S., M.H.E.

Home Economics

1964-1976

*Sims, Wilbur
B.S., M.S.

*Hartley, Richard
A.M., B.S., Ph.D.

Thompson
Leach, Duane
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

History

1964-1967

McGee, Jack
B.S. in Ed., M.Ed.

Registrar

1964-1974

Orthman, William
B.S., A.M.

Business Administration

1964-1976

Parton, Ronald
A.B., A.M.

Sociology

1964-1967

Payne, Ramon
B.A. in B.A., M.Ed.

Dean of Men

1964-1975

Peterson, Richard K.
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

English

' 1964-1967

*Polley, Roy
B.B.A., M.B.A.

Business Administration and Public
Administration

1964------

*Richmond, Harriet
B.S. in Ed., O.T., OTR

Occupational Therapy

1964------

*Sterling, Theodore
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

Psychology

1964------

Taylor, Robert
B.S., M. Ed.

Music

1964-1973

Acosta, Rosa
Ped.D., D.S.N.

Spanish

1965-1975

.....

Thompson
Allen, Darlene Woods
A. B., M. Ed.

Education

1965-1974

Chemistry

1965------

Bock, Robert
B.S.M.E., M.S., Ph.D.

Business AdminiStration and Economics

1965-1969

Booth, Ronald
B.M., M.M.

Music

1965-1 969

Cokal, Edward
B.S., Ph.D.

Chemistry

1965-1969

Conant, Richard
A.B., M.S., Captain USAF

Aerospace Studies

1965-1969

Daniels, Thomas
B.S., M.S.

English

1965-1969

Green, Lyl e
A.B., A.M.

Political Science

1965-1969

*Hodges, Renate
A.B., B. Ed.

German

1965--- ---

*Hoyt, Milton
B.S., M.S.

Education

1965------

Music

1965-1971

*Berry, Keith
A. B., Ph.D.

Keiser, Murl
A.B., B.M., M.M.

Thompson
Kleyn, John
B.S., Ph.D.

Biolo gy

1965-1976

Lee, Robert Charles
B.S., A.M., Ph.D.

English

1965-1969

Manning, Thomas
A.B., A.M.

Speech

1965-1972

Religion

1965------

Ryan, Robert
A. B., B. Ed.

Physical Education

1965-1974

Scott, Earl
A.B., A.M.

Philosophy

1965-1973

Weldin, Marian
A. B., A.M.

French

1965-1971

Anderson, Thomas
A.B., M.Ed. ,Ed.D.

Education

1966-1975

English

1966------

Bailey, Dale Garvin
B.A.

Vice President
University Relations

1966-1976

Barnes, Monique
B.A. C.

French

1966-1973

*Overman, Richard
A.B., M.D., M.Th., Ph.D.

*Annis, Leroy
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

.__

Thompson
*Bauer, Wolfred
A. B., Ph.D.

Associate Dean
Hi s tory

1966------

Dahl, Niels
A.B., M.B.A.

Business Administration

1966-1974

Denomy, Robert
B.S., Col. USAF

Aerospace Studies

1966-19 71

Dragelevich, J. Walter
A.B., LL.B.

Political Science

1966-1969

Eliason, Orville
B.S., Captain USAF

Aerospace Studies

1966-19 71

Harrison, James
B.S., M.S.

Mathematics

1966-1969

Harrison, Monique
A.B., A.M.

French

1966-1974

Biology

1966------

Jartun, Marci a
B.D., M.f.A.

Art

1966-19 78

McNeil, Earle
B.S., A.M.

Sociology

1966-1971

Perkins, Stanley
B.Ed., M.Ed., D.Ed.

Education

1966-1969

*Herbert, Edward
A.B., M.S., Ph.D.

Thompson
Reiher, Marilyn
A.B., A.M.

Spe ech

Seeley, Marguerite
B.F.A.

French

19 66 -1971

Physics

1966------

Smith, Jeffre y
A.B., B.D.

Chaplain/Religion

1966-1973

Stokes, Henry , Jr.
A.B.

History

1966-1971

*Wallrof, Paul
A.B., M.S.

Physical Education

1966-------

*Bischel, Daniel
A.B., M.L.S.

Library/Associate Prof. 1967------Public Service Libr.

*Slee, Frederick
B.S., M.S., Ph.D.

1966-1971
'

Gardner, William
A.B., M.B.A.

Business Administration and Economics

1967-1973

Hunter, Walter
A.B., Major USAF

Aerospace Studies

1967-1971

Medcalf, Darrell
A.B. , M. S • , Ph. D.

Chemistry

1967-1979

Nevascar, Balwant
A.B., B.D., A.M., Ph.D.

Sociology

1967-1976

--·

Thompson
Paine, Wilmer, Jr.
A.B., A.M.

History

1967-1971

Porter, Janet
B.S. in O.T.

Occupational Therapy

1967-1974

Sibley, Francis
A.B., A.M.

English

1967-1971

~~Solie,

Eileen
A.B., M.S.T.

Biology

1967------

*Van Arsdel, Rosemary
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

English

1967-------

*Baarsma, William
A.B., A.M.

Business Admini-

1968------

Bafus, William, Jr.
A.B., M.S.

Economics

1968-1974

Ball, F. Carlton
A.B., A.M.

Art

1968-1976

*Fields, Ronald
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

Art

1968------

*Frank, Charles
B.S. , A.M. , Ph.D.

English

1968------

Biology

1968-1973

Guilford, Roger
B.S., M.Ed., M.S., Ph.D . .

......

Thompson
*Gunter, Crai g
A.B., M.S., Ed.D.

Political Science

1968------

*Hansen, Janis Tim
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

Engineerin g and Urban
Studies

196 8------

Harris, Theodore
Ph.B., A.M., Ph.D.

Education

1968-1975

Kaiserman, David
B.S., M.S.

Hus ic

1968-1977

Kretschmar, Evalyn
A.B., A.M.

English

19 68 -1973

Chemistry

1968------

Metcalf, Helen
B.S. in O.T.

Occupational Therapy

1968-1971

Miller, Phoebe
B.A., Ph.D.

Sociolo gy

1968-1979

Milligan, Thomas
A.B.

Business Administration 1938-1973

Morris, James
A.B., M.B.A.

Business Administration

1968-1980

Ng'eno, Johnathan
A.B., A.M.

Political Science

1968-1974

*Mehlhaff, Curtis
B.S., Ph. D.

Thompson
Chemistry

1968-1979

Physical Education

1968------

Purvis, Howard
A.B., A.M.

German

1968-1974

Ristvet, Karen
A.B., A.M.

Political Science

1968-1971

Runge, John
A.B., A.M.

Russian

1968-1971

Schwartz, Roberta
A.B., A.M., P~.D.

English

1968-1971

Law

1968------

Mathematics

1968-1979

Psychology

1968------

Richard
A. B., A.M.

Theatre Arts

1968------

Vialle, Karen
A.B., A.M.

Political Science

1968-1973

Nigh, Wesley
B.S., Ph. D.

*Peyton, Joseph, Jr.
A.B.

*Settle, Richard
A.B., J.D.

Snell, Robert
B.S. , M.S. , Ph.D.

*Tate, Michael
B.S., M.S.

~Tutor,

Thompson
Weed, James
A.B., M.S.

"1-'! athematics

1968 -1971

Physical Education

1968------

Science Education

1969-1974

i<Goleeke, Thomas
A.B., A.M., D. M.A.

Music

1969-------

*Gurza, Esperanza
A.B., A.M.

Spanish

1969-------

Hofstead, June
B.S., M.S.

Occupational Therapy

1969-1977

Kelleher, Daniel
B. S • , M. S • , Ph . D.

Urban Studies

1969-1974

Mitchell, Timothy
A.B., Captain USAF

Aerospace Studies

1969-1973

Communication

1969------

*Zech, Donald
B.S., M.S.

Acheson, Donald
B.S., M.S.

i<Peterson, Gary
B.S;, A.M., Ph.D.

Phillips, Martin
B.S., M.B.A., Col. USAF

Aerospac~

Porter, Madeline
B.S., M.S.

Home Economics

Studies

1969-1974

1969-1975

Thompson
*Reeck, Darrell
A.B., B.D., Ph.D.

Religion /Dean
of th e University

1969------

Education

1969-1976

Theater Arts

1969------

Baker, James
A.B.

Urban Studies

1970-19 74

Bender, Don a ld
M.Ed.

Education

1970-1975

Blanks, George
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

Biolo gy

1970-1976

*Clifford, H. James
B.S., Ph. D.

Ch emistry

1970------

*Cousens, Frances
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

English

19 70-.,- --.,---

Education

1970-1974

*Eggers, Albert
B.S., A.M.

Geology

1970------

*English, John
A.B., A.M.

Vice President/
Dean of Students
Education

19 70 ------

*Ford, Robert
B.S.

Urban Studies
Education

1970------

Roy, James
B.S., M.S.

*Somerville, Thomas
A.B., A.M.

B.S.,

Derocher, Ernest
A. B., M.Ed.

Thompson
Gantz, Ray
B.S., M.S.

Educ ation

1970-1975

Gifford, Edith
B.Ed., M.S., Ph.D.

Education

1970-1978

Glick, Oren
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

Psychology and
Education

1970-1974

Grange, Helene
A.M.

French

1970 -19 73

Guthrie, Nancy
A.B., A.M.

Education

1970-19 75

Hargrove, Floyd
B.S., M.B.A.

Aerospace Studies

1970-1974

Harrison, Ernest
A.B., M.B.A., D.B.A.

Business Administration and Economics

1970-1974

Education

1970------

Jacobsen, Robert
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

Mathematics

1970-19 73

*Langbauer, Delmar
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

Philosophy

1970------

Occupational Therapy

1970-1973

*Hostetter, Robert
A.B., A.M., D.Ed.

Mathews, Linnea
B.S., A.M.

Thompson
McCord, Charles
B.S., J.D.

Busi ness Administration

19 70-19 74

Peterson, Brent
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

Sp eech and Drama

1970-19 72

Reeves, J. ~!axon
A.B., A.M., Ed.D.

Vice President
Dean of the University

1970-1973

Richmond, Louis
B.M., M.M.

Music

1970-1973

English

1970------

Sarno, Allen
A.B., A.M.

Art

1970-1973

Schuldt, James
A.B.

Physical Education

1970-1975

Stuckey, Lloyd
A.B .

Financial Vi~e President's Office, VicePresident of Project
Management

1970-1980

Switzer, William
B.S., M.S., M.B.A., D.B.A.

Business Admini-

1970-1975

History

1970------

*Sandler, Florence
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

*Taranovski, Theodore
A.B., A.M.

Thwing, Clayton, Jr.
A.B., M.B.A.

Business Administra1970-1980
tion and Public Admini...__
stration

Thompson
*Vogel, Robert
A.B., A.M., M.F.A.

Art

1970------

Art

1971-1976

*Bauska, Barry
A.B., Ph.D.

English

1971-------

*Bland, Jeffre y
A.B., Ph.D.

Chemistry

1971------

Briody, David
B.S., A.M., Ph.D.

Speech and Drama

1971-1974

Calvert, Robert
B.S., M.B.A., C.P.A., Ph.D.

Business Administration

1971-1973

*Curley, Michael
A.B., A.M.T., Ph.D.

English

1971------

*Ebert, Lawrence
B.M., M.M., Ph.D.

Music

1971------

Sociology and
History

1971-1976

*Graham, Ernest
A. B. , M. S . , Ph.D .

Psychology

1971------

*Hansen, Edward
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

Music

1971-------

Barnett, John Arthur
A.B., M.F.A.

Gadre, Pramod
A.B;, A.M., Ph.D.

Thompson
Herschbach, Robert
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

German

1971-1 979

Jandali, A. F . J ohn
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

Po l i t i ca l Science

1971-1 975

Jones, John
B.S., M.S., Ed.D.

Educat i on

1971-1973

Ksh?pakaran, K. K.
O.T., B.Sc., S. N.

Occupa tional The rap y

1971-19 76

Lillian, Min g- Tse LI
A.B., A. M., Ph.D.

Histor y

1971-19 74

Eric
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

Biolo gy

1971-------

McClure, Lynne
A.B., O.T., A.M.

Occupationa l Therapy

1971-1976

McDonell, Frances
A.B.

Physical Education

1971-1975

McLain, Sidney
B.F.A., M.F.A.

Speech-Drama

1971-1973

Mc Nabb, Darrell
B.S., M.P.A., Ph.D.

Business .Administration

1971-1973

Music

1971------

*Lin~ g ren,

*Musser, Robert
B.S., M.M.

Thompson
Price, Michael
A.B., A.M.

Physical Education

1971-1974

Robinson, John Hilliam
B. S . , M. S . , Ph . D.

Education

1971-1979

Education

1971-----

Schreiweis, Donald
A.B., M.S., Ph.D.

Biolo gy

1971-1973

Smith, Kenneth, Jr.
A.B., B.D.

Urban Studies and
Humanities

1971-1974

Soli, Bartlett
A.B.

Cooperative Education

1971-1975

~<Stevens,

Ken
B.S., M.F.A., Ph.D.

Art

1971------

*Van Enkevort, R.L.
B.S., M.S., Ph.D.

Mathematics

1971------

Wells, Gary
B.S;, M.S., Ph.D.

Business Administration

1971-1973

Hildin, Cecile
B.S., A.M.

Occupational Therapy

1971-1974

Al-Hamdani, Betty
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

Art

1972-1974

*Roussin, Ramon
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

Thompson
Allen, Jerr y D.
A.B., M.F.A.

Thea tr e

19 72 -19 78

Baarstad, Ro ger
B.S., M.B.A., Captain USAF

Aeros pa c e Studi es

19 72 -197 6

Law

19 72-------

Beck, Myrl
B.S., M.S., Ph.D.

Geophys ics

1972-1975

Ca rte, Janet
B.S.

Occupa tional Therapy

1972-19 74

Clavadetscher, Carl, Jr.
B.S., M.S., Ph.D.

Communica tions

1972-1978

Daray , Jack
A.B., Ph.D.

Political Science

1972-1974

Estrin, Johnathan
A.B., M.F.A.

Speech

1972-1974

English

1972------

Law/ As st.~ L ib ra rian

1972-1974

*Beaver, James
A.B., J.D.

*Garratt, Robert
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

Heitz, Thomas
A.B., J.D.

*Holdych, Thamas
A.B., J.D.

Law Library

La\v

1972-------

Thompson
Hollister, Robert, Jr.
B.S.in B.A., M.B.A., Ph.D.

Business Administra1972-1 979
tion and Public Administration

Johnson, Pierce
A.B., B.D., Ph.D.

Reli gion

19 72 -1977

Ketchel, James
C.D.P., B.B.A., M.B.A,
Ph.D.

Business Administration and Public
Administration

1972-1977

Kray, ~Villiam
B.S., M.A., Ph.D.

Chemistry

1972-1976

Kunter, Klaus
B.S., M.B.A.

Business Administration 1972-1974

Kunz, Jeremy
A.B., M.A., Ph.D.

So c iolo gy

1972-1974

Kunze, Robert
B.S., M.S., Ph.D.

Philosophy

1972-1976

Labovitz, Eugene
A.B., M.A., Ph.D.

Sociology

1972-1974

Mathematics

1972------

Luettgen, Elsa
A.B., M.A., Ph.D.

Spanish

1972-1974

Lynch, Daniel
B.H., H.M.

Music

1972-1980

*Lind, Robert
B.S., M.S., Ph.D.

Thompson
Pendleton, Charles
B.S., M.A., Ph.D.

Music

1972-1979

Primoli, Dennis
B.A., Ed., M.Ed., Captain
USAF

Aerospace Studies

1972-1975

Sinclitico, Joseph
A.B., J.D.

Law

1972-1979

History

1972------

Social Science

1972-1974

Lmv

1972-------

Tillers, Peter
A.B., J.D., LL. M.

Law

1972-1976

Towle, Norine
A.B., H.S.W.

Education

1972-1974

Law

1972-------

Law

1972-1974

Psychology

1973-------

*Smith, David
A.B., M.A., Ph.D.

Smitherman, Hilliam C.
A.B.

*Steele, Anita
A.B., J~D., M. Law Libr.

*Weaver, John
A.B., J.D.

Wi ggins, Charles
A.B., J.D.

*Anton, Barry
B.A., M.S., Ph.D.

Thompson
Brubaker, David
B.A., H.A., Ph.D.

Urban Studies and
History

1973-1978

Campbell, William
B.S., H.S., Ph.D.

Geophysics

1973-1975

Physical Therapy

1973------

Law

1973-1978

*Davis, Thomas
B.A., H.S., Ph.D.

Dean of Uni ve rs it y
Mathematics

1973------

*Gardiner, Hichael
B.S., Ph. D.

Biolo gy

1973-------

*Hruza, Franklin
B.S., Ph.D.

Urban Studies

1973-------

Art

1973-1977

Computer Science

1973-------

Aerospace· Studies

1973-1975

Occupational Therapy

1973-------

*Clayson, Shelby
B.S., H.S., R.P.T.

Covington, Boyce III·
A.B., J.D.

Kelm, Donald
B.A. , H. F. A. , Ph.D.

*Kerrick, Jerrill
B.A., H.S., Ph.D.

HcKee, Kno x
B.S., H.B.A., Lt.Col. USAF

*Horelan, Steven
B. S . , H. S. , Ph.D.

Thompson
Nystrom, Eleanor
B.S., O.T.R., M.S.

Occupational Therapy

1973-1976

President of U.P.S.
Political Science

1973-------

Priest, George
A.B., J.D.

Law

1973-1977

Simonson, Ronald
B.S., M.S.

Physical Education

1973-1979

History

197 4-------

Barnett, Walter
A.B., J.D.

Law

1974-1976

Baugh, William
B.A., M.B.A.

Business Administration

1974-1978

Law
Assistant Registrar

1974-------

Combe, Emile
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Urban Studies

1974-1976

Engfelt, Frank
A.B., J.D.

Law

1974-1975

Lmv

1974------

*Phibbs, Philip
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

*Barnett, Suzanne
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

*Branson, Douglas
A.B., J.D.

*Frankel, Sheldon
A.B., J.D.

.__

Thompson
Griffeth, James
B.A., M.A.

Sociology

1974-19 75

Educ ation

1974------

Political Sci ence

1974-1978

Sociology

19 74------

Politica l Science

1974-1978

*Lafond, John
A.B., J.D.

Law

1974------

*Meyers, Bruce
A.B., J.D.

Law

1974------

*Nock, George
A.B., J.D.

Law

1974------

*Oltman, William
A.B .. , J.D.

Lm.,r

1974------

*Roberts, David
A.B., J.D.

Law

1974------

Communications

1974-1980

*Heimgartner, Norman
B.A., M.A., Ed.D.

Hobson, William
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

*Ibsen, Charl es
B.A., M.S., Ph.D.

Kim, Jai-Hyup
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Sloman, Carol
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Thompson
Sobre, Jose
B.A., M.A., Ph .D.

Spanish

1974-1976

Taft, Bradley
B.S., M. Ed.

Occupational Th erapy

1974-1979

Anton, Paul
B.A., M.S., Ph.D.

Business and Public
Administration

1975-1978

Cook, Annabel
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Sociology

1975-1977

Guasco, David
B.A., M.B.A., Captain USAF

Aerospace Studies

1975-1978

Education

1975------

Aerospace Studies

1975-1978

*Knutsen, John A.
B.A., M.B.A., D.B.A.

Business and Public
Administration

1975------

*Mann, Bruce
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Economics

1975------

*Maxwell, Keith
B.S., J.D.

Business and Public
Administration

1975------

*Neel, E. Ann
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Sociology and
Women Studies

1975------

*Hodges, Richard
B.Ed., B.S., M.S., Ed.D.

Kautz, James
B.S., M.S., Lt. Col. USAF

--.

'

Thompson
>tPannen, Donald
B.A., Ph.D.

Psychology

1975-------

*Pierson, Beverl y
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Biolo gy

1975-------

Regan, James
B.S., M.A.

Political Science

1975-1976

Sawrey, Richard
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Spanish
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Schieg, Richard
B.S., M.S., Ph.D.

Socilo gy

1975-1979

*Segall, M. Harvey
B.A., M.B.A.

Business and Public
Administration

1975 - -----

*Sinclair, Amy
B.S., M.S,

Home Economics

1975------

Aerospace Studies

1975-1978

Economics

1975------

Barnett, Redmond
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

History

1976-1980

Berlinski, David
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Philosophy

1976-1979

Stephenson, James
B.A., M.A., Capt. USAF

*Veseth, Michael
B.A., M.S., Ph.D.

Thompson
*Cooney, Terry
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

History

197 6-------

Ed uca tion

1976-1977

Gregory, Patricia
B.B.A., M.B.A.

Business and Public
Administration

1976-1979

Kerr, Stephen
A.B., M.A., Ph.D.

Educa tion

1976-1980

*Kirchner, Grace
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Education
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English

1976-1977

Art

1976--- ----

Education

1976-1980

*Morse, Jeffre y
B.A., M.S., Ph.D.

Biology

1976-------

*Olsen, Suzanne
B.S., M.S.

Physical Therapy

1976-------

Business and Public

1976-1979

Eliot, Brad
?

Klindt, Philip
B.A., Ph.D.

*McCuistion, John
B.A., M.F.A.

Meggert, Sandra
A.A., B.A., M. A., Ph.D.

Pearson, Douglas
B.A., M.B.A., Ph.D.

Thompson
Rennels, Fredric
B.S., M.F.A.

Art

1976-1977

*Rocchi, Michael
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

For e i gn Lan gua ge

1976------

*Rousslang, Ken
B.A., Ph.D.

Chemistry

1976------

*Rowland, Thomas
B.A., Ph.D.

Chemistry

1976------

*Rudolph, Wallace
B.A., J.D.

Lm-.1

1976------

Still, Jean
B.S., M.A.

Horne Economics

1976-1977

Robert
B.S., M.S., M.B.E., Ph.D.

Business and Public

1976-------

Weber, Steven
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Ps ychology

1976-1979

*Williams, Roger
B.s;, R.P.T., H.P.H.'

Physical Therapy

1976------

*Wilson, Roberta
B.S., M.S.

Physical Education

1976------

*Yorks, Pamela
A.A., B.S., Ph.D.

Biology

1976-------

Foreign Language

1976-1979

*~valdo,

Yun, Chang
"R

I;

M

A

nt..

n

Thompson
*Abrahams, Harlan
B.S., J.D., LL.M.

Law

1977------

*Altschuler, Bruce
B. A., Ph. D.

Philosophy

1977-------

*Balaam, David
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Politics and Government 1977--------

Binder, Denis
B.A., J.D., LL.M.

Law

1977-1978

Blackwell, Beverly
B.S., B.A., Ph.D.

Home Economics

1977-1980

*Bloom, Mitchell
B.S., M.S., Ph.D.

Business Administra1977------tion and Public Administration

*Bowman, L. Dawn
B.S. , M.S.

Physical Education

1977------

Law

1977-1978

*Goodman, Douglas
B.S., M.S., Ph.D.

Economics

1977-------

*Guilmet, George
B.S., M.A., Ph.D.

Computer Science

1977------

*Hemstad, Richard
B.A., J.D.

Law

1977-------

Calhoun, Samuel
B.A., J.D.

.__

Thompson
Henderson, Mary Lou
B.A., M.S.

Occupational Therapy
and Physical Therapy

1977-19 79

Occupational Therapy
and Physical Therapy

1977-------

Johnston, Mark
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Foreign Lan guages

1977-1979

Jones, Gene K.
B.S., M.S., Ph.D.

Business and Public
Administration

1977-19 79

*Kus, Carol
B.S., M.S.

Occup ational Therapy
and Phys ical Therapy

1977------

*Mueller, Dale
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Mathematics and
Computer Science

1977------

Nercessian, Nora
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Art

1977-1981

O'Brien, David
B. A. , M. A. , Ph . D.

Political Science

1977-1979

Law

1977-------

*Holm, Margo
B.S., M. Ed.

\

*Strait, John
B.A;, J.D.

Taylor, Philip
B.S., M.B.A., Major USAF

Aerospac~

Thrasher, Steven
B. B.A., M.B.A., Ph.D.

Business and Public
Administration

Studies

1977-19 78

1977-1980

Thompson
Urey, Diane
B.A., M.A., Ph .D.

Foreign Language

1977-1978

*Welker, Maximili an, Jr.
B.A., J.D., LL.M.

Law

1977-------

*Carmichael, Donald
A.B., LL.B., LL.M.

Law

1978-------

Aerospace Studi es

19 78-1980

*Cohen, Donald
B.A., J.D.

Law

1978-------

*Cooke, Michael
B.S., M.S.

Biology

1978-------

*Davis, Kristine
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Communications and
Theater Arts

19 78 --------

*Dotson, Laverne
B.A., J.D.

Law

1978-------

*English, Manuel
B.G;E., M.A., Ph.D.

Business and Public
Administration

19 78 -------

*Hirst, Richard
B.A., J.D.

Law

1978--------

*Hoffman, Barbara
B.A., M.A., J.D.

Law

1978-------

Church, John
B.A., M.A., Capt. USAF

Thompson
*Kadarkay, Arpad
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Government and
Political Science

19 78- -----

*Kovell, Joyc e
B.S.

Occup ation al Therapy
and Physic a l Th erapy

19 78 -------

*Matthews, Robert
B.S., M.S., Ph.D.

Sociology

1978-------

*Nowak, Margaret
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

E;gmpnteF Seiertee

19 78 ------

Ogilvie, Joyce
B.S.

Occupationa l Therapy
and Physical Therapy

1978-1980

Olsen, Frances
B.A., J.D.

Law

1978-1980

Law

197 8-------

Aerospace Studies

1978-1981

*Richards, Edith
B.Ed., M.S., Ph.D.

Education

1978--------

*Sorensen, James
B.F.A., M.M., Ed.D.

Music

1978------

*Berger, Marilyn
B.S., J.D.

Law

1979------

*Reutlinger, Mark
B.A., J.D.

Reynolds, Dale
B.S., M.A., Col. USAF

~~

Thompson
Law

1979 --------

Occupational Th erapy
and Phys ical Therapy

19 79 -1980

*Hands , Wade
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Economics

1979------

*Riegsecker, John
B.A., M.S., Ph.D.

Mathematics and
Computer Science

1979--- ----

*Scott, Davi d
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Mathematics and
Computer Science

1979--------

Shively, Robert
B.A., Ed.M., Ph.D.

Business and Public
Administration

1979-1981

Swimme, Brian
B.S., M.S., Ph.D.

Mathematics and
Computer Science

1979- 1981

Toms-Wood, Anne
B.S., Ph. D.

Chemistry

1979-1980

*Walkover, Andrew
B.A;, J.D.

Law

19 79 -- - ---

*Warkentine, Edith
B.A., J.D.

Law

19 79 ------

*Beckman, Barbara
B. A, M.A,, D. A.

Foreign Language

1980 -------

*Bishin, William
B.A., LL .B .

Carey, James
B.S., M.S.

Thompson
*Block, Geoffrey
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Music

1980-----

*Breitenbach, William
B. A., Ph. D.

History

1980- ------

*Cannon, Douglas
A.B., Ph.D.

Philosophy

1980 -----

*Chandler, Lynette
B.S., B.A., M.Ed.

Physical Therapy and
Occupational Therapy

1980-------

*Cheek, H. Yvonne
B.M., M.M., Ph.D.

t-1usic

1980------

*Clouse, Dan
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Foreign Language

1980-------

*Kessler, Richard
B.M., M.M., Ph.D.

Music

1980--------

*Kirtley, Alan
B.A., J.D.

Law

1980------

*Myers, Stephen
B.A., M.P.A.

Aerospace Studies

1980-------

*Regan, Priscilla
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Political Science and
Government

1980------

*Steiner, Robert
B.A., M.S., Ph.D.

Education

1980-------

'

Thompson
*Terpstra, Robert
B.B.A., M.B.A., D.B.A.

Business and Public
Administration

1980------

*Umstot, Denis
B.S., M.S., Ph.D.

Business and Public
Administration

1980------

*Vincent, Michael
B.A., M.A.

' Aerospace Studies

1980------

*Wood, Anne
B.S., Ph.D.

Chemistry

1980-------

*Dasher, William
B.S., Ph.D.

Ch emis try

1981------

*Dickson, John
B.A., M.B.A., Ph.D.

Business and Public
Administration

1981-------

*Droge, David
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Communication and
Theater Arts

1981-------

*Dunn, Kristina
B.S.

Occup ational Th erapy
and Physical The ~apy

1981-------

*Ecklund, John
B.A~, Ph.D., M.A.

Physical Education

1981--------

*Ervin, Cynthia
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Psychology

1981-------

*Evans, Juli
B.S., M.S.

Occupational Therapy
and Physical Therapy

1981-------

Thompson
*Finney, John
B.A., M.S., Ph.D.

Registrar and Director 1981------Instruction al Resources

*Grunberg, Leon
B.A., Ph. D.

Computer Sci enc e

1981-------

*Koehl, Dorothy
B.S., M.B.A, Ph.D.

Business and Public
Administration

1981------

*Love, Donnie
B.S., M.A.

Aerospace Studies

1981------

*Lupher, David
B.A., Ph. D.

Latin

1981------

*Neil, Janet
B.A., M.F.A.

Communication and
Theatre Arts

1981------

*Singleton, Ross
B.A., Ph. D.

Economics

1981-------

*Blakeslee, John
B.S., M.S., Ph.D.

Computer Science

1982-------

This takes the faculty roster through the school year ending
June, 1982.
All name s preceded by an asterisk * indicate such persons
were still on the faculty, at the close of the 1981-1982
school year.

HISTORY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF PUGET SOUND BEGINNING In 1942
Chapter 1
COLLEGE OF PUGET SOUND 1942
With the coming of the retirement of Dr Todd, at his
request to the Board of Trustees there opened a very unusual
chapter in the history of the College of Puget Sound.
Puget Sound is recognized as a very outstanding college
located in an excellent location in a City of over 100,000.

It

was 54 years old, having been founded in 1888 and developing
through the years under the aegis of some eleven presidents.

It

has had its moments _of very great financial difficulty but fortunately some of the trustees and one outstanding trustee by the
name of Everill S. Collins, of Portland have given challenges
from time to time to give it financial stability.

The College

had a good reputation for its academic development, its dedicated
faculty, its relationship with the Methodist Chmrch and its
qua~ity

of education.

Dr. Edward H. Todd had been president for'

29 years and during that time had given service far beyond the
call of duty.

For 18 years, he was in a constant financial

campaign and his unusual ability to secure finances from foundations and from corporations simply meant the difference between
the College existing and not existing.
In 1942 the College had a very minimal debt, only a
small amount on Kitteridge Hall which is a memorial to a Mr. Kitteridge of Vancouver, Washington.

It was used as the Student Center

and the indebtedness was some $8,000.

-

-

-

--- -- ·· ··· ·· · . .... .

Otherwise, the College

-2was financially secure and operated within its budget.

With

the announcement of Dr. Todd's retirement, a committee was set
up to secure the names and vitae of possible candidates.

It

1

was a nationwide program and over fifty names were considered.
My name had been put in the picture and one day l received a
letter from Paul Hanawalt, who was then Chairman of the Committee asking, if I would write a short essay on what I would
hope and aspire to if I were to be named President of the College
of Puget Sound.

I remember working on that most diligently and

sending the copy of the letter off to Mr. Hanawalt.

Bishop

Bruce R. Baxter was on the Board of Trustees of the College of
Puget Sound as well as having been President of Willamette while
I was Professor there.

In talking with him concerning the situ-

ation at the College of Puget Sound, he said, "Frank, I don't
think you have a chance.

There are so many who have many years

of experience and some have an unusual ability in the raising of
funds which seems to be one of the major requirements for the
man who will follow Dr. Todd.''
I was to find out that Dr. Nyles from Iowa Wesleyan was
the person who seemed to be favored by the selection committee.
He had brought in an outside fund raising organization and had
raised $100,000 the previous year.

However there were some

negative aspects in the campaign and Dr. Nyles was most anxious
to move.

He was asked to come to Tacoma to appear before the

student body, the Trustees, the faculty, and alumnae and apparently
made a very favorable impression.

After his appearance again I

-3-

I talked to Bishop Baxter and again he said he was almost
certain that the Committee had made up its mind to select Dr.
Nyles.
I was being seriously considered for the academic
deanship of Ohio Wesleyan University and one other school in
Indiana had approached us with the idea that we might be their
new president.

I was in the process of trying to make up my

mind on whether I wanted to be president of a smaller school
or the academic dean of a large and prestigious school like
Ohio Wesleyan.

At about this time we received a long distance

call from a Mr. E. L. Blaine asking if he and Mr. Dix Rowland
could come down to interview Lucille and myself .
we would be very happy to have them come.
appointment on Saturday and Sunday.

I said that

They asked for an

At that time I was vice

president of Willamette University in charge of finances and
.•

part of the academic structure and I was also minister of preach-.
ing at Corvallis Methodist Church.

The minister of Corvallis

Methodist Church had been a reserve Colonel in the Chaplaincy
and had been called up to active duty.

I suggested to Mr. Blaine

that they come down and that we have dinner Saturday night and
that they might accompany Lucille and myself to church in
Corvallis and I could drive them to Portland for the afternoon
train back to Tacoma.

It was interesting because the Corvallis

Methodist Church was located on the edge of the Oregon State
Campus.

There were about 600-700 members of whom 100 were

-4-

professors and staff members of Oregon State.

It was a most

interesting place to be because the intellectual atmosphere was
alert and keen.

If I used a certain illustration I was almost

sure some professor would say as he went out, with a twinkle in
his eye, "Well, you were almost right today with the use of your
illustration."

It was a great challenge and I enjoyed it very

very much.
Mr. Rowland and Mr. Blaine came down to meet with us
and we had dinner on Saturday night and they accompanied Lucille
and myself to Corvallis on Sunday.

Prior to their coming, I called

Bishop Baxter and told him I was very much interested and did he
have any inside information.

There was a pause and then he said,

"You know what they are going to do, Frank?"

I said, "What?"

And he said, "They are going to offer you and Lucille the College
of Puget Sound.

They came down.

They did offer us the presi.dency

of the College of Puget Sound and we enjoyed our association with
them.

Mr. Blaine must have been about 75 and Mr. Rowland must

have been 71 or 72.
strong opinions.

They were very dedicated men but men of

On the way from Corvallis to Portland, they got

in a very heated argument and I was sure they wouldn't come to
blows but almost as close to it as possible.

It is very interesting

and as they argued in the back seat of the car as we were traveling rather hurriedly to try to catch their train, Lucille gave me
sidelong looks and I gave her sidelong looks wondering what kind
of situation we might be getting into working with people as
strong minded as they seemed to be.
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After they offered us the presidency at the College of
Puget Sound, I had a long talk with Bishop Baxter, who had been
my mentor and for whom I worked for five years when he was president of Willamette.

He strongly suggested that I see Mr. Everell

S. Collins and talk with him.

I made an appointment with Mr.

Collins and went up to Portland to the Ostrander Lumber Company
office and also the Collins Pine Company office.
Mr. Collins was friendly and most helpful.

He said he

was on the Board of Trustees at Willamette University and the
College of Puget Sound.

He said that Dr. Todd had done a pheno-

menal work at the College of Puget Sound, had given his life,
and had really carried the responsibility of developing the
College of Puget Sound through the 29 years he had been president.
Mr. Collins had helped him on many occasions and later Mr. Collin's
son Truman told me that Dr. Todd was the one man that his father
invited to come home for dinner and stay over night at the Collin's
home.

There was evidently a great admiration on the part of Mr.

Collins for Dr. Todd.
He said that he thought ultimately the College of Puget
Sound would be greater than Willamette University.

Villamette was

older, having been started in 1837 by Jason Lee, the outstanding
Methodist missionary to the Pacific Northwest.

However, he said

that the College of Puget Sound was located in a much larger population area - an area of great potential and growth and he felt
that with the proper leadership, the College of Puget Sound would

-6grow into an outstanding college or university.

He said he would

be perfectly willing to do everything he could to help it and he
thought if one were to go there they would have a very interesting
time and be able to render a very outstanding service.
With that in mind, Lucille and I accepted the challenge
to come to the College of Puget Sound.
of war.
~0

It was of course, a time

There were less than 300 students and of that number some

to 50 were men most of whom were 4F or were in war related in-

dustries so that it was necessary for them to be deferred.

When

we came there were 27,000 people working in the shipyards and of
course, there were thousands of people at Fort Lewis.

Houses

which normally had been for one family had 6 or 7 or 8 couples
living in them in the most crowded and difficult accomodations.
In discussing with the committee the possibility of our
coming, the question of housing was very important.

It was said

that the trustees would very shortly build a president's residence
and this could be on the campus or according to the desires of
the president.

However, in the meantime it was necessary for us

to find housing and Mr. Warren Perry, who was the librarian discovered that a man had bought a house for his mother and she had
not particularly liked to live in it and it was available for rent.
It was a large house about 10 blocks from the campus and we were
able to rent it as the president's residence.
much.

It had a view of the bay.

which we enjoyed.

We enjoyed it very

It was an old house but one

-7The college had been University of Puget Sound, then
Puget Sound University.

Then Mr. Hanscher, who was executive

secretary of the Board of Education of the Methodist Church,
said he felt it was misnamed because it should not be called the
Uuivcrsity of Puget Sound but should be called the College of
Puget Sound because it really was a college, since a University
is made up of schools or colleges.

However~

in the early days

of the history of the University of Puget Sound, it had the
School of Oratory, the School of Music, the School of Home Economics, and Academy, a School of Elecution, and offered a Master's
Degree and there was one year in which it actually offered a
doctor's degree in the academic curriculum.

Mr. Hanscher lead

the campaign to get the name changed from the University of Puget
Sound to the College of Puget Sound which it held from approximately 1912 to 1960.

After 1924, the college was located on a

60 acre campus in the heart of the northend residential section.
It was a good residential section and it was located so that
students could commute to the college.

It took some time to get

public transportation and there was a very strong agitation when
the fare was increased from 5¢ to 10¢ on the City bus.
five buildings on the 60 acre campus.

There was Jones Hall named

by Mrs. Franke Jones for her husband, Charles H. Jones.
the Leonard Hmvarth Memorial Building,
building, named for Leonard Howarth.

There were

~vhich

There was

was the science

It is interesting that one

of the Howarth nieces married Dr. A. H. Meadowcroft and their sons
attended the College of Puget Sound.

One was Tom Meadowcroft who

-8became a contractor and the other was Howarth Meadowcroft, who
is Vice Chairman of the University Board of Trustees., and who
became one of the leaders in the Weyerhaueser Timber Company.
There was a student center named for Mr. Kitteridge of

Vancouver~

There was Anderson Hall which was named for Mrs. Anderson and
was a do·rmitory for women.

There was a gymnasium which was the

scene of the physical education programs and also the basketball
games played by the varsity teams.

There was a house in the

middle of campus, which had been the homestead and it was used
as a girl's dormitory, it was also used as the Music Department
and it was deteriorated to the point that it was only a matter
of time until it had to be removed.
The campus was undeveloped.

The only lawn was in the

Sutton Quadrangle, which is in front of Jones Hall and named for
the original architect.

The Board of Trustees had asked Mr.

Sutton, who was to make a trip around the world, to study collegiate architecture.

He did so and in his trip he decided it would

be wise to have the architecture in quadrangle form with the
modified Tudor motif.

In his plan which is envisioned in some

of the early drawings of the campus, all of the buildings were
tied together by an arcade or arches.

This was done with the idea

that in rainy weather, the students would not get wet as they went
frun1 building to building.

On the right of the campus, as it

faces Lawrence Street was to be the men's quadrangle, and on the
left would be the women's quadrangles.

In front was to be the

liberal arts quadrangle and to the back would be the philosophy
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and fine arts.

The campus was to face north rather than east

because it was thought it would be better to look toward the bay
rather than the City.
As \•Te became acquainted, we found that \ve were in a
very friendly environment although a very difficult one because
of the war, that the alumnae were eager for the new administration, the students were eager because of the unusual relationship
which we were to have with them, the trustees were eager, although
many of them were in their 80's, I was to find that the Trustees
have a habit of growing older and in a sense losing touch, and
that was to be a problem in the 31 years that I was with the
University.

On three or four different occasions,

~here

was an

evolving out of trustees and the creation of new trustees which
was to give new life and ne\v emphasis to the educational program;
I had not been at the College of Puget Sound over

4

months when one of the trustees called and asked for an appointment.
It was Dr. Harold Long, who was pastor at Immanuel Presbyterian
Church.

Dr. Long was vivacious, dynamic, and very alert.

He came

in my office and said, "Now, you and I are going to have a fine
relationship.

I am going to be your 'hair shirt.'

tell you when you get out of touch.

I am going to tell you when

you are moving in the wrong direction.
when you need counciling."

I am going to

I am going to tell you

I thanked him very much and told him

I would appreciate having his help.

One of the first things he

said was, "Now you have 36 trustees and of that number at least 10
are trustees that are beyond their usefulness.

From time to time,
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to lead a group to resign.

Then you can recommend to

your board, new members who will be vital, dynamic, and aggressive."
My first meeting with the Board of Trustees was when we
were invited up and I '"as to speak in the Chapel to the faculty,
the trustees, and the town's people.
April, 1942.

This was on the 28th of

Just as we were going into the Chapel to give the

address, Dr. Todd stopped me and said, "This morning I received a
communication from the Board of Education in Nashville, Tennessee,
asking if I would make a great effort to recruit new ministers.
Would you make a very strong plea for young people to enter the
ministry?"

I had '"orked on my speech and had every word just

exactly the way I wanted it and it was not feasible for me to
change it.

I told Dr. Todd I would see if I could do it but I

did not anticipate that it would be possible.
disappointed that I didn't make the plea.

I think he was

Following the speech,

there was a meeting of the Board of Trustees and I attended at
their invitation.

In it Dr. Todd said very frankly that he had

told the faculty at the last faculty meeting that because of the
moving out of so many students into the service, both being drafted
and also enlisting, that he had strongly suggested that any faculty
member who had any connection whatsoever with the military or
otherwise should activate themselves immediately in their allied
situation.

This was because the students were going out so rapidly

and each student that left for military causes was refunded his
tuition prorata.

This caused some concern on the part of the

faculty because there was a real question as to whether or not
places would be saved for them and whether they would be rehired
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after the service.

No one, of course, knew how long the war

would last.
I also remember after that Board of Trustee meeting,
that there were a group of trustees who gathered around and said,
"We want to talk to you . "

One was Mrs. Frances Swayze, one was

Richard Wasson, one was Franklin Johnson, one was John Cochran,
one was Henry Kramer, and Stanton Warburton.
do you stand on atheletics?

They said, "Where

We want the new man to be very athe-

letic minded and we want him to do everything he possibly can to
make a strong and dynamic atheletic program."

They were very

much interested that I had been the tennis champion at Drew University.

I told them I was very much interested in a hea lthy

atheletic program, that I would do everything in my power to
develop it although it must fit in with the total picture of the
college.
One December 2nd, 1942, Mr. Norton Clapp asked to take'
me to lunch.

He was in the service in the Navy with the respon-

sibility of naval operations in Alaska.

He was stationed in the

Exchange Building in Seattle at the Naval Headquarters and I had
seen him on occasion from the time I came in August until the
luncheon on December 2nd.

It was very interesting that Mr. Truman

Collins who was to be so very much into the development of the
University and was the son of Everell S. Collins, was also in the
Exchange Building and I used to see one on one floor and one on
the other when I went to Seattle.

-12Mr. Clapp's luncheon was to be the beginning of many
wonderful associations through the years and also the beginning
of a very great association in the development of the college and
University.

The gist of the luncheon was that it wasn't fair for

me to come to the University when it was in debt, and that the
$8,000 on Kitteridge Hall should have been raised prior to my
coming.

I shall never forget the twinkle in his eye when he

said, "I will make a proposition to you.

I will match dollar for

dollar every dollar you can raise between now and the first of
the year for the payment of the debt on Kitteridge Hall."

I was

very pleased with that and accepted the challenge eagerly.

I was

fortunate in being able to enlist the Trustees in this challenge
and actually asked them to help me meet it.

The money raising

went along very nicely and at the end of the year I took Mr. Clapp
to lunch and showed him an auditor's report that I had raised
over $31,000.

He looked at the auditor's report,
reached in his
.
/

pocket, took out his checkbook and made out a check in the exact'
amount of $31,000 plus what had been arranged in the challenge.
Again, there was a twinkle in the eye and he looked at me across
the luncheon table and said, "Franklin, remind me never do this
again in all the years of our relationship."

It is interesting

that that challenge taught me that I could raise money and that
people seemed eager to help in the development of a University in
which the values for which it stood seemed to be very important
in the lives of youth.

At the next meeting of the Board of Trus-

tees the debt was paid and there was left $19,900 for future
development and for campus beautification.

I shall never forget
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number - and they were taken out to Fort Lewis.

I asked the

commanding officer at Fort Lewis if I could visit them and he
gave me special permission to go to their barracks.

I went to

the barracks that evening and spent about an hour with them .

It

was a very somber moment and also a very difficul t one because I
had a very very deep feeling of empathy with them.

I was sorry

that they were being called into the service and I was not then
to know that we would have 113 of our students and alumnae whose
lives would be sacrificed in the War and for whom we would name
the Memorial Fieldhouse.
One of the things that concerned me greatly was the
fact that I knew the salary of the faculty had been $2800 and one
of the first things I was able to do was raise it to $3,000.
was also interested in the fact that Dr. Todd's salary
the years had been very minimal .
made was incredible.

I

throu~h

The sacrifice which that man

I found out for instance that he was dean

of the Conference Pastor School and the National Association
meeting was held the second day after Christmas.

In order for

him to go, it was necessary for him to leave before Christmas and
on a good many occasions he left on Christmas Eve so that he
could be at the meeting and sacrifice his Christmas with his
family.

On one occasion he went back in 1937 and spent the time

in New York with the foundations.

He spent Christmas with his

brother at Towanda, New York and then went to the meeting of the
Deans of the Methodist Pastor School.

I did some rather unusual
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in order to live according to the standard of living which they
had.

I asked the Board of Trustees if this could be done and an

annuity was created for Dr. and Mrs. Todd to allow them to live
according to the standard of living they had had prior to my
coming.

There were very great adjustments because of the war on

all of the campuses throughout the country.

Many of the campuses

were securing special training units.

Willamette had a V-12 Unit

which was in connection with the Navy.

Many of our students who

had joined the Navy were transferred to Willamette for their
further training.

I tried to get a V-12 Unit for the College of

Puget Sound but it was not possible.

However, I was told, and I

interviewed our Congressional Delegation in Washington, D.C. that
it might be possible for us to get an Army specialized training
unit.

I asked their help.

It was not too long before they called

and said that if we applied for an army specialized training unit,
it was very possible that we would be able to secure one.

I did

apply and on the 16th of February, 1944 the army specialized
training unit arrived on campus.

There were 238 young men all of

whom lived east of the Hudson River.

It appears that it was a part

of the army strategy to place these young men so far away from
their homes that they could not go home over the weekend.

I used

to watch with great sympathy and understanding when some of the
young men left at 4:00 Friday, flew to N.Y. and then spent one day
with their folks and flew back to be in their assigned position on
Monday morning.

This group required a special curriculum because
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it was supposed to have electronical training. They were a very
unusual group, preselected because of unusual minds and abilities.
Because the young women were so pleased that the men were being
stationed on the campus, they had a welcoming dance with a big
banner welcoming them to the College of Puget Sound.

However, a

couple of hours prior to the dance, the commanding officer announced that one person out of every ten would be mustered out of the
unit at 4:00 on Friday because of low grades.

In other words,

they were to study very diligently and very efficiently.

This

cut down on the number of men who attended the dance because they
were all very eager to stay in the Unit.

Again, it was a very

tragic thing as I watched on Friday afternoon as one out of every
ten was mustered out of the special unit into the infantry.

It

was probably however, to their advantage when ultimately the
history of the unit was known.

The College had done a great bit

of renovating in order to take care of the unit.
live in Kitteridge Hall and also in the gymnasium.

They were to
The men of

the unit dubbed the buildings - Kitteridge Hall was called the
Palace and the Gymnasium was called the Barn .

The food service

was, of course, reorganized and we had some negotiations with
the Federal Government concerning putting water lines up around
the gymnasium, in order to have proper fire protection.
The commanding officers had their headquarters in a
tower in Jones Hall and they kept a 24 hour vigil there in order
to answer whatever telephone calls might come in or any orders
that might come from headquarters.

It was a different kind of
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campus and it was a different kind of day.

Yet at the same time

it was one in which the students seemed to appreciate the men
and the men seemed to appreciate the students.

I recall when the

order came to close out the unit, the commanding officer called
them all together and he told them their unit would be terminated
but they would never have to go in to the infantry.

However, this

did not become a reality and the unit was placed in the service
at the Battle of the Buldge in Europe.

While I do not know if

it is true or not, we were told that many of them were captured
by the Germans in that battle and sent to the rear of the lines
when the battle turned against the Germans and they could not
take care of the prisoners so many of them were shot.
It was a tragic story which permeated the history of
the Army Specialized Training Unit.

I wrote to a good many

parents and most of them felt that their young men had been sent
a long way away and that the promises that had been made for them
were not necessarily kept.
About this time, we discovered that there were 5 veterans
who had returned to our campus after having fulfilled their service.
We entered into a contract with the Veteran's Bureau to educate
these people.
bulge.

It was the beginning of what was to be the GI

Because of the problems of the size of the University and

its development, I asked the Board of Trusteees to activate a
Long Range Planning Committee to plan for the kind of college or
university we would be after the war.

Also to plan for its devel-

opment and the building program which I could see was absolutely
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mandatory.

We were in the process of ceasing to be a community

college or a commuting college.

I had studied the University

and college systems in the United States and found that there
were 99 junior colleges in California.

I could see that the

junior college movement was moving with great strides in all
sections of the United States.

I was sure there would be a

junior college come to Tacoma and for that reason we needed to
be a residential school.

I proposed to the Long Range Planning

Committee that we start with the idea of building dormitories as
soon as possible, particularly for men.

Most of our men had

stayed in the local fraternity housing which was clustered about
the campus but was low grade and sub-standard housing for our
students.

The Chairman of the Board appointed the Long Range

Planning Committee which was to work for some 35 years in the
unusual development of the college and university.
Dr. Todd and Mr. E. L.
o£ the Founders and Patrons.

Blaine had structured the Order

It was means of recognizing people

who had given unusual service to the college and yet did not -- quite
merit an honorary degree.

In the latter part of 1943, Dr. Todd

was made a member of the Order of Founders and Patrons and
Arthur March, who for so many years had been a teacher of the
classics, was Dean, had been a loyal alumnus, was also made a
member of the Founders and Patrons.

About this time I made a

great effort to activate a committee to study the possibility of
founding a Phi Beta Kappa Chapter on the campus.

I had conferred

with Dr. Todd on many occasions concerning the possibility of Phi
Beta Kappa and he had always felt that the University was quali-
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At

one time they said the college would have to have a one million
dollar endowment.

When that was done, he applied and was told

that we had to have 100,000 volumes in the library.
seemed to be one thing after another .

He said it

We made a very concerted

effort to put forth the best possible application to Phi Beta
Kappa and it appeared that we were almost sure to be accepted,
however, the man who was the western regional member of Phi Beta
Kappa at Scripps College would not recommend us .
us why and I wondered why we were turned down.

They did not tell
We had a teacher

of French by the name of Miss McKenzie, who later became Mrs .
Paul Follsum.

She had a sister who was on the executive committee

of Phi Beta Kappa and the sister told her that too many of our
students were taking practical courses in things like Business
Administration, certified public accountancy, etc. and that was
the reason we were turned down.

We did not have enough students

persuing the classics and so called academic side of the college.
In each trienium, save one since that time in 1943, we have applied
and each time seemingly almost accepted but not quite.

THE COMING OF THE ORDER OF FOUNDERS AND PATRONS
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF PUGET SOUND
In discussing with Dr. Todd the origin of the Order of
Founders and Patrons on the College of Puget Sound campus, he
mentioned the fact that he studied the traditions of many of the
Ivy League schools in the East.

One of their outstanding events

each year was the return of the alumni and the honoring of those who
founded the university.

This was most often called "Founders Day."

This was especially true of many schools where there was compulsory
chapel and a means by which the history of the school could be
presented to the current student body.

There was a theory that if

this were done the students would feel more loyal to the university
and supportive both with recommending students to come to the
university and with various financial gifts through their lives.
Unfortunately, this kind of loyalty did not develop.
There was somewhat of a reaction on the part of contemporary student
bodies to lampoon the big meeting in which the founders of the various
schools were honored.

The students called this "Bounders Day."

At

one university they secured old carriages, dressed up a student as
the president, one as the dean, and had a fun day as a take-off on
the pompous "Founders Day."
The first years when I was at the College of Puget Sound
we had what we called "Founders Day."

Mr. E. L. Blaine who was

chairman of the Board of Trustees and in his seventies at that time,
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Part of it was a speech by

Dr. Todd giving a capsule history of the College, and other people,
in their seventies and eighties, gave rather unusual reminiscences
concerning the early days of the school.

It was held as one of the

regular chapel meetings and when it was found by the students that
this was to be the day for honoring the founders and patrons, a
large number of students cut chapel.

One student who is now a very

prominent businessman said to me as he was going out of the chapel
and I was . going in in my robe, "Good Lord, Doc, you ought not to
have to go to this either."

I always enjoyed it because I was very

much interested in the history of the College .
In discussing at some length with Dr. Todd the tradition,
he said that he wanted to find some way by which the many people who
did .so much in so many ways for thedevelopment of the College could
be honored.

He then structured the Order of the Founders and the

Patrons, which was somewhat of a take-off of Harvard, Yale and
Princeton's main days of recognition of those who had helped in
the development of the school .

Volume IX of the minutes of the

Board of Trustees on page 81 gives the official structure of the
Order of Founders and Patrons.

The minutes read thusly:

The President announced the establishment of the
Order of Founders and Patrons, and presented the
following rules of procedure, and on motion duly
made and seconded, the same were adopted:
ORDER OF FOUNDERS AND PATRONS
Rules of Procedure
I. Purpose. The Order of Founders and Patrons was
created by the Board of Trustees of the College of
Puget Sound to honor persons who have or may perform
valuable, lasting acts of service for the College.
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II. Membership. The possible membership in this Order
shall be understood to include persons who have given
sacrificial service of time, talents and substance, either
to the establishment or strengthening of the material,
educational, moral, or spiritual effectiveness of the
College.
III. Method of Election to Membership. The honor of
membership in this Order shall be conferred by election
by the Board of Trustees. Nominations may be made by
members of the Board of Trustees, Faculty, or Alumni
Association, to the Instruction Committee of the Board of
Trustees, which shall be conferred; but such selections
shall be ratified by the Board of Trustees, which shall
have the power to select those upon whom this honor shall
be conferred; but such selections shall be ratified by
the Board of Trustees or the Executive Committee.
IV. Induction into Membership. Membership shall be
formally conferred upon those elected, by the presentation
of a parchment signed by the Chairman of the Board of
Trustees and the President of the College. This parchment
shall be delivered publicly, when possible, on the
occasion of the celebration of Founders' and Patrons' Day
each year by the Chairman of the Board of Trustees.
V.
Officers.
(a) The oldest member of this Order
from the standpoint of date of service rendered shall
be known as the Chief Patron of the Order. Upon the
death of the Chief Patron, the trustees shall designate
his successor, who shall be announced at the next
celebration of Founders' and Patrons' Day.
(b) An Executive Patron,
have the duties commonly performed by the
of an organization, and other officers of
may be elected by the members as they may

who shall
president
the Order
choose.

(c) The Order shall have the power to
adopt such by-laws for regulation of its meetings as it
may choose.
The first man to be recommended for the Order of Founders
and Patrons was Edward L. Blaine.

He was leader of the Board of

Trustees for twenty-four years and his trusteeship for twenty-eight
years.

Not enough can be said honoring Mr. Blaine.

the most dedicated men I have ever known.

He was one of

He spent endless time

and money travelling from Seattle to Tacoma for the meetings of
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the Board of Trustees.

I often saw him come by bus, walk through

the campus and inspect buildings and other things which were a part
of a trustee's responsibility.
He was quite hard of hearing when I knew him, but we often
discussed the development of the University and he was very much
interested in the history of the University.

I have the greatest

regard and recognition for the fact that Dr. Todd and Mr. Blaine
really kept the College of Puget Sound alive in a very difficult
time.

Too much cannot be said for his dedication.

Other early

members were:
John S. McMillin - as a member of the first committee
appointed by the Puget Sound Annual Conference to
select a site for the establishment of the Puget Sound
University, as one of the first trustees.
William 0. Chapman - Judge Chapman is honored as a
member of the Board of Trustees of the Puget Sound
University, and for his continued frinedship to the
College.
I knew Judge Chapman in his latter years and he certainly
was eager for the development of the University.

He gave all the

influence possible on its behalf.
Everill S. Collins - as a member of the Board of Trustees
of the Puget Sound University, the University of Puget
Sound and the College of Puget Sound, as a beneficent
friend and supporter of the Institution.
He was without doubt one of the men who saved the College
of Puget Sound during its difficult times.

The minutes of the

Board of Trustees say that on several occasions when there was
difficult discussion about whether or not to close the school,
Mr. Collins would sit rather silently and then at the end of the
meeting would say, "Now gentlemen, we only need $6,000 to tide us
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over and give us another year.
raise another $3,000."

I'll give $3,000 if you will

With glorious joy, on three different

occasions the Board of Trustees accepted his challenge.

He also

gave challenges to the Hill Campaign, and several other campaigns
in the early history of the University.
lAJhen I was the vice-president of Willamette University
I went to see Mr. Collins

to talk with him at the suggestion of

Bishop Baxter, both because Willamette needed financial help and
because Bishop Baxter thought that I should get to know Mr. Collins.
I shall never forget him looking at me and saying, "Of course I'm
on both boards, the Willamette board and the College of Puget Sound
board.

But the College of Puget Sound has a greater future as a

University than does Willamette."

I asked him why and he said,

"because it has strategic location, the population around it, and
outstanding potential.
and it will blossom."

This College is waiting for proper leadership
I did not at that time have any idea that I

would ever be involved with the College of Puget Sound.

On several

occasions I talked with Mr. Collins and he was most encouraging and
helpful.

His son Truman Collins, who unfortunately died at a very

young age, was also very helpful as was Mrs. Goudy and Mr. Alton
Collins who was ·ori our board for some time.
Charles 0. Boyer - as an early graduate of the Puget Sound
University, as acting president of that institution, and
as vice-president of the reorganized school in 1903.
Benjamin F. Brooks - Dr. Brooks is honored for his loyal
service as a trustee, an ardent supporter of the College,
a minister, and a constant, loyal friend of the College.
Mrs. Anna E. McCormick - We honor Mrs. McCormick for the
memory of her husband, who was a member of the Board of
Trustees of the University of Puget Sound, and for her gift
which practically assured the success of the first campaign
in 1914, and for her continued friendship for the College .
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There is an inference in the Board of Trustees that Mrs.
McCormick was asked to join the Board of Trustees but deferred.
However, she was instrumental in her son being a member of the Board
of Trustees, and her husband being a member of the Board of Trustees.
More recently, her grandson, the young Dr. McCormick is a new member
of the University Board of Trustees.
I used to call in the office of Mr. McCormick, who was
secretary of the Weyerhauser Company.
its future.

We discussed the school and

He was very much interested in the endowment program

of the school, the investments, the stocks and bonds that the University
might be purchasing in the management of its endowment.

Mr. McCormick

used to tell me, "Limit your enrollment to 400, charge high tuition,
and make it an exclusive University."
person .

He was a very congenial

It is not often that a school such as the University of

Puget Sound has had four generations of one family in a very important
position on the Board of Trustees.
Alfred Lister - for his continuous service as a member
and officer of the Board of Trustees since its
reorganization in 1903, and for his loyal support.
Not enough can be said for the dedication and the outstanding
service of Alfred Lister to the College of Puget Sound.

He was for

many years secretary then treasurer of the Board of Trustees.

The

minutes of the Board constantly reflect his complete dedication and
the outst anding sacrificial service he made.

Truly he was one of

the constructive pioneers of the College.
Walter S. Davis - For his loyal and faithful service
as a professor in this institution, having given
twenty-seven years in that capacity.
Senator Davis was for many years the most outstanding man
on the faculty .

He was much beloved by the students.

He knew the

-7students personally, where they were from, their family relationships;
often he would meet a student and talk very intelligently about that
student's home town and family.
Senator Davis was completely student-minded.

He was for

many years chaperone of the Philomathian Literary Society, the
Amphictyon's, the H.C.S. 's and the other student organizations.
He was a senator for many years in the legislature.

He would lease

a boat and take the students from Tacoma to Olympia and they would
have a College of Puget Sound Day.

The Speaker of the Senate would

put the Senator in the Chair and he would conduct the legislature
while the students were there.

The students would sit in the gallery

and be recognized and the Senator would quite often call them by
name and introduce them to the le gislature .

Many students were

greatly impressed by the leadership of the Senator.

An outstanding

alumni family at the University of Puget Sound was the Ralph Brown
family.

Dr. Brown, his wife and four children all graduated from

the University.

He told me that one time the Senator took the

students to Olympia by car and when they came over the hill, here
was the beautiful capital nestled by the Bay. Dr . Brown said, "This
is one of the most beautiful sights I have seen.
want to practice medicine."
It

Here is where I

He has been there for fifty years.

was because of the influence of Senator Davis that he' located

there.

I know twenty or thirty alumni who h ave said that Senator

Davis had a profound influence on their lives.

He was an unusual

statesman, an outstanding teacher, and loyal and dedicated to his
students and the College.
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George Scofield - for his faithful and loyal service
as a member and vice-chairman of the Board of Trustees
of the College.
Mrs. Edward H. Todd - For her loyal and inspirational
leadership of the Woman's College League, her devotion
to the College, and her love for the faculty and
students.
Mrs. Todd was one of the outstanding people in the history
of the College of Puget Sound.

She came as a young woman to the

College.

There were four children born to the Todd's, two girls and

two boys.

Dr. Todd was constantly in the process of raising money.

He was eighteen years in constant financial campaigns.
responsibility for the family rested upon Mrs. Todd.

The main
She was gracious,

helpful, most dedicated and gave her whole life to the Institution.
She was very much interested in Kappa Alpha Theta and the
naming of one of the girl's groups in the early history of the
school.

This was done in 1914 at her suggestion.

She was also very

interested in the Women's University League, formerly the Women's
College League.

It was under her suggestion that they take on the

project of making graduation dresses for the young ladies who were
graduating each year.

She also suggested they establish a

department of Home Economics.
I knew Mrs. Todd in her latter years.

I often used to

talk to her because I enjoyed her recollections of the early days
of the school, and her great admiration for Dr. Todd and his dedication
and leadership.

One cannot thank Mrs. Todd enough for the outstanding

constribution she made towards the development of the University.
General James M. Ashton - for his leaderhsip in the
James J. Hill campaign, which assured its success, as
a former trustee, and a constant friend of the College.
Everett G. Griggs - for his beneficient and loyal
support of the College, and as a leading citizen of Tacoma.

~laior
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From time to time the Board of Trustees elected other
people to the Order of Founders and Patrons.

The minutes of

February 19, 1935 state that membership was conferred on Mrs. Calvin
S. Barlow in recognition of the service which she and her husband
rendered to Puget Sound University in the days of its founding.
The Barlow family is still in Tacoma and remained interested in
the University through the years.

Also elected was Mr. John Philip

Weyerhauser in recognition of the leadership and inspiration which
he gave to the College at the beginning of the one million dollar
campaign for building an endowment.
Mr. J. P. Weyerhauser finally became a member of the
Board of Trustees of the University and took some interest, although
he was not actively involved in the meetings.

He asked many questions

concerning the administration of the University, the use of its
money and whether or not the University should be kept at a small
enrollment of two to three hundred students and raise the tuition
so the budget could be balanced without involving extra professors
and services.

This was discussed from time to time and it was

decided that the University should grow in its natural way rather
than restrict enrollment with a few wealthy students able to att end.
Mr . Weyerhauser was a fine citizen and his interest in the University
opened the door to many contributions from Weyerhauser related
people.
Mr. Harry Leo Brown was elected to the Order of Founders
and Patrons at the same time.

Mr . Brown was one ·of the most inspiring

people as member of the Board of Trustees.

He was vice-president for

many years and involved in the development of the College and
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He was a tither and gave

a major portion of his time to the University.

On many occasions

he wrote to me and asked what needed to be done, what were the onerous
things that needed to be done for the school.

I recall one time

he asked me, "What is the thing that is needed most right now on
the Campus?"

I told him, "The other day I watched two girls walk

across the campus and their shoes were muddy and their feet were
wet because there were no walks."

I suggested that he might use

some of his tithe to start building walks.

He asked to have the

plans drawn, and out of it evolved the Harry Brown Family Roads and
Paths Fund which was used for many years to build roads and all the
paving, except that in front of Jones Hall and inside the quadrangle.
All came from the Brown Family tithe.
He was a very inspirational person who often times would
write and send a check for five thousand dollars and say "we're
thinking of you, praying for you and hope that everything goes well
with our University."
A number of years before he died he said, "I got such a
joy out of seeing these things develop that I would like to establish
permanently the Harry Brown Roads and Paths Fund.

If the Lord lets me

live long enough, I'll put one hundred thousand dollars into the fund."
Each year he sent at least five thousand dollars, if he had a good
tax year he sent more.

Finally he wrote to me and said, "This brings

it up to ninety five thousand and if at all possible I'll bring it up
to one hundred thousand."

Unfortunately, although he was in his

ninety-fourth year, the Lord called him home and he did not get a
chance to bring the amount up to one hundred thousand.

But the Fund
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is a part of the permanent Restricted Endowment Fund, the income
from which is to be used to develop the University campus.
Occasionally a student came in and asked for a walk to
be placed here or there and I told them that our fundamental principle
was to allow the students to have three or four months to a new
dormitory to show where the natural paths will be.
make paths in the best place possible.

Students will

Then we ask our architect

to put a little curve to the walk so it will not be a straight
line, to give it some beauty.

This was how the Roads and Paths Fund

walks were placed in the various parts of the campus.

The impact

of the Harry Brown Roads and Paths Fund, and Harry Brown will be
with us as long as the University is in existence.
On February 18, 1936 the Board of Trustees met and
elected to membership to the Order of Founders and Patrons Miss
Harriet Ellen Caughran and Mr. James Harrison Davis of Tacoma:
Miss Harriet Ellen Caughran of Tacoma, Washington was
chosen by the Board of Trustees of the College of
Puget Sound for membership in the Order of Founders
and Patrons, for service which she rendered as a
popular instructor in the Puget Sound University,
as director of the entertainment group composed of
either a male or female quartette, and also as a
reader. Through her efforts and inspiration the
University became known throughout Eastern Washington
and other portions of the Northwest. Her services
were those of one who was full of enthusiasm, loyalty
and devotion to the welfare of the institution.
Miss Caughran's father, the Honorable J. D. Caughran,
was one of two men who were credited as being responsible
for the location of the institution in the city of Tacoma
rather than elsewhere . Her father assumed some responsible
obligation in carrying out his decision.
The Honorable James Harrison Davis of Tacoma, Washington,
has been chosen by the Board of Trustees of the College
of Puget Sound for membership in the Order of Founders

-12and Patrons of the institution, in recognition of
service rendered in the campaign in 1914
to meet the conditions imposed by the Honorable
James J. Hill, when he made his offer of $50,000
for endowment on condition that this institution
would raise $200,000 additional.
valu ~ble

Mr. Davis occupies a high place as a business man .
He has been honored by election to the House of
Representatives of the Washington State Legislature
and by appointment to the Board of Regents of the
University of Washington.

On the date df February 17, 1937 it is mentioned the
fact that some of the members of the Order of Founders and Patrons
attended the Board of Trustees meeting.

They were Miss Hattie

Caughran, Mrs. Edward Todd, Mr. Charles A. Ravelle, and Mr. James H.
Davis.

The two latter are new members, having been elected on

February 17, 1937.

Mr . Ravelle had a son who attended the College.

On February 16, 1938 the Board of Trustees elected Dr. E. M. Randall
and Mrs. F. B. Cherrington to the Order of Founders and Patrons.
Mrs. Cherrington was the widow of Dr. Cherrington who was one of
the early presidents of the University.

Dr . E. M. Randall who was

a former president of the College was at the meeting and expressed
his thanks at having been made a member of the Order of Founders
and Patrons.
On February 15, 1939 the Board of Trustee minutes state
that Mr. Lee L. Benbow, a former president of the College, and
Dr . Horace J. Whitacre, a trustee of the College, were unanimously
elected to the Order of Founders and Patrons.
I knew Mr. Benbow and talked with him in the early days
when I was at the University.

He was a tall, good-looking man and

was literally drafted to keep the School alive when they had grave
financial difficulties.

He had a lodge out in the Spanaway area and
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often invited the faculty to spend a day at the lodge.

His son

lived in Portland and there is a tape from the Benbow family
concerning Dr. Benbow and his relationship to the University in
the early days when he was president.
Dr. Horace J. Whittaker was a very outstanding doctor and
very much interested in the University.
of his time.

He was a man who was ahead

I recall one day he came to my office and said he would

like to help with the audio-visual program in higher education.

He

gave a series of instruments which he had in his office for the
projection of tapes and other material which was then very advanced
educational processes.
Dr. Whittaker was a big man, very tall and stately, had
a deep voice and was a genuinely dedicated trustee for the College
of Puget Sound .
According to the minutes of the Board of Trustees, Mrs.
E. S. Collins was elected to the Order of Founders and Patrons.
Mrs. Collins was a very gracious lady whom I knew personally and had
been in her home on many occasions.

She was very much interested

in the University, as well as Willamette University.

Her children

graduated from Willamette University which is a sister school.

The

Collins' had been the most eminent family in the Pacific Northwest.
Mr. and Mrs. Collins once took a trip and looked at the mission
fields and became very much interested in Methodist missionaries.
When they returned they established a pension fund for our returning
Methodist missionaries and added to it every year.

At the present

time there is some twenty-two million dollars in the Collins
Missionary Fund.
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Mr. Collins was the man who kept the University alive in
its earlier days by challenging the trustees financially, when there
were deficits .

He was also instrumental in giving us the money in

the later years, through his estate, for the building of the E. S.
Collins library.
time.

The Collins family has added to it from time to

His contribution to the College is listed in other places in

the historical resources.
At the same time, Mrs. E. A. Reddish was elected to the
Order of Founders and Patrons.
Reddish.

Mrs. Reddish was known as Aunt Jennie

She was a most congenial person and a very dear friend

of Mrs. E. H. Todd.

They lived nearby and were very instrumental

in developing the Women's College League while on the old campus.
Mrs. Reddish was a distinguished leader in the Methodist Church but
she took as her main project the graduates of the College of Puget
Sound.

She and Mrs. Todd made a project of making white dresses

for the young girls for each graduating class.

She also was very

much interested in the Home Economics department.

There were several

references in the minutes of the Board of Trustees to the fact that
she helped in the Home Economics department.

Whether she was actually

paid or not I do not know, but evidently she spent a great deal of
her time teaching young girls how to cook, sew, and the other aspects
of home life.

I discussed at some length with Mrs. Ruth Lemley and

she remembered Aunt Jennie very much and also Mrs. James Wilhelm Sr.
Both of them knew "Aunt Jennie" very well and had spent time in the
Reddish home and felt that her great interest was the students at
the College of Puget Sound.

She was a warm, outgoing individual with

a personality that included everyone.

Her main interest at the
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University were its students and the Women's College League.
The services honoring the Order of Founders and Patrons
usually came in the spring.

A typical program was the presiding

officer Mr. E. L. Blaine, prayer by one of the Adelphian Choral
Society and then there was the presentation of the nomination for
the member of the Founders and Patrons Society.
given by Mr. Rowland or Dr. Todd.

This was usually

These resolutions cited the

individuals and stressed their unique place in the history of the
College of Puget Sound, and their unusual dedication to the College.
There were also resolutions of appreciation for the various
members of the Board of Trustees and other friends of the College
who had been deceased during the year.

After this there was a

speech by Mr. Blaine concerning the history of the University and
also.some of its hopes and aspirations.

The meeting was f i nished

by a benidiction then a recessional when the trustees and the
faculty marched from the auditorium.

On February 18, 1942 the instructions committee of the
Board of Trustees recommended to the Board that Leonard J . Brown
and Bishop J. Ralph Magee be elected membership to the Order of
Founders and Patrons.

Mr. Brown h ad been a very dedicated individual

interested in the development of the College.

He was generous and

gave much of his time for the financial development of the School.
Bishop Magee had at one time been Pastor for the First Methodist
Church in Seattle, had been on the Board of Trustees, and been
instrumental in helping the Methodist Church support the School.
His brother was also a Methodist minister in the First Methodist
Church in Seattle, and went from there to be president of one of
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their Methodist schools in Iowa.

His son John Magee has been head

of the philosophy department at the College of Puget Sound and the
University of Puget Sound for approximately thirty years.

Bishop

Magee was very helpful in the relationship of the Methodist church
with the Schoo 1.
On the seventeenth of February, 1943 Dr. E. H. Todd was
inducted as a member of the Order of Founders and Patrons.
was the first meeting we had after his retirement.

This

One cannot say

enough in appreciation for the dedication and leadership of Dr. Todd.
He took the University of Puget Sound when it was in grave financial
difficulties.

The name was changed to College of Puget Sound in

1913 on the recommendation of Dr. Hancher from the Board of Education
of the Methodist Episcopal Church.

Dr. Todd had excellent vision

as to the potential of the College of Puget Sound and spent his
entire life making that vision become a reality.

In the minutes

of the Board of Trustees there is an action expressing appreciation
to Dr. Todd for the fact that for eighteen consecutive years he was
involved in one financial campaign after another for the benefit
of the School.

His dedication took him away from his home and away

from the campus a great deal.
of rearing their four children.

Mrs. Todd had the responsibility
The children were loyal and had

the greatest appreciation of their father.
As one reads the minutes of the Board of Trustees one is
aware of the fact that on many occasions Dr. Todd pointed out years
in advance the needs of the school for new buildings, for more
I

endowment, for scholarships, for loan funds and other facilities.

On many occasions he brought to the attention of the Board of

Trustees the need for buildings such as a new library and
dormitories.

Always the minutes say, "And the Board expressed

their appreciation to Dr . Todd for his leadership and assured
him that as soon as finances were available these facilities
will be developed."
There could not have been a happier relationship
between the President and his predecessor.

I often called Dr. Todd

into the office and conferred with him concerning some of the problems
of the past and also to tell him about the contributions people had
made whom he had cultivated for many years.

His eyes would light

up, a smile appear on his face, a twinkle in the eye - he was
always most gracious and appreciative.
I knew that Dr. Todd's heart was so much in the school
so I asked the Board of Trustees if it would be possible for me to
set up an office for him with a secretary for him to write a history
of the school .

I remember three of them very carefully suggested

that there might develop problems because he might hope that he
could still dominate the School .

I assured them that this would not

develop and if it were to show signs of it I could handle the situation.
They agreed then that I should approach him on the subject.

I asked

him if he would be interested and there was a sense of elation on
his part .

He said, "Mr. President, if you think I could do it, I

would be most happy to do so."

I asked him to secure a secretary for

himself and we created an office in the lower floor of Jones Hall .
I told him not to feel under duress to work any more than he felt
he could.

He secured a retired librarian who had had experience in

research and the two of them worked on the history of the School.
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It is a very definitive history, and a good history.
I shall always be greatful to Dr. Todd because he was a
bridge between the academy, the more or less high school approach
to education through the church, and left a solid foundation on
which his successors could build.

We would not have the University

of Puget Sound as it is today if it had not been for the dedication
and sacrifice that Dr. Todd made in creating a foundation upon which
we could build.
On the sixteenth of February 1944 the instructions committee
of the Board of Trustees recommended that Arthur Marsh be a member
of the Order of Founders and Patrons .

Arthur Marsh was a professor

and dean in the early days of the School.

He was a very popular

young professor and was appointed dean after teaching a year or two.
He was greatly beloved by the students and performed a very outstanding
service in the history of the School.
I knew him in his latter years.

He was a soft-voiced, gentle

man with bushy grey hair and a great love for the School.

I talked

to him often and always he mentioned the fact that it was a golden
age in his life when he was associated with the people of the Campus.
ll/hen I knew him he was a member of the Ronald Methodist
Church.

He was retired.

He suggested to the Men's Club of the

Ronald Methodist Church that they create a scholarship at the University
·of Puget Sound.

I used to go up for their Sunday morning breakfast

which started at seven thirty.

We would have breakfast and then they

would ask me to report on the School, then they would give a check
to add to their in-town scholarship.

This was done for many years
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and always Arthur Marsh had a great place of leadership in the
creation of the Ronald Methodist Church Scholarship Fund.

He was

most loyal to the University of Puget Sound to which he felt he
had dedicated his life.

Certainly, he merited membership in the

Order of Founders and Patrons.
Shortly after this time, in the history of the Order
of Founders and Patrons, was the time of the return of the G.I.
service men.

We had five hundred come between the first and

second semester.

We had seven hundred seats in chapel and in one

fell swoop we outgrew the chapel.

It was a real question from

the standpoint of the administration how to continue the chapel
meeting .

For a year or two anyone with any plausible excuse was

excused.

It was a difficult time because chapel had been an excellent

means to communicate with the student body.
have a sense of oneness.
Family."

It had allowed us to

We often referred to the "University

With the coming of the G. I. bulge and the going of the

chapel services we tried on several occasions to have convocation
meetings in the field house.

These were not attended as we had

hoped and it became obvious that this was not feasible.

Because

of this, and also because of the fact that Mr. Edward L. Blaine
and Dr. Todd, both of whom had been such a part of the Founders
and Patrons chapel service, were both gone from administrative
leadership, we talked with the executive committee of the Board
of Trustees and they suggested that we hold in abeyance the meetings
of the Order of Founders and Patrons.

I am sure somewhere ln the

Archives there are more certificates that could be awarded to
people that merit the Order of Founders and Patrons, but this
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World War II.

The Order of Founders and Patrons rendered a great

service, has been most outstanding through the years and greatly
appreciated by all who knew it.

FOUNDING OF THE UNIVERSITY OF PUGET SOUND
SITE
John Wesley, the earthly father of the Methodist
Church, was a very distinquished educator.

He was taught

by his father who was a rector of the Episcopal Church in
Epworth, England.

He went on a scholarship to Oxford and

was a student at Christ Church .

He was an outstanding

student and he was made a teacher at Lincoln College, Oxford.
He felt very keenly that there should be a combination of
"piety and wisdom."

This has been the charter for the

educational program of the Methodist Church.
From Bristol, which is one of the Methodist historical

c

areas, he sent Mr . Asbury and Mr. Coke as missionaries to
America.

As he walked up the gang plank he said, "Start

schools and colleges.

Our people must be some of the best

educated in every community."
This was really the charter for the founding of
over one thousand academies in the growth of America .

Over

one thousand schools, colleges, and academies were started,
of which about one hundred and ten still exist, counting the
mission schools in Appalachia, the Indian areas, and other
minorities.

In that list, all the Wesleyan Universities are

Methodist founded .

Many other schools like Duke, Syracuse,

The University of Southern California, and Southern Methodist
University are in the Methodist tradition.

On the west coast,

Alaska Methodist University, The University of Puget Sound,
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Willamette University, and the University of the Pacific
and International University in California were started
by Methodist pioneers.
Before the American scene had free high schools, most
of the people were educated in academies and most of these
academies were started by the Methodist Church, the Presbyterian
Church, the Congregational Church and the Catholic Church.
In the period from 1850 to 1900, there were approximately five
hundred universities and colleges founded in the United States.
Many of these ceased to exist or were merged and became State
Universities.

The closest one to the University of Puget Sound

is Oregon State University which was founded by the Southern
Methodist Church as Philomath.

Willamette University was one

of the earliest universities on the west coast.

It was founded

by Jason Lee, a Methodist missionary who was an outstanding
educator very much interested in the education of the Indians.
He lead the movement to secure the Oregon-Washington territory
as a part of the United States.
The same year that Stanford University was founded 1884 - twenty-nine Methodist leaders met in Seattle to discuss
the possibility of the founding of a school in this area.
There was a very lively discussion of the fact that there
should be a school founded in the Puget Sound area because
of the outstanding success of Willamette University and also
the Olympia Collegiate Institute which was located in Olympia.
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The following year Bishop John M. Walden held a
conference August 13th-17th, 1885.

At that time there was

promised to the committee interested in founding a university,
$40,000 in land and $10,000 in money if it would locate in
Port Townsend.

The conference met the following year in

Port Townsend.

The members visited the site and the Chamber

of Commerce of Port Townsend promised again that they would
have $40,000 in land and $10,000 in money.

Most of the value

in those days was in land and it was considered a very valid
promise.

However, the committee, after securing the vote of

the conference to locate in Port Townsend, did nothing to make
the promises valid.

There followed considerable discussion

that the conference should reconsider its action, which it did.
In 1888, the charter for the University of Puget Sound
was secured.

It was decided that the university should be

located in Tacoma.

Option was taken on a considerable amount

of land - probably over 600 acres - in what is now called
University Place.
and money.

The

The ministers asked for donations of land

B~shop,

who was a native of Ohio, traveled

through Ohio selling lots in University Place with the idea
that people could come and be a part of the university community
where they could see the beauty of the Olympics and the grand
view of Commencement Bay which is now called the Narrows.
was very successful in selling the lots and a brochure was
( ...·.. .

"'--

published extolling the virtures of the University of Puget

..

Sound.

There was a picture of "Old Main" as it was called

He
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which was typical of the architecture of schools at that
time.

The building was about four or five stories high,

had rounded turrets on each corner and a tower which looked
toward the west.

The building was never built because the

money was not raised before the panic of 1893 which deflated
the land values.

It is interesting that the brochure says,

"Send your daughters to the University of Puget Sound because
there is no malaria here."
In the present city of Steilacoom there is a
monument to the fact that the First Methodist Church was
located there and the first Protestant church of this area.

(

One of the first men assigned to the Methodist Church of this
area was the Reverand Mr. Blaine and his son Mr. E. L. Blaine
was the first white boy born in the Seattle area.

Mr. E. L.

Blaine was the Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the University of Puget Sound for nearly three decades.
It is reputed that when Chief Seattle led his warriors
against the white population in Seattle, Mrs. Blaine, the
wife of the minister took her child and boarded one of the
boats in the bay in order to be secure.

On many occasions I

walked with Mr. Blaine around the Seattle area and he would
reminisce about the fact that his father was the minister for
the little church that was on First Avenue and that he played
in the yard where one of the largest banks in the Pacific
Northwest now stands.
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It is interesting to note that when the Columbia
River conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church voted to
start a college it said, "It would be a praise throughout
the land."

It is also interesting to note that the charter

reads that no one shall be denied admission because of race,
color, or creed.

It is also interesting to note that the

first graduating class had almost fifty per cent women.

The

coming of the panic of 1893 caused many of the thousand academies
to close and many of the colleges, likewise closed.

However,

the University of Puget Sound had created a University Land
Company to secure whatever assets could be salvaged out of
the land on which they had an interest and which is today
University Place.

With this Land Company, it was able to

maintain a type of University with a very limited curriculum
and keep the institution going.
The first campus was located on South 23rd and I
and J Streets.

It had a very excellent view of Mount Rainier,

of the bay, and was considered to be an ideal location.

How-

ever, the university did not have the $4,000 to pay the owner
but borrowed it at eight percent interest.

Finally, because

of difficulties and also because of possibility of clouded title,
it sold the building to the Tacoma School Board in 1889.

The

McCarver School is now on that site.
The Trustees of the University sold various amounts of

l

the land which was donated to the University in order to pay for
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its existence.

On the eighth of August 1890, they elected

President Charington as the first president.

Some of the

records say that the situation which faced President Charington
was far from good.

He had the problem of trying to maintain

a meaningful curriculum and at the same time, balance the
budget.

The first curriculum dealt with the academic depart-

ment - which was really an academy, the college department
which was for those who had graduated from the academy, a
music department which was rather elementary, and the commercial
department, which emphasized penmanship, typing, and other
commercial subjects.
Because of the sale of the site, the second campus
was in the area of the County-City Building.

It was in a

rented area and, again, was maintained by the sale of land
and securing of gifts through the Methodist conference.

This

created considerable problems because there was no room to grown
and it was a highly temporary situation.

The third site was at

the jiunction of 6th Avenue and Division Avenue where the Jason
Lee School is now located.

The site was not very large and it

was ultimately to be cutup by major arterials by the City.

The

Trustees could see that this was going to be a very difficult
situation and on August 26, 1919, a committee was created to
discuss the possibility of a new site.

There were many, many

meetings of the committee for the records show that they met on
the twenty-sixth of August, the tenth of September and then on
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the fifteenth of September, 1919 at the Methodist conference
which met in Seattle, with Bishop Matthew S. Hughes in the
Chair.

The major item on the agenda was the location of a

Methodist Institution and its creation for the State of
Washington.

At this meeting, Dr. Todd proposed that

there be a law passed by the State legislature that each
denomination be allowed a campus of forty acres tax free.
This was one of the outstanding contributions which he made
and later we were able to get it at one hundred acres for each
denomination tax free.
The special committee to consider the larger campus
had reviewed the Port Townsend situation.

Mr. J. H. Vogel

presided and showed drawings of the various possibilities for
locations of the campus.
considered.

There had been a number of sites

There was a very attractive site by South Tacoma

which was offered free by Mr. N. Gregory, a real estate man,
who, as far as I can determine was a member of the Gregory
Family which ultimately were leaders in the Mason Methodist Church.
Another site which the committee considered was on the shore of
Lake Wapato, which was a very pleasing site but not considered
large enough by the committee .

Still another site was thirty

acres just north of Lincoln High School.

These three and the

one occupied by the University at North 15th and Warner were
the sites that received serious consideration.

(_

Mr. Vogel of Seattle made the presentation and it was
to a very excellent committee.

Dr. Mechlinberg of Montana was
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one of the members of the committee.

Mr. R. H. Hughs, editor

of the Pacific Christian Advocate was another member as was
Dr. A. L. Howard, who represented the General Conference Board
of Education of the Methodist Church.

They were present to give

counsel and also to discuss strategy for a financial campaign.
In the meeting to select the site was President Suzzalo, who
was president of the University of Washington,

President Holland,

who was President of Washington State University, as well as
representatives of the Board of the Board of the Methodist Church who
discussed the strategy of the location and the various sites.
Momentarily the situation was complicated by the fact
that Mr. Gambill, who was a farmer living near Kent, made an

(

application for an annuity offering to give some 40 acres of his
farm in return for an annuity of $750 for himself and his wife.
This was discussed slightly, but not seriously as a possible site
because the committee had made up its mind that the college was
to be located in Tacoma.

However, the Kent farm was sold and

the proceeds used to buy a part of the new location.

When the

discussion was finished, Dr. Crothers , the minister of the First
Methodist Church in Seattle, made the motion that the site be
located at lS:th & La:wr:ence.

Raymond Cook, who was alumnus of the

class of 1906, seconded the motion and it was carried that the site
be 15th & Lawrence.

By this time in the history of the college,

Dr. Todd was president, Mr. Dix H. Rowland was secretary of the
Board of Trustees, Mr. Everill Collins was on the Board of
Trustees, together with Mr. Lister and several others.

It is
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amazing to see how the major decisions were made by so few
men.

By action of the Board of Trustees on the twenty-sixth

of December, 1919, Dr. Todd was authorized to get option on
the site.

The area was owned by several families.

It was a

five-year program to secure the options on the site which is
now at 15th and Lawrence.

At Sixth and Sprague they built the

building for the classroom which was a wooden frame building
with pillars in the front.

They were to build a dormitory

which has been remodeled and is still in the form of an
apartment house on the north side.

Professor Bertram McProud,

who was a professor of education, once told me (he was one of
my major professors at Nebraska Wesleyan in my college days)
that he was very much concerned when he joined the faculty
because there was no gymnasium.

He, together with a group of

students, went out and asked people for the lumber and they
constructed the first gymnasium which the college had.

In

conjunction with one of the dormitories, there was a Home Economics
Department in which young women were taught the art of cooking
and sewing.

The Women's University League, which is still very

strong in the history of the University of Puget Sound, undertook
as a project to equip the Home Economics Department.

Later, there

was a fire in the Home Economics Department and much of the
equipment was burned.

The League replaced the necessary

equipment.
Dr. Todd was very aggressive in securing the options on the

l

site and on the twentieth of March, 1920, he publically announced
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the location of the new site for the college which was to
be at 15th and Lawrence.

This area was owned by many people

but the major portion of it was owned by the Acme Investment
Company.

It was comprised of a large area that was also known

as the YMCA track.

While securing the options on the various

pieces of property that comprise the present campus, Dr. Todd
was also very eager to sell the other campus for as much money
as possible.

On the second of June, 1919 he leased one section,

which is the intersection of Division and Sixth Avenue to the
Standard Oil Company of California and that lease is still
active after 60 years.

Also Dr. Todd sold, on the fifteenth of

February, 1921, a section where the Presbyterian Church now stands.
This also comprised the section which had the music building - a
small square wooden building which stood to the left of the church
for many years.

M1en they moved to the new campus, this became

the residence of Dr. Davis, affectionately known as Senator Davis,
who was in the Senate of the State of Washington for many years.
Senator Davis was an excellent history scholar, an unmarried man,
and one who knew the name of every student in his class, his home
town, and his parents.

It is reputed that on many occasions,

Senator Davis saw to it that a hungry boy or hungry girl had
adequate food and their way was paid through the University
although he was on a very meager salary.
on a good many occasions.

I visited the Senator

It was very difficult to get in his

house because the books were piled everywhere.

He knew where

every book was and he also knew what was in every book; but he
was not known as an excellent housekeeper.

Dr. Frank Williston
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who taught for us for many years, was an outstanding authority
on Far East history, and he told me that on many occasions he
remembered when the Senator carne with his coat buttoned rather
tightly because he had not changed out of his pajamas before
corning to class.
It is interesting to note that the land was acquired from
many sources including the Acme Investment Company.

Frank M.

McCandless was president and Mr . J. H. March was secretary.

They

sold the College of Puget Sound an acreage for $10,800 on March
20, 1920.

The college also bought more acreage from Mr. J. H.

March on March 20, 1920 for $18,500.

Some of the people from

whom the school purchased property were Mr. and Mrs. W. VanVechten,

(

.Mr. William Leybold, Mr. Samuel Scott, Mr. James McMullan.

During

this time, Dr. Todd brought suit to quiet the various titles so
that all the titles would be secured because of the fact that they
had difficulty with the title in one of the former sites.

\AJhen

I came as president, I also made an examination and found that
there were certain metes and bounds which had not been stated
legally.

We had court action to quiet all the titles and make

the metes and bounds complete.

There were several places where

eight to ten feet had not been legally structured.
The major portion of the area was called the YMCA track.
Many people have told me they played football or baseball, rode
their bicycles and ran on the YMCA track.

In preliminary research,

I have not been able to find that the YMCA actually owned this area
but I think it was owned by the Acme Investment Company and leased
to the YMCA.

There is one reference in the YMCA minutes that

-12they could not pay the $100 rent and their lease was cancelled.
It was known as the YMCA track.

Central High School which is

now Stadium High < School had its football team practice there.
Many men living today have told me they h ad played and
exercised there.

Mr. Floyd Murphy, father of an alumnus, and

Mr. George Long, Jr., a friend of the University, were among those
from whom I secured information.
at Twenty-sixth and Alder.

The closest street car was

It cost a nickel to ride the street

car but most of the boys walked from Central High School.

It

was evidently a very popular place in the City for exercise, for
bicycle riding, for picnics, and for Sunday outings.

The YMCA

track went very close to the present Alder Street encompassing

(

what is presently Lawrence Street.

To the right of the track

was a hill which was called Huckleberry Hill .

When we went to

work out the landscaping of the campus, it was found that we
had an

eighty~~x

foot differential between the top of Huckleberry

Hill and the low spot which is in front of Anderson Hall.

At

one time Dr. Todd contempl ated that the low area could be a lake
to add to the variety of the landscaping.
It is interesting to note, also, that there was a
farmstead back of the YMCA track and an orchard.

There is a

very straggly old apple tree between Jones Hall and Collins
Library which is the last tree of the farm orchard.
the music building is now located was the farm house.

Where
When the

article came out in the paper that the farm house was to be torn

l

down to make room for a music building, I received a call from
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a woman on Fox Island who said she was so very sorry to
see the house come down because her father had owned it, she
had lived there as a girl, and her two sons were born in that
farm house.

However, it was completely obsolete.

It had

been used as a dormitory, it had been used as an area in
which to teach art, and it was also used for the music department.

I remember going over one day to see one of the music

professors and inadvertently touching against the fireplace and
the whole mantel fell down on the floor sending up a great
cloud of soot, dust, and dirt.

It was necessary that the old

farm house come down and make way for the music building.
The site was filled with vales, valleys, and hills.
Huckleberry Hill was approximately fifty feet high and was two
blocks long.

There had been various other houses on this site

and for a long time there was a hole which had been used by the
neighbors as a place to dispose of their tin cans and other
debris.

This was at the end of Puget Sound and about two

hundred feet into the trees.

This was the one that Dr. Todd

mentioned many time because he was unhappy with the neighbors
using it as a disposal area.

I recall that it took over two

hundred loads of earth from Huckleberry Hill to fill the ravine
between the Music Building, Jones Hall, and in front of the Collins
Library.

I hope it will never be necessary to replace the sewer

because it is twenty to twenty-five feet below the surface of the
fill that was made when the Campus Green was finalized.
In securing financing for the purchase of the site, there
was the proposition of selling the old site. Part of it had been
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sold to the Presbyterian Church, part of it had been leased
to the Standard Oil Company of California and the remaining
amount was to be sold .

The Tacoma School Board had shown

an interest in it for the possible location of a junior high
school.

Dr. Todd had made a preliminary offer to the School

Board asking for $90,000.

He told me in conversation concerning

it, he had asked for $90,000 and hoped for $75,000.

As was

customary, he went every year for a month or six weeks by train
to New York and to the various other areas seeking financial
aid from the foundations.

It was on one of these trips that

he was able to get James Hill to make the challenge for the first
major contribution toward the endowment fund.

(

While on one of these trips, the secretary of the Board
)

of Trustees, who was also the secretary of the Tacoma School
Board, decided it was time to sell the campus.

As representing

the School Board, he made an offer to the Trustees of the College.
He made an appraisal of the value lot by lot and came up with
the amount of $49,000.

In his conversation with me, Dr. Todd

said he knew he would never get $90,000 but he had hoped for
$75,000.

He was very disappointed when he returned and learned

that the Board had taken Mr. Alfred Lister's offer of $49,000
for what Dr. Todd thought should be $75,000.

In those days

there was no "conflict of interest" emphasis and Mr. Lister
thought he had made a very outstanding business proposition both
for the College and also for the School Board.
reveal his disappointment.

Dr. Todd did not

He mentioned it to me rarely and said

that Mr. Lister had been very outstanding in his dedication to
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the University and had worked diligently for its growth.
For that reason he never said anything about it although
he always remembered it.

He felt the University had actually

been denied $26,000 in a time when it needed it very much.
It is interesting how sometimes these things work
out.

Mr. Alfred Lister who was certainly a very strong

Methodist and a very dedicated man as far as the City was
concerned and as far as the College of Puget Sound was
concerned, had a son by the name of Kingston Lister, who was
a leader in the savings and loan industry.

He was a

representative for the state as the executive secretary for
the State Savings and Loan Association.

Mr. Kingston Lister
C'

had a very beautiful daughter who graduated from the Universtiy
of Puget Sound and majored in art but unfortunately carne to a
very tragic death early in her life.
One day Kingston Lister called me and said he would
like to come and see me.

He carne to my office and stated the

fact that his father had been very much interested in the
College of Puget Sound and had served on its Board faithfully
and well.

In a rather unusual way, he implied there was

something in the history of the College of Puget Sound that he
would like to rectify.

I did not know what it was and it was

not until after his interview with me that I quizzed Dr. Todd
at some great length about what it might be.

(_

He then told me

the story and said it should never really be discussed as long
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as any of those involved were living.
Kingston Lister said a very unusual thing had
happened .

He had been very much interested in transients that

came to and from the City of Tacoma and there was one transient
that he found living on the tide flats (evidently in a box
car or in some unusual situation) and he had befriended the
man and had seen that he had proper care and a proper place
to live.

In the process, the transient told him that he had

certain assets that he wanted Mr. Lister to distribute
according to his best judgement.

The man died and Mr. Lister

had at his disposal $36,000 and he said he wanted to give it
to the College of Puget Sound because he felt that it would
be the kind of thing that his father would like to have done
and it was his first choice that the College of Puget Sound
benefit by it.

So in many ways, the money which Dr . Todd

felt so keenly should have come, finally came in a very unusual
way.

This became part of the permanent endowment fund of the

University because in my administration we had a formula whereby the money that came by bequest went into the endowment fund.
The money which we needed for buildings came out of the current
tax dollar giving.
Another very interesting situation which developed
concerning the site was the fact that after World War II
when we knew there was a great pressure for us to build
dormitories, classroom buildings and other facilities as well
as to revise our curriculum in a very adventuresome way, Mr.
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Norton Clapp, who was then chairman of Weyerhaueser Company,
called me and asked me to come down to his office.

I went

down and we talked about the College of Puget Sound, its
needs and in the next step of development both from the
standpoint of curriculum as well as the facilities.

Mr.

clapp quizzed me as to the number of acres we had on the
campus, the developmental situation and what long-range
plans were envisioned.

He then rather interestingly said,

"You should sell the whole thing to the City of Tacoma for
a city college or a community college and go out and start
new between here and Federal Way."
He said there was a very beautiful area out there

(

which was undeveloped and would make an ideal campus for
the College of Puget Sound.

It was a very interesting

suggestion and one which I took seriously and took to the
Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees.

We discussed it

at some length and the fact that we had over fifty acres
here, we had four buildings, the City was used to it, the
constituents were used to our location, and to start new
again would seem to appear that the college was not in good
academic or financial condition,

Informally, the men told

me they thought we ought not to do it.

Particularly this

was true of Mr. Kilworth who was Chairman of the Board of
Trustees, Mr. Roe Shaub, who was head of the Finance Committee, and

c

Mr. Fred Karlen.

Several other Trustees thought we ought to

remain where we are.

It was very interesting that many years

later, Weyerhaueser Company would go out and locate their head-

-18quarters in exactly the area that Mr. Clapp had suggested
many years before.
To the original site was added eleven acres which
we purchased from Mr. John S. Baker and which story is in
other areas of this historical resource manuscript.

Then

too, we felt that the campus metes and bounds should be
established and the long range planning committee decided in
about 1970 that the metes and bounds should be Washington
Street on the west, 18th Street on the north, Alder Street
on the east and 9th Street on the south.

Then we decided

that when houses in that area came on the market, we would
purchase them and amortize them over 40 years and allow the
rent from students and faculty to pay for the area which was

(

what we really desired.

We found that after the first two

or three years, the faculty decided they were not particularly
interested in renting from the University although the students
have chosen this housing because it has many of the amenities
of home while they are attending the University.
We worked for several years to get all the areas
where the fraternity houses are now built.

There was one

Scandinavian with whom I conferred for three years before
we finally got his house so that we could complete the University
of Puget Sound

fraternity system.

He was very adament that he

did not want the fraternities to have access to his area but
finally after he became somewhat incapacitated, he sold the
lots and house to us.

This was at the north end on the Washington

.../
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Street side.

On the south side of the fraternity complex on

the Washington Street side, there was a little couple who
built there as a bride and groom.
for the News Tribune.

For fifty years he worked

I asked him if they would give us an

option on purchasing the area on which this tiny house was
located.
to it.

He said he would like to if his daughter would agree
His daughter was not amenable to it although when the

tunnels were built for the fraternity house complex, we put
a temporary concrete door in the tunnel which leads out to
the area where his house was.

I saw him every year for many

years until finally he and his wife died.

We appro ached the

daughter but she did not have any interest in selling the
lot and at the moment there is no suggestion that another
fraternity house be built to be added to the fraternity house
system of feeding.
The campus site was purchased and developed through
much hard work and sacrifice.

Dr- Todd often told me how

proud he was to see it blossom and become more beautiful
each year.

He often commented on the fact that I kept the

splendid Tudor architecture, that we kept every tree possible
and planted dozens of new ones.

The dreams of the founders

and the pioneers are realized more each year for the campus
has become one of the most beautiful on the west coast.
My heart was warmed when following a couple into
Jones Hall; the father of a young freshman stopped and said
to the mother and son, "This is one of the most beautiful

-20campuses 1 have every seen.
should look."

(

This is how a University

A FOURTH STATE UNIVERSITY

Another interesting situation developed with Bronson C . Harris,
affectionately known as "Curley". Curley Harris was the alumni director
for the University of Washington and their chief lobbyist at the Legislature
and the handyman for the President of the University of Washington for
many years.
I met him at a meeting in Seattle where I was speaking and, after that,
much to my amazement, every time I spoke in Seattle, somehow or other, Curley
Harris always showed up. Afterwards, we usually had a cup of coffee and he
would have a libation; and we became very close and warm friends.
One time, after I conducted the Easter sunrise service at Seward Park in
Seattle, he said to me, "Frank, I want to take you to breakfast because I want to
talk to you." We had breakfast at the hotel just off the campus at the University
of Washington and as we relaxed over a second cup of coffee, he said, "I want
to ask you to do a devious, political task with me. The University of Washington
needs a much larger allocation of state funds for its programs. As I thought
about it the other day, it occured to me that if a fourth school of higher education was promoted in the state of Washington by the President of the University
of Washington and by you as President of the Washington Friends of Higher
Education the idea would snowball and the Legislature would wake up and realize
that there shouldn't be a fourth university but that the University of Washington
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should receive more money. With that climate, we should be. able to g·et a considerable increase in allocation of funds from the Legislature than we do now.
We discussed this at some length and every time we saw each other after
that, we discussed it again. It got to be kind of a fun thing because it was
sort of an intrigue in which we felt if we were able to get the idea afloat it
would be beneficial to the University of Washington and it would bring about
the results that Curley wanted.
He talked to President Odegard at the University of Washington and he
was very much in favor of it; not that he was in on the intrigue but he felt that
he would be crowded vv-ith forty or fifty thousand students if the enrollment
kept increasing as it appeared it would, so a fourth school would allow them
to have more leeway and a higher degree of selectivity. I talked about it as
President of Washington Friends, not nearly with as much zest as Curley Harris
did but with the idea that it would alleviate the educational problem in the State.
The idea was bandied about; Dr. Odegard spoke of it quite often; one
or two legislators thought it would be fine, and much to our amazement, when
it actually got before the Legislature, everybody wanted to be on the bandwagon
and instead of them deciding to give the University of Washington more money,
and particularly when President Odegard said he was going to have to limit
the enrollment, no matter how much money they gave the University, all of a
sudden it jelled and Evergreen College was started!
It was really started on a backlash from the plans of Curley Harris
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to enhance the program of the University of Washington. It is interesting to
remember this as we watch the development of Evergreen College and its
difficulties, particularly in light of the fact that student bodies are diminishing
rather than growing, and to speculate on whether or not it really was a wise
plan to start it. I never did think it was and I don't think it is today, and I
believe that sooner or later Evergreen College will be meshed into the capitol
campus for state offices.
This is an interesting sidelight in the history of education in the State
of Washington. While I was a part of the intrigue, at the same time, I never
really believed that it would react in the establishment of a fourth institution.

R. Franklin Thompson
June 1, 1979

FUND RAISING BEGINS
Dr. Knopf asked me if I could be vice president of the University
because he was not particularly adept at raising money. My first assignment
was to appear before the City Council of Salem and ask for money to help
celebrate the Centennial of Willamette which was coming along. I did this,
and while they offered us $1, 000 as a gift from the City, I was able to get the
grant up to $3, 000.
As a part of this responsibility, I asked to see II/Ir. Everell S . Collins,
whose office was in the Terminal Sales Building in Portland and who was
one of the trustees of Willamette University and also a trustee of the College
of Puget Sound. He was most gracious and we talked considerably about
Willamette, student attitudes, faculty attitudes, the need for Christian
higher education and his unusual dedication to the Church and to the cause
of missions. In this conversation during the time when I was vice president
of Willamette, he said, "I am on both boards of trustees and I would be remiss
if I didn't say that the College of Puget Sound has a very great and tremendous
future. I think it has a greater future than Willamette in many ways. Willamette
has the historical heritage and is much older, but the potential for

develop~

ment at the College of Puget Sound is incredible. Dr. Edward H. Todd is
President and he has done a phenomenal job and built a good foundation, but
someone will come along and build the College, and all it needs is leadership
and time."
I was somewhat sensitive to this .statement, because I had such great

regard and affection for Mr. Collins and also such respect for his judgment. I did not know then that this, too, would enter into the vital decision
I would make, ultimately. Mr. Collins was most gracious and gave the
Collins Library at Willamette and he was also very much interested in
aiding in the development of the endowment fund at Willamette.
COLLINS FAMILY
The Collins family was made up of Mr. Collins, Sr. , and his wife,
who lived to be in her late nineties and left the University of Puget Sound
$20,000 in 1975 in her will. Mr, Alton Collins was on our Board of Trustees
for a number of years, although he was not able to attend the meetings very
often. He was eager to launch out on his own and spent part of his money
in gold mining stocks which was not appreciated by his father, who said
he must recoup his losses from the gold mining stock before he would receive
any inheritance . Mrs. Grace Goudy was very influential in many aspects of
Willamette University, from which she graduated, and she was also very
interested in the University of Puget Sound. Truman Collins was the youngest
of the three and he graduated from Willamette and was on their board but he
was most influential and helpful in my early career at the College of Puget
Sound.
Because Mr. Alton Collins had not recouped his losses at the death of
Everell S. Collins, the new will which would have given the University of
Puget Sound considerable more money was not signed, although there was
a bequest in the original will, which came to us. Mr. Truman Collins called

me and I went down to Portland. He said they knew it was the intent of their
father to help the University of Puget Sound and for that reason they would
carry out the stipulations of the new will, even though it would cost them
tax money to do so. From that carne the major gift which gave us the Everell
S. Collins Memorial Library. The Collins family carne up for the dedication and seemingly appreciated it very much. Each year the Collins family
have made contributions to various projects of the University of Puget Sound,
i.e . , various buildings, the endowment fund and other needs. They have
been very much interested in the University and even now still help in its
development program.
Mr. Truman Collins died very suddenly of a heart attack when he was
quite young and because of his unusual interest in Willarnette and because the
family was very much given to helping Willarnette, they established the Truman
Collins School of Law and built the new building which is adjacent to the
campus in Salem. TI'urnan Collins left a foundation, but unfortunately, the
laws of the State of Oregon are such that gifts from the foundation cannot be
made outside of the State of Oregon. For that reason, their gifts have been
limited to amounts that the companies could give to the University of Puget
Sound, and much of their gifts have been made from the Ostrander Timber
Company and from other outside interests. They were part of the bonding
factor that helped George Atkinson be one of the prime contractors for the
federal government in Pakistan and also during the Vietnam crisis.

HILTON GARDNER FOUNTAIN

The Sutton Quadrangle is located in front of Jones Hall and to the left
of Howarth Hall. For many years, a very large yucca plant grew in the
center of the Quadrangle. I remember inquiring of Mr. Charles Robbins,
the University Bursar, about it and he said, "There was a broad expanse
there and we thought we should put something in to break the montony and
add a little beauty, so we planted the yucca plant." Because this climate
is foreign to yucca growth, the plant was stubby and grew rather unsightly.
Through the years, I always envisioned a beautiful fountain there
and hoped that one day it might become a reality.
The University had a very wonderful attorney by the name of Hilton
Gardner. He followed Dix Rowland who served for many years and resigned,
of his own accord, due to his advanced age. Mr. Rowland was a very close
friend of Dr. Todd and Mr. Blaine and a very dedicated Methodist who gave
much attention and much of his time to University affairs.
Mr. Gardner was elected as a member and attorney to the Board of
Trustees at the October meeting in 1959. He was associated with the law firm
of Eisenhower and Carlson, and Mr. Eisenhower was a very dear friend of
Mr. William Kilworth, who was at that time Chairman of the Board. Mr.
Gardner was a very outstanding University attorney, dedicated to the University, and a person with whom it was a joy to work. His wife, Elizabeth
Anderson Gardner, and her sister, were graduates of the University of
Puget Sound. Mrs. Gardner was a very popular student and a member of

- 2Pi Phi Sorority when she was on the campus. Later, she spent considerable
time helping her local sorority become national as Pi Phi. Their son, Hilton
Gardner, Jr. , was likewise a graduate of the University of Puget Sound.
Unfortunately, Mr. Gardner died very suddenly of a heart attack early
in 1961. I had his funeral, which was very difficult because I had held him
in such high regard, esteem and affection and because we were personal
friends. Mrs. Gardner was a very good friend of Lucille's and we were often
in their horne and they in ours.
Some time after his death, when we had Mrs. Gardner and her friends
to dinner at the President's house, she took me aside and said she would like
to do something in memory of her late husband, Hilton; and because he loved
the University so much, she wondered if something could be done in his name
to beautify the campus. We discussed several things and then decided to take
some time to think about it.
When we talked again, I asked her if she had any interest in putting a
beautiful fountain in Sutton Quadrangle. From the very first, Mrs. Gardner
thought this would be the right thing to do, and informally she commissioned
me to make certain studies and find out what the cost would be.
While a student on a fellowship at the University of Zurich, I often
went by a very beautiful fountain which was half way between our pension
and the University. Zurich is a city of many beautiful fountains, and as I recalled this, it occured to me to write to the mayor of Zurich and ask him if
he would have someone send me a picture of the fountain that I had passed as
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a student. After some months, I not only got the picture of the fountain I remembered but I got a book of pictures of the 70 beautiful fountains located
all over Zurich .
I showed the picture of the fountain to Silas Nelsen, the architect, and
asked him to adapt that fountain to the modified Tudor architecture which
surrounds the Quadrangle, which he did. The fountain was to have four
gushing gysers in the main part of the bottom; it was to have a table over
which the water would flow; it was to have a main aperture which would
go high with a spray on top, and four gargoyles which were to point the
directions:

north, east, south and west. Each of the gargoyles would have

a spray of water which would go over the table into the catch basin below.
The Macdonald Building Company gave an estimate of the cost at $13, 000
if the pump could be put in to the work part of the bottom. If there was a
special house for it, the cost would be more.
We took the working drawings to the Gardner family and they approved
them and authorized us to proceed.
When it became known in Tacoma that the Gardner family planned a
fountain in Mr. Gardner's memory, a good many of his friends wanted to contribute to the fund, so considerable money came in from his friends and associates
to help with the expense of the fountain. The Women's University League
decided that since Mrs. Gardner had been such a fine member they, too,
would like to make a contribution to the Gardner Fountain.
On June 18, 1967, we had a ground breaking ceremony at which time
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Mrs. Gardner turned the first shovel of earth. Also present were her son,
Hilton, Jr. , and her daughter, Margaret Gardner Bevington, and several
grandchildren.
The fountain was 16 feet in diameter and 16 feet high when it was completed and a dedication ceremony was held on September 26, 1967. Mrs.
Gardner and her son and daughter were present, along with Debra Gardner,
daughter of Hilton, and Gardner Bevington, son of Margaret. As I recall,
Gardner Bevington was about three years of age and he cut the ribbon to
start the flow.

***
There had been considerable discussion among the maintenance men
as to w}:lether someone would put detergent in the fountain to cause problems
when the dedication took place. Sure enough, when the water began to flow,
the detergent, which had been secreted in, began to make a very large pile
of suds overflowing the lower basin. The maintenance men tried to sweep
off the detergent but it was impossible, so we went ahead with the dedication
anyhow.
We have pictures taken at the dedication ceremony showing the detergent as high as a snowdrift and as high as the table on the fountain.
Later, an interesting incident occurred regarding this event. Hilton
Gardner, Jr., (or Bo, as we call him) , went to a dinner in Portland where
the hostess was a graduate of the University of Pugent Sound and a Pi Phi.
He heard her remark, "We certainly made a lot of extra trouble at the
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drops and said, "The next time there is detergent in the fountain, take this
dropper and squirt it in the water on the ground floor of the fountain and
it will cut back on the foam immediately."
I didn't believe him and thought he was "pulling my leg" but he assured
me 'he was not! Several weeks later I saw more detergent in the fountain. I
waited until dusk and then I took the bottle and followed the direction of Mr.
Diamond. As I was putting the liquid on the fourth spigot, I looked up and
saw three professors watching me from Howarth Hall, and one of them took
his finger and made a round circle around his head, indicating that he

though~

the President was suddenly not quite all there! Much to my amazement, however, the liquid immediately cut down on the suds and we found a way we
could control the detergent.
I went back to the Diamond Brothers and told them of my success and
asked what the chemical was. They told me they didn't have the slightest
idea but gave me the address of the drug company. I wrote to the company
and told them about our situation and asked what the chemical was. They
replied that they didn't know what it was but that it had been purchased
from Dow Chemical Company and that I should write to Dow as they would be
interested.
I wrote to Dow and told them what had happened and I received a very
interesting letter referring to "Tacoma's Foaming Fountain" and thanking
me for creating a whole new marketing possibility for them. They told me the
name of the chemical and said because of our interest and help they were send-
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ing us several pounds of the chemical so that our maintenance

men could

use it anytime the fountain was foaming. They also said they intended to
study ways by which this might become a new product.
Some years later, it was interesting to me to learn that Dow now markets
the chemical used to cut down on foam in home rug cleaning!

***
The Gardner Fountain has been a beautiful fountain through the years
and grows more meaningful all the time.

R. Franklin Thompson
October 16, 1978

December 4, 1967

Mr. David B. Batdorf
Medical Products Division
Dow Corning Corporation
3033 West Mission Road
Alhambra, California 91803
Dear Sir:
Thank you so much for your letter of November 20.
The sample of Antifoam AF Emulsion arrived, and
when some "bratlet" puts some detergent in the
fountain, we will perform our noble experiment!

I hope this takes care of "Tacoma's foaming fountain"--as I am sure it will. Thanks for your help.
Cordially yours,

President
RFT/b

November 20, 1967

Dr. R. Franklin Thompson
President
UNIVERSITY OF PUGET SOUND
Tacoma, Washington 98416
Dear Dr. Thompson:
The case of nTacoma's foamin g fountain!! has been
brought to my attention by Dr. Harry Wax, of the
Stuart Company.
I am forwarding to your attention under separate
cover a one-lb sample of Dow Cornin g 's food grade
Antifoam AF Emulsion.
I would expect this product
to do an adequate job in baffling this particular
student's activity; in fact, it may very well be
that the detergent manufacturers will start receivin g comp laints concerning their advertising claims.
If additional quantities of Dow Cornin g 's food
grade An tifoam AF Emulsion are required, they can
be ordered from this office.
I have enclosed
data sheets and prices to assist your purchasing
department.
Very truly yours,
DOW CORNI NG CORPORATIO N

David B . Batdorf
Med ical Products Division
DBB:lb
Enc.
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DOW CORNING ANTIFOAM AF EMULSION
Dow Corning Anti foam AF Emulsion is a water-dilutable
silicone emulsion designed primarily for use in food
processing and in nonstandardized foods. It contains
30% silicone in a nonionic emulsion. AF Emulsion is
used in aqueous solutions generally in concentrations of
5 to 30 parts per million. Although most applications
of this product are in the food industry, it is also used
effectively in diverse chemical process operations and
especially in certain latex emulsions.

c

Typical Applications
Fermentation processes
Instant coffee
Paper coating and sizes
Latex emulsions

Dietetic soft drinks
Waste yeast tank in breweries
Washing and processing solutions for various foods

TYPICAL PROPERTIES
These values are not intended for use in preparing specifications.

AF Emulsion is one of a full line of silicone defoamers
developed by Dow Corning to meet particular types of
foam problems. Another product designed especially for
food applications is Antifoam C.

Percent Active Defoamer ..................... 30
Chemical or Physical Type ........ Silicone Emulsion

FOA Status
Dow Corning Antifoam AF Emulsion is used in nonstandard food products in quantities up to 33 parts per
million on the basis of "prior sanction" by the Federal
Food and Drug Administration.

Color . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . White
pH ....................... . ............. 3.5

Consistency at 77 F ......... Paste or Heavy Cream
Specific Gravity at 77 F ...................... 1.0

Type of Emulsifier ............ . ........ Nonionic
Suitable Diluent ......................... Water

HOW TO USE
Antifoam AF Emulsion should be diluted with water or with a portion of the foamer
before it is added to the system. The efficiency of any foam suppressor depends upon
good dispersion of a relatively insoluble compound in the foaming system: to obtain
best dispersion, efficiency and economy, always dilute Antifoam AF Emulsion before
adding it to the system.
Amount Needed'''
Only 5 to 30 parts per million of Antifoam AF Emulsion
are required in most foaming systems. As a starting
point in testing, add enough diluted Antifoam AF
emulsion to give a concentration of 10 parts per million
in the system.
How To Dilute Antifoam AF Emulsion
NOTE: Stir or agitate the defoamer before removing
it from the shipping container.
,., A /though A ntifoam A F Emulsion should be diluted before
use, concentrations (ppm) in the foamer are always expressed
in this data in terms of the product as supplied.

(I) Dilute the required amount of Antifoam AF Emulsion with
three times its volume of water or foamer. Add the water
(or fo(//ner) slowly to the antifoam while stirring gently
until a uniform mixture is attained.
(2) Use the diluted AF Emulsion within eight hours: longer
storage may cause the diluted emulsion to break and lose
efficiency. Agitate the mixture from time to time if such
storage is attempted.
(3) Add the diluted defoamer mixture to the foaming system.
Stir or agitate to achieve complete dispersion and efficient
foam control.

(Continued on next page)
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CONVERSION TABLE

Recommendations and suggestions given earlier in this
data sheet are based on parts Antifoam AF Emulsion

Parts
per
Million
1

10
100

Percent

Ounces
per
1000 Pounds

00.0001
00.001
00.01

0.016
0.16
1.6

per million parts foamer, by weight. The table below
gives equivalents of parts per million in other units:

Household
Measure,
per
1000 Pounds

cc's or Grams
per
1000 Gallons*

Ounces
per
1000 Gallons*

House/wid
Measure,
per
1000 Gallons*

3.78
37.8
378.5

0.13
1.3
13 .3

1 teaspoon
8 teaspoons
1% cups

1 teaspoon

3 tablespoons

ounce= 2 tablespoons = 6 teaspoons
foamer has specific gravity of 1.000

1 gallon =

1 pound= 2 cups= 1 pint= 16 ounces

(

3785.4 cc's

* When

ANTIFOAM NOMOGRAPH

To calculate the amount of Antifoam AF Emulsion for your application,
consult the simple nomograph (alignment chart) below.
Parts per Million
of Antifoam
AF Emulsion
(as supplied)

QUANTITY OF FOAMER

AMOUNT ANTIFOAM AF EMULSION REQUIRED
cc ' s o r Grams

1000
900
800
700
600

I

Ounc es: Weight or Fluid

Pounds
80~

I 00.0
/

/

soo

/

Gallons
( 1.00 Specific Gra vi ty)
1000

7000

900
800

6000

700

sooo

600

400

soo

./

/

300

/
/

10.0

200

/

400
3000

/

(

300

/

/
100
90
80
70
60

200

/

/
1.0

so
40
30

800
700

/
20

/

600

/
/

/

/

100
90
80
70
60

0.1

so
INSTRUCTIONS :

4
0.01

3

40

On the left-hand sca le, find the parts per million
of Antifoam AF Emulsion which you want to use .
Then, on the right-hand scale, locate the number
of gallons or pounds of foamer in your system.
With a straightedge, dra w a line through these
points. Th e amount of Antifoam AF Emulsion can
be read where this line crosses th e c e nter scale;
ounces on the right-hand portion of the center
scale and grams on the left-hand portion of the

30

20

same scale .

2

Example: it is desired to use I 0 ppm of Anti foam
AF Emulsion to d e foam 1000 gallons (8335
pounds) of fo amer. A line (dotted) is drawn
between thes e points. It crosses the center lin e
at 38 grams or 1.3 ounces.
0.00 I

100

l

CEI

N

F

December 19, 1966

MEDICAL ANTIFO~M AF EMULSION
(Formerly DC Antifoam AF Emulsion)

Net Weight

Container

1 pound
6 x 1 pound&: multiples

Pint

40 pounds

5 Gallon J -liner

1.60 lb.

360 pounds

45 Gallon

1. 40 lb.

TERMS:

Price
$8.50lb.
3. 60 lb.

Net 30 days

DOW CORNING CORPORATION
MEDICAL PRODUCTS DIVISION
MIDLAND, MICHIGAN, U.S.A.

Title and risks of loss or delay pass to buyer upon delivery of goods to camer at shipping point.

Frt. ppd. and allowed at lowest rate.

Prices subject to change with out notice.

THE

STUART COMPANY

JJeo EAST FOOTHILL eouLEv,.Ro . P"S"DEN" . CALIFORNI"

November 15, 1967
Mr. R. Franklin Thompson
President, University of Puget Sound
Tacoma, Washington
98416
Dear Mr. Thompson:
We thoroughly enjoyed your letter of November 6, 1967 relative to a new application for our MYLICON Drops.
Possibly, we should provide college students
with detergents so that they can, in turn, contaminate more fountains, which
will, in turn, lead to greater sales of our product.
Seriously, we appreciate the fact that you do have a real problem and have
contacted Dow-Cornin g Corporation, manufacturer of the basic defoaming ingredient which we employ in MYLICON Drops.
The local (Los Angeles) office
of Dow-Corning will be sending you a sample of "Antifoam AF Emulsion, 11 which
is a highly concentrated defoaming preparation. We are sure that this material
will handle your problem adequately; in the event you require additional quantities, you can contact Dow-Corning directly .
Very truly yours,
'

V·.-<.-

/

_

. ~f.,~ /t,. ,._, ...

,/·:>·' .:.>L/.

(/
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Harry Wax, Ph.D.
Manager, Product Development
HW :js

\

\ ,

Division

o~ ATLAS CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES,

INC .

-

' --

November 6, 1967

Sturat Company
3360 E. Foothill Blvd.
Pasadena, California 91109
Gentlemen:
Recently, the University of Puget Sound was given a memorial
fountain. Very soon, after it was constructed, certain students
fi lied it with detergent. After the second time this event was
written up in the newspaper, and one of my alumni, who is a
pharmacist, told me that he thought he had something that would
counteract the detergent in the fountain and gave me a bottle of
Mylicon Drops. I understand these are theraputic afects for
digestive disorders. When I put the bottle of My Iicon 6rops in
the fountain, I was so very pleased with the reaction and the way
they cut down the detergent, and I can strongly recommend this
as a possible use for your drug.
Do you know what agent is in this drug that counteracts the
detergent in a situation like this? Can you tell me where we
could purchase it wholesale? Is it possible to buy My I icon Drops
wholesale in such large quantities, economically?
I would appreciate any suggestion you might make concerning
our situation.
Very cordially yours,

President
RFT/ Ic

.:_;, _

SUN DRUG CO.
PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
SIXTH AVENUE AT ANDERSON
PHONE BR 2-8465
TACOMA, WASH_
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The Trustees, Administration and Faculty
of the

UNIVERSITY OF

PUGET SOUND

cordially invite you to attend
the opening of

ABBY WILLIAMS HILL MEMORIAL GALLERY
IN KITTREDGE HALL

and a retrospective exhibit of
the works of Abby Williams Hill
February 6, 1961
Monday

Eight to
Ten {p .m.)

ABBY WILLIAMS HILL PAINTINGS

Many years ago, probably about 1955, I received a call one day from
a lady who said she would like to bring her aunt to my office and have me
meet her. I was pleased to arrange for an appointment and shortly after a
very kindly lady, named Mrs. Romayne (Ina) Hill and her niece came to my
office. The niece was the wife of the editor of the Tacoma Labor Advocate.
Ina Hill was the daughter of Abby Williams Hill, an outstanding artist
of the Pacific Northwest fifty or sixty years earlier. Her nature paintings
were so outstanding that the Northern Pacific Railroad had employed her to
paint pictures that could be used in their depots to promote and encourage
people to come to the Pacific Northwest on their immigrant trains. Abby Hill
often went out into the wilderness for two or three months to paint mountains,
streams, waterfalls, trees and the other beauties of the Pacific Northwest.
Since Ina Hill, Abby's daughter, was in her late sixties or early
seventies, she asked me if there were any way by which the University could
be interested in housing her Mother's pictures. She said the Metropolitan
Museum in New York had offered $1000 for one of the pictures and was interested in purchasing some of the others, although definite offers had not
been made. However, the offer to sell one of the pictures was turned down
because they did not want to separate one picture from the rest of the collection.
Ina Hill was one of three children adopted by Abby .Williams Hill--a boy
named Romayne and two girls who were sisters, Ina and Eulalie. These young

- 2-

people went with her on her trips in the summer to paint.

Ultimately,

the son, Romayne, married the daughter, Ina.
When the railroad had finished with the promotion of traffic westward,
the Hill pictures were sent to Tacoma and stored here.

Abby Hill built an

.

apartment house in Tacoma, facing Wright's Park, on G Street, and named it
Hillcrest, using the family name . The income from the Hillcrest was used to
supplement the family income.
After Abby Hill died, the three children were left a sizable estate and
they moved to San Diego.
In our discussions, ·we told Ina Hill that we would be interested in housing
the Abby Williams Hill collection and that they could deed the Hillcrest Apartments to the University for a three-life annuity and the University would pay
the income from the apartments to them as long as any cne of them lived. The
agreement was structured according to our annuity plan, through the Finance
Committee of the Board of Trustees. The Hillcrest was deeded to us and the
pictures were to come to us, and most of them did. Mrs. Hill had loaned some
pictures to the minister of First Presbyte;rian Church in Tacoma and they are
still there. She also took a few of the pictures to San Diego and they are still
in her home at the present time.
The Hillcrest had not been maintained as it should have been, although
some of the people living there had been there for thirty to thirty-five years.
Immediately, upon securing the Hillcrest, we had to do some renovation and

- 3we were constantly under pressure by the fire department to make other improvements, which we continued to do as income provided. However, the
annuity was such that it took practically all the income to pay the Hill family.
Part of our agreement stated that when we moved the Art Department
out of Jones Hall and into Kittredge there would be the Abby Williams Hill
Memorial Gallery where the pictures would be hung and rotated every three
to six months. Also, we had agreed that the pictures could be checked out
by various offices at the University for their use and a careful accounting
would be kept of the location of each picture.
Almost every year, Ina Hill came up to Tacoma from San Diego, I always tool): her to lunch and we had a very delightful time and a very interesting
relationship. Her sister, Eulalie, became senile and died and later her husband,
Romayne, died. He had been very interested in machinery, engines, submarines,
airplanes, etc. As of this date, June 1, 1979, Ina Hill is the only survivor of
the three. At her death, all the pictures are to come to us and we will continue
to carry out the agreement of exhibiting the pictures and rotating them in the
Gallery.
Abby Williams Hill was one of the outstanding women artists in early
American painting, particularly as it relates to the Pacific Northwest. Professor Ronald Fields, who is one of the outstanding professors in the Art Department at the University of Puget Sound, has been very much interested in the
work of Abby Hill and has written a special monogTaph on her and her work

- 4-

which will be published in one of the art magazines of the Pacific Northwest.
It is his feeling that she was most outstanding in her contribution to early

American painting.
One of the interesting sidelights, so far as the University of Puget Sound
is concerned, is that William W. Kilworth, the Chairman of the Board of Trustees,
saw some of the Hill paintings when he was a young boy in Kansas and they
attracted him to the Pacific Northwest. He bought an immigrant's ticket on
the railroad from the midwest to Seattle, sat up on the train all the way in
the coach, for a fare, I think, of about $14. He became successful in real
estate and established the Washington Handle Company which provided 70
per cent of all the broom handles in the United States. He was a very outstanding benefactor of the University and gave it distinguished leadership
through many years.

R. Franklin Thompson
June 1, 1979
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ABBY WILLIAMS HILL

1861-1943

Abby Wi11i a ms Hill w as born in Grin n e 11, Io w a.
Sh (> began h e r f ormal training at the Chicag o Art
Institut e at th e age of nineteeh. There she was a
pu p i 1 of Mr . Spread, founder· ·of the Institut e .
Fr o m th e re h e r study of art took her to the Art
Students League in New York where s h e studi e d
with M t·. W i.lliam Chase. E v entually th e lure of
Europ e and its cultural offerings l e d h e r to
Muni c h, G e rmany. In Munich sh e stud i ed with
H e rm a nn H a as e .
H av ing r e turn e d to the Unit e d States, her prominence as an a rti. st grew and sh e was ev e ntually
e mploy e d b y the Gn.· at N o rthern a nd Northern
P :1 c i ri <• H :1 i J road H a s a p a i n 1 e r of t h c: A rn r' r i c an
S cc·nc .
Mn;.. Htl! p;1 r1icipat c cl in rrt rl. ny imp o rtant exht /\brief r e surnc ofth e He c x hibiti o n:.;rnust
includ e the First World's Fair in Chic a go in 189 3 ,
th e L o uisiana Purchase Exposition in St. Louis
in 1904, the Jam e stown C e nt e nnial in Hampton
Ro a ds, Virginia, in 1907 and th e Al a ska Yuk o n
Pa c ific Exposition in S e attle in 1909 .
IJL l ions .

Her n a me app e ars in Who's Who in Atneric a n
Art, Wh o 's Who in the Pacific Northw e st, Who's
Who on the Pacific Coa s t, Lc: a cling Wom e n of
1\rnvi'I< ', L, nnd ArliHlH ilrHJ MtiHi(i;lll fl.
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Ronald l\1. Fields
Art Department
University of Puget Sound
Tacoma, Washington 984 03
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ABBY WILLIAl'v!S HILL, LANDSCAPE ARTIST OF THE
AMERICAN WEST

The stud y of women artists on the American frontier is
made difficult by the fugitive and personal nature of the records,1 and by the fact that there was no well defined artistic
or intellectual milieu to provide the comp a rative assessments
that come from competitive exhibitions in galleries or from
•professional

c~itics.

Public recognition was oft en limited to

the small circles of art clubs and occasional references in
local newsp ape rs.
Williams Hill

The case of the Northwest a rtist, Abby

(1861~194 3) ,

is in this respect typical.

She

is virtually unknown toda y, and her o e uvre, b a sically intact,
still awaits significant exhibition.

But her career was ex-

ceptional among frontier a rtists in that h er e arl y work, at
~east,

enjoyed wide exposure and brou ght some measure of fame.
She was unusual also in that, being a woman, she was

n evertheless co mm ission e d to p ai nt landscapes of some of the
most rug g ed terrain in the country.

She must have been, if

not the onl y woman, then on e of the v e ry f ew to be so employed.
She possessed a pioneer spirit and a d evo tion to the natural
world which she repr esen ts distinctly a part fro m the academic
id ea lization of natur e or the sentiments associated with the
American "Barbizon" artists.

Her contribution to the later

ninete e nth-century land s c a pe mov eme nt illustr a tes a unique
adaptation of th e "modern" pa inting st y les of the end of the
century, put to the use of docum enting America's last discovered

\

2
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and least exploited rugged scenery.
Abby Hill's extant work, more than a hundred canvases
of landscape and Indian studies, spans a period of 50 years,
from the 1880's to the 1930's.

Her early acclaim came from

works commissioned by the State of Washington and two major
railway companies, the Great Northern and Northern Pacific and
thereafter shown at several major exhibitions: the Chicago
World 's Fair of 1893; the Louisiana Purchase Exposition in St.
Louis, 1 904; the Lewis and Clark Exposition in Portland, Oregon,
in 1905; the Jamestown Centennial Exposition at Hampton Roads,
Va ., 1907; and the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition in Seattle
in 1909. 2

In the later years of h e r life, for a variety of

reasons, she received less attention .

Since she did not wish

to sell her work, none of her paintings after 1907 was exhibited
3
.
.
l1er l.l f etlme.
d urlng

After 1909, family responsibilities had

denied her the opportunity for the intensive work of the first
decade of her career, and, like the Progressives of the period,
she was much occupied in those years with social issues, such
as educational reform and the situation of the handicapped and
th e blacks.

Eventually her reputation owed more to her social

work than to her painting, but to the end of her li fe she remained in her own mind first of all the artist.
This essay is an introduction to Abby Hill, her educa tion and training, and an examination of selected canvases from
her first commissioned works, the Great Northern Series, pro duced in the

sum~er

following year.

of 1903 and exhibited in St . Louis the

.)

•.'

Abby came to the Pacific Northwest with as good an
education as could have been provided for an essent i ally native
trained woman artist of her era.

In 1882, she had left her

home 1n Grinnel, Iowa to study in Chicago with H. F. Spread,
whom she later identified as one of the founders of the Chicago
Art Institute. 4

In 1884-86, she taught painting at Bertier en

Ha ut, a small finishing school for girls in Canad a .

In 1888,

· she joined the Art Student's League in New York where she
studied for a l most two years with Chase, Beckwith and Clinedin~t.
Chase was, by far, the most important influence on her work;
he was both teacher a nd friend .
It was probably Chase who introduced her to th e technlques of the French Impressionists as we ll as the bravura
brushHork and ton a lities of the so - called

~:Junich

school.

As-

pects of both styles are incorporated in her early canvases.
Impressionistic qualities dominate background areas where there
is a vagueness of form and a gene r a l l ightness of key.

Scumbled

greens and browns suggest earth tones, but are generally emplo yed as contrasts to the foreground objects which define dis tance.

The Munich style, on the other hand, was absorbed with

g reater purpose: noticeable in her early work, the heavy brushwork becomes more and more dominant in her later canvases .

In

her hands, the contrasts of light and dark are not so obviously
pronounced, nor is ther e the force of brushwork or boldness of
color of the Chase canvases 1n this style.
Abby's assimilation of styles or techniques presumably
represents a facile achievement without any t raditional or

5

4

recognizable theoretical basis.

Her diaries and letters,

hundreds of pages in length, never discuss technique and only
rarely mention contemporary artists and their work.

Although

she had a great admiration for numerous painters from the
Renaissance through the Romantic period and was particularly
well read in German and English Romantic authors, there is no
evidence that she established a relationship between any of
these styles or ideas and her own work.

One might expect to

see in her canvases some indication of her vital interest ln
The lack of theoretical

social reform, but this is not the case.

sophistication may result from conditions of training at the
League in the late 80's, where the sexes were separated ln
class and where the women's classes, although concerned to
teach skills and develop judgment in design and composition,
provided little philosophic discussion.
The pressing issue for the women students was to avoid
public suspicion of their moral character.

The Directors, sen-

sitive to general feeling, had provided safeguards: "Admission
to classes was granted .

. providing, of course, that the

character of the candidate was first approved." 6

Allaying

public concern about the propriety of women's classes, a newspaper columnist noted ln 1881:
It is a workshop in the strictest sense, and they were
fully engrossed by the necessity of having their task
nearly completed before the Professor came to pass
judgement and make suggestions regarding their work.
Anything further from any sense of impropri~ty could not
be imagined, simply because there is no suggestion of
sex about the matter. The girls were students, not
women; and their plain, short dresses of dark blue
possessed not the faintest tinge of coquetry.?

. .

. . . .. .. ·.,. . . .' •..
·~

A sensitivity to public mores, conserv a tive religious
convictions, and an absence of elite intellectual inquiry
(particularly of topical aesthetic concerns), guarantees a conservative choice of subjects and, to some degree, expressions.
~arrative

paintings, floral studies, portraits, still li fes ,

and landscapes were acceptable and pro pe r.

Although very few

of Abby's works before 1890 remain, her letters and di aries
record numerous studies of landscape, floral and genre scenes.
Her mature work was based almost entirely on the landsc a pe
and personalities she encountered in the west.
Abby married Dr. Frank Hill in 18 88 , and In 18 89, the y
moved to Tacoma, Washington where their only child, Ro mayne ,
was born with a partially paralyzed left arm an d le g .

For the

ne xt ten years , she was occupied as wife and mother, producing
only a few c anvases, oil sketches and pencil drawings.

Because

Romayne's h and ic ap required him to be educated at home, and
because Abby wanted more children, she adopted three girls and
was "Mother" to many more young people, some of whom lived
with the Hill famil y for weeks, others for years.

Abby attempted

to provide them with an education: she tau ght them French,
German and English through exercises, diaries and letters;
music with her violin and piano; history and geography through
her own extensive collections of maps and books; and biology
convenientl y through field work, finding, classifying and
drawing plants, animals and marine life.
Abby's best classroom was the campsite she occupied In
summers located on Vashon Island in Puget Sound. Throughout

···;_.',;..,

.··
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the weeks, she and her children studied, sailed, hiked and
sketched, returning to town only for provisions or unavoidable social obligations.

Dr. Hill joined them on weekends.

She describes their preparations:
We must have "toHn clothes" and 1ve must have a botany
outfit and He must have a bag of books and He must have
a sketching outfit and He must have articles for preserving specimens and we must have an outfit for insects,
and--and by the time these musts Here piled on the
beach and added to them tents, bags, provisions--no one
could have disputed the party's right to the name of
Hill.8
Camping.gave her the environment to which she Has suited,
though it 1vas not the environment in which she had been reared.
As an artist and musician, who was fluent in German and French
and had traveled 1n Europe,9 she had the social graces that
were praised in the society columns of the period, and Tacoma
society was. all the more affronted that she disdained the genteel life.
corrigible.

Her ungenteel attitude to dress and toilet was in"I am not at home in the world of fashion," she

wrote in her diary of 1901,
and I cannot reconcile myself to spending on the stylish
at the expense of the practical and good.
I should like
to wear cloth like men do, made simply and of styles that
change but little.
I should like to wear it until it is
worn out and that is considered mannish.
I am utterly
spoiled by my ideas about dress.
People are ashamed of
my looks when I have on a gown of the best material,
fittin~ well, well made but dating two or three years
back.lu
"I was cut out," she saicl, "for the wilds." 11

Love of

nature--particularly rugged landscape--had been her principal
reason for moving to the Northwest and to Tacoma·, then the major
city on Puget Sound.

In the East the region and the_ city were

advertised in dazzling terms.

The "Star of Destiny," a design

..

by one of the city's early promoters, ex tols TacoiTia: "famed
throughout the wo rld for beauty of situation and environmen t,
unsurpassed mountain scenery, greatest timber belt in the
~<~orld, diversity and immensity of natural resources," etc.l2

Nor Has Abby disappointed in the wildness of the No rthShe was to travel frequently throu gh th e Cas cad e and

west.

Rocky Mountains on her way to the East visiting family or
seeking medical help for her son, delighting in the mountain
landscape, which she saw 1n unabashedly romantic terms:
the rocks in the Kicking Horse can yon were quite
bare, the Hater rushed on at a more trem en dous sp ee d.
~It. Hunter Has partl y obscured by snoH, after / th at/
there were miles o f dead forest.
Gre a t bare streaks
dovm th e mountain sides s ho wed Hher e a 1 a nels 1 ide or
avalanche had torn its way .
. After we had passed the Great Divide, the scenery
was even wilder. Great bare rocks to wered far above
us, catchin g the light Hhen we were in shadow. One
could f ancy the y saw castle s of the grand es t architectur e with c a rri age ways winding up to them, then again
th ere were towers seemingly built of stone in designs
wonderfully wrought. Our eyes ached with the constant
Hatching, ye t we Here unwilling to miss a particle of
the grand panarama He were passing. First we looked
from one side of the car and then from the other. The
best description I can give you is to take you some
time.l3
From that particular trip East in 1901, Abby returned
through the South and Southwest to southern California, where
she produced some works around MillHood, California and the
King ' s River Canyon.

Then she proceeded north to Mt. Adams,

Trout Lake and the Columbia River, making the sketches which
were to be the impetus for tl1e Great Northern commission.
Like other railway companies, the Great Northern was
int e rested in artists for pr ag matic rather tl1 a n aesthetic purposes .

,- ..
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The company's western terminus in Tacoma provided a

8

direct route to the Orient with vast opportunities for the
exploitation of the timber and mineral r eso urces of th e Nort h west.

But the company's land holdin gs, gran t ed by Co ngres s,

were pro f itabl e only if great numbers of p eop l e could be enticed
to settle in th e North\vest , and so the Gr ea t Northern 1n turn
became inter es ted 1n hiring a rti s ts t o publicize th e more
promisin g aspects of the territory.

Hearing about this, Abby

took a coll e ction of her recent sketches to Seattle for an
interview wi th the General Passenger Agent .
reluct a nt to

gi ~e

He was apparently

such a diff i cult assig nme nt to a woman; one

can on l y assume t hat she was persuasive, an d her wo rk the best
avai labl e .
The contr ac t desi gnated th e adverti s ing purpose for
her paintin gs , but not the particular number of c a nvas es or th e
s1. t es to b e. portraye d . 14
·

By December of that year (1 903) , the

new spapers recor de d that t wen ty-one of the canvases were to
be sent to the St. Louis fair to a dv e rti se th e beauty of the
Northw es t scenery -- and, of cours e , the acc e ss provided to it
by the Gre a t Northern and its branch lines.

In lieu of a cash

pa yme nt for the contract, Abby l1ad ne gotiated f or thousand - mile
tic ke ts for eacl1 of four persons and r e po ssessi on of th e canvases
· ' 15
a f-t e r t h e f-a lr.

The assignment itsel f was formiclable .

Sh e was required

to depict some of th e most ru gged and inacces s ibl e scenery of
I

the Casc a de Rang e and her single advantage was a l e tt e r of introduction to the employees of the railway company ur ging them to
offer whatever ass ist a nc e po ss ible for her wor k .

Abby had

never attempted works of this caliber and had no particular
model on which to base her tactical or artistic approach.
She made five camping/painting trips into the Cascade
Range each lastin g anywhere from nine to forty-four days . 16
As a woman, she n ecessari ly took her children \vi th her.

It

took considerable confidence, courage a nd administrative skill
to organize baggage, children and supplies, and to manage, in
absentia, the usu a l domestic responsibilities at home.

Some

destinations requir ed days of travel on trains, h andca r s, stages,
steamboats, horseback and finally miles of walking in intense
heat or cold, across wi ld e rnes s or snow fields .
The difficulties she recorded indicate her frontier
spir it and strong wi ll . . On the precipitous Horseshoe Basin
tr a il, a r at tle snake stamp eded th e p ack train, and Abby held
her horse across the trail to check th e runaways. 17

In the

upper Chel an : "Sn ake came and lo oked at me, big landslide came
doHn behind me, Indians. came galloping up. " 18

On the Chelan

Gorge: "It has been the most difficult sketch I ever made
owing to the heat and its being so out of the way,

when

I left my paint in th e sun, the tubes got so hot I could not
hold them in my b a re hands." 19

On Mt. Index: "Rains, vmrk on

the Index under awning and umbr e lla/.

It/ drips on me."20

On the divide of the Cascades: "I start Basin picture.

Pitch

my a wning on a rock, very windy, hav e to sit astride.''Zl
Mosquitoes buzzed l1er, train cinders fell on her freshly painted
canvases, and frightening crews of Itali a n and Japanese workmen turn ed up on branch 1 incs.

The last camping trip \·:as

:'····,i·
i·

·~·

;... ..•.
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terminated by a late August snowstorm which left Abby and
her company stranded in a small tent with a faulty stove,
unable to get heat or prepare food for two days and one night.

22

It lS impossible to reconstruct from the available
records an exact chronology for her work on these trips, but
the following list is based on a reading of her 1903 Daybook
and a correlation of her scanty

ref~rences

to the four principal

areas ln which she painted. 23
GREAT NORTHERN
BROCHURE
NO.

AREA
Levenworth

1.
I

'-'•

Index

14.
15 .

16.
17.

19.
20.

Lake Chelan

3.

4.
11.
12.

13.
18 .
l'v!ountains above
Lake Chelan

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

TITLE 24

FIGURE NO.

Tumwater Canyon, Afternoon
Tumwater Canyon, Storm

1.

Sunset Falls
The
Unveilinob of- ~It.
Index 25
---Mt. Persus, Morning Llght
Path Through Forest
spruce Trees
Snow ln Forest near Index

2.
3.
4.

Looking Across Lake Chelan
Looklng Down LaKeChelan
S.
Sunset Glow on tEe -P-ei1cs of
Lakec.:Jielan
Sunsetat Head of Lake Chelan
Chelan GOrge- -- - - 6.
Flr Trees, Lake Chelan
7.
Glacier Peaks, During Storm
Glacler Peaks, Sprlng
Sunshine
-----Horseshoe Basin, Afternoon
Horseshoe Basln, Evenlng
ivlt. Booker near Lake Cnelan
~ks of thel\gnes-

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

With some works missing from the series and no exact
chronology of the production available, a study of the stylistic
development of these canvases can only be tentative.
some observations can be made.

Nevertheless,

11

The unifying characteristic. of these canvases may be
observed in the technical approach.

The general composition is

established by a thin wash which rema1ns uncovered in much of
the background area.

Subsequent applications are successively

thicker until the final definitions of the trees, rocks or
shrubbery in the foreground are described.

Background areas

are often spotted with a rich paint texture but are so light 1n
key that they are only noticeable at close range.
is generally centered.

Concentration

Both color and line tend to lose de£-

inition as they reach the edges of the canvas.

The texture of

the canvas shows to such an extent that some works would be
called "sketches" Here it not for the clarity of individual
passages.

While some works demonstrate rather intense patches

of color and a loose

brush~Vork,

more attention to detail.

others are quite subdued Hith

The differences may result from

various factors quite apart from Abby's development as an artist:
the choice of subject, the relative ease or speed of execution,
or the difficulty of location.
Based on compositional format, the canvases divide into
three general groups.

The first group, showing a more traditional

approach to mountainous landscape painting, includes six canvases
as the .most obvious examples- -i'H. Per sus, Morning Light (Fig. 3),
Looking Do1vn Lake CheL:m (Fig. 5), Glacier Peaks, Spring Sunshine
(Fig. 9) and Mt. Booker near Le1ke Chelan (Fig. 12)--with the two
Horseshoe , Basin canvases (Figs. 10 ancl 11) as slight variations

i -· ~ :-::

.--, ~-

on the compositional scheme.

In each

for recessive ple1nes converge

to~Vard

~York,

the die1gonL1l lines

tl1e center of the ce1nvas.

--- - ---- ---.,·- ---.._.,_.....,..,
·
~,.. . ,

...,~ , ~ --·-.
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The dark clusters of trees in each work serve a multiple function;
they establisl1 the sense of scale, provide a bracket to limit
the scope of vision, and· pivot attention on the major subjec t-the distant peaks.

The dark and scumbled foliage of th e trees

also provides a counterpoint to the subdued treatment of the
distant plane.
The second group differs from the first in having more
consistent and expressive brushwork, with far less attention to
recessive planes.

To some extent these technical and composi-

tional features a re the results of the choice of subject: rushing
lvater, storms and snow.

The CJ.nvases of this group includ e

Tumwater Canyon, Afte rnoon (Fig. 1), Sunset Falls (Fig. 2), and
Glacier Peaks, During Storm (Fig. 8), th e last of the se glvlng
the clearest demonstration of th e style.

Except for th e sug-

gestion of tree s in the l oi-·JeT lef t coTner, th ere is nothing to
deteTmine scale or depth.

Th ere are very few clear outlines;

th e brushwork appears spontaneous, almost obliterating distinctions between mountains, snow, clouds and trees.
The fin a l group is distinguish e d by abstract painterly
qualities, in the sense that pres e ntation is more obvious and
more interesting than subject.

Snow in Forest near Index

(Fig. 4), Chelan Gorge (F ig . 6), and Fir Trees, La ke Ch e lan
(Fi g. 7) are not grand panaTama but unique studies of texture
and color.
of

dapple~,

The snow scene is a rich but subtle orchestration
pastel tones.

It has an obviously studied diffusion

of form and a feathered q uality of color modulation th J. t strongly
su gge sts Impressioni sm .

The Chelan gorge mJ.y be her l eas t

1~.)-

successful landscape, for, confronted by that immense rough-hewn gulf, she seemed more conscious of texture and color than
of scale or depth.

The scene is abstracted to six basic forms,

each with its own uniform character of color and brushwork.

For

example, the dark rock formation at the left is essentially a
broad flat mass of color, with the highlights and shadows drawn
as irregular, vertical bands of color, while crevices are
sketched by lines of ungraded brown and black.

Her consciousness

of the color scheme is perhaps best indicated by her depicting
the sky as tan.

Similarly, the treatment of the fir trees

contains some clear passages in the center, but the tree top
and rocks at the bottom of tl1e canvas are merely suggested.
All three of these canvases have a flat appearance which sets
them apart from the rest.
The canvases were much acclaimed, but one reads through
almost all of the contemporary commentary without finding any
indication that the writers had some idea of the relationship
of the series ·to the broader issue of western landscape history.
There is, first of all, the indulgent and grandiloquent
description in the Great Northern brochure put out to illustrate
the series.

The writer is concerned to show how desperately

impressive are the scenes that Abby had painted.

(Did the

writer assume that Abby's own style of depiction was sensational and that he must match it in this way, or was he trying
to compensate
for the lack of pretentiousness ln the paintings
,
themselves?)

He revels at the prospect of "the furious torrent

of Bridge Creek, plunging and roarlng over its granite bulwarks

in a perfect paroxysm of rage

"

The mountains tower hi gher and more precipitously
with every mile; cataracts keep up a perpetual music;
traces of frequent avalanches make the horses' footing
seem precarious, though they pick their way cautiousl y
and surely, testing every step .
Vast wa lls and minarets of gra nite and porphyry,
waterfalls and cataracts of dizzy height, glaciers and
snow fields, parks and alpine glades of infinite variety,
claracterize all these canyons alike. Amid their be~ildering variety and extent, the explorer might well
pause in doubt as to any possible superiority of one over
the other.
It is safe to affirm that nowhere else in
the United States is there such an aggregate of all the
combinations of mountain phenomena o f the grandest
pattern.26
The fact is that, though Abby in her Diary 1va s capable of purple
p ro se l1erself, as an artist she did not exaggerate or romanticize
th e western scene as some of her predecessors did.

Non -pro fes -

sional critics, who relied simply on their own exper1ertce,
apparently felt that her work was the near perfect mirror image
of nature.

When the miners from the

Hors~shoe

Basin had come

to Abby's cabin to see the paintings, she recorded their comments:
"That's the real stuff, boys, no need to come to see the Basin
if one can see those."

(Abby's guide, on the other hand,

had not been convinced: "Mr. Purple does not like my pictures,
because trees on the mountains do not show plain enough.")27
Local newspaper critics were also impressed by the versimilitude.

When, . in December, 1903 and April, 1904, the can-

vases were shown in the Masonic Lodge and the City Library in
Tacoma, the New Herald reported:
It was cert a inl y an as tut e arrangement, a veritable
stroke of genius on the railroad's part, to engage
such a magnificent advertisement of the scenery along
it s route, a collection which will stand alone as the
only thing of its kind at the fair.
Where all other

- ····

..:

.

.

roads will be depicted in cold black and white photographs, here will be the scenery itself~ with the atmosphere and the morning or evening light upon it--for
Mrs. Hill painted every brush stroke on the spot, not
dependincr on sketches or photographs to be filled from
memory . . .. 28
b

But invariably, for local critics, th e issue was not the
distinctive quality of the landscapes but how Mrs. Hill's talents
might best be used for the economic benefit of the railroad and
the region--no small consideration inasmuch as each was deOne journalist leveled a diatribe against

pendent on the other.

th e community too ignorant to appreciate its best artist--or its
art critic:
. now t ha t she has entered the field of the pro fessional,
it is a pity th a t Tacoma has not taken
adv a nt age of it.
It i s tru e , much enthusiastic talk was
indul ged in, but no definite proposal made, and no w
Tacoma has lost its chance to be advertised, at least
for the Portland exhibit--the Lewis and Cl a rk exposition .
\Vhere is th e public spirit of the Led ger /sic/ and
News (sic/, that th ey do not suggest such things for the
advanta ge of th ei r city? The Led ge r reporter f i nds time
and space to record the "sketchin g tours" of every little
amateur in town, and goes off int o mistaken rhapsodies
over all the weak attempts at art displayed from time to
time in store windows, dignifying a squirt of chro me
yellow by the name of golden rod, bec a use it is so
l abeled, and a flat green ace of spaces as a clover leaf,
for a similar inadequate reason: yet when a genuine artist,
a credit to the city of her residence, is chosen by two
of the big organizations of the country, distinguished
over all other artists in all the cities reached by
those railroads, not a word _is said about it .
For my own part, having had the benefit .
. of
daily access to studios where /there/ were p i ctures by
Carolus Durand and by some of his confreres of th e
Paris Salon, I feel that the unconscious absorption of
the best in art qualifi~s me to observe that Mrs . Hill's
painting is good. The1~ e is in it a p erception of values
and effect; the artist paints as she sees, thus catching
the evanescent moment, or the first hint of the pearly
gray dawn before it has taken on the colors of th e day,
or the brooding quiet of a twilight sky. A.set of pictures
of Tacoma ' s surroundings fro m J\Jrs. Hill's brush would be
an invaluable advertisement of our city in the East.29
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The city fathers and newspaper editors, to whom this
advice was directed were apparently hesit an t.

When Abby was

discussin g a second commission, this time fo r the No rt hern
Pacific Ra il way, th e same writer continued to rail.
It has been hop ed th at Mrs. Hill could have advertised
Ta c oma .
Wha t mo r e inspiring theme fo r an artist
th an our scenery? And what a world of good it would
do t he city. An official of th e Great Nor thern said
the other day th a t the pictures would be an advertist ment worth $10,000 to them, and he is not a man to
ov eres timat e his ass e ts, ~ ither. Tacoma has a l ways
suffere~ from th e l1 ands of daubers who somehow obt a ined
a " p u 11 " on th e p o 1v e r s that d i s t r i but e such "'o r k ; our
li bra ry is a ch am be r of horrors in conse que nce, and our
exhibitions a t exposi tion s hav e been lamentable. The
"n ext ti me " let us c a ll on !'•Irs . Hill to represent us in
our proper colors . 30
One c anvas from th e s er i es rece i ved specia l attention,
not for its artistic me rit, but its name.

The subject was a

mountain known t o th e guides and miners 1n the area only as
"The f.lountain, rr 31

and th e canvas, wh en shown in Tacoma, was

dubbed " No Name l\lountain." 32

Since the r ai l way company was pre-

paring a brochure and would requ ire titles, Abby wrote to the
Na tional Geological Surv ey in an attempt to d e t e rmine its proper name.

The Survey respond e d by off e rin g her the pr iv ilege

of n amin g it, and she chose "Mt. Booker" to honor BookeT T.
Was hington whose Tuske gee Institute she h a d visited .
Contro veTsy flared.

~n

190 2.

The Sea ttle Post-IntelligenceT ran a lengthy

aTticle with th e subtitle: "G e ologic SuTvey Applied the Name at
the Request of a Tacoma Artist, but Says It Did Not Know Booker
Washington Was t o Be Honored ."

The GTeat Northern of f ice 1n

Seattle evaded Te spo nsibilit y for Ab by and l1cr paintin gs :
Whi le the geological suTvey speaks of h er as being in
the employ of th e GTeat No Tth e rn Tailway a t the general

offices of the company 1n this city this is denied .
but her pictures have so impressed the officials that
they very probably w!ll be secured for the railway's
exhibit at the fair.j3
Finally, when the canvases l1ad been put on display in St.
Louis, local opinion was content with solid self-congratulation:
"According to reports from St . Louis, Tacoma is the best represented and best advertised of the Northwest cities at the
World's Fair." 34
The canvases were a success because they satisfied the
pragmatic requirements of the commission, also the aesthetic
requirements of those familiar with the wilderness 1mages.

We

may assume that the Great Northern company hired Abby to provide
accurate pictorial descriptions of specific sites along their
lines.

And if one is to accept the evaluations of the miners

and local critics, the landscapes are realistic.

Certainly,

they are no·t of the same category as the composed, idealistic,
picturesque, or moody land scapes that a r e generally classified
under the rubric of romantic art.

But the distinctive quality

of Abby 's work lies somewhere between realistic illustration of
nature and romantic "improvement" of it.
Abby had a profound admiration for the natural world
and her understanding of the function of art was inexorably bound
to nature.

She wrote, in 1897:

Art ought to teach people to love nature better, ought
to lift th em, cheer them.
If I did not believe this,
and that it could do it and has done it, I should never
paint again and it should not cost me a pang.35
Ol-iver W. Larkin suggests that the religious and moral
interpretation of nature was one of the principal reas ons for
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the continuing viability of American landsc ape painting ln
the late nineteenth century. 36

In Abby's case, reverence for

a moral nature required that she convey the mystique and grandeur ,
showing the natural world ultimately as the evidence of Divine
benevolence, but also that she stay close to literal trans lation.

She did not need to create "illustions;" she did not

need to contrive or force the n atural world to conform to the
artificially "picturesque" images required by a clientele unfamiliar with the actual site.

She writes that she "l ooks for

a forearound ' " 37 su 0acres
tin rr that pictorially. she did little to
0
~

~

alter the scene before her.

Yet, the product of her efforts is

not objectivity, but a te stamen t to nature as it was designed
to be .

The details are there but they do not obstruct the

overa ll sense of wonder, not of what might be, but of what i s.
To extend the argument, one could say of many other l andscape
painters of the era, that instead of dealing with the facts . of
nature as they occur and can be comprehended with some sense of
indigenous design, they deal instead with nature as possibility;
th ey begin with nature and pain t their subjective extensions expressed in facile technique, imaginative design or with anthropomorphic attributes.

Abby's work records her particular sense

of nature recorded through its selected facts.
One may question why there was littl e professional lnter est in these early canvases--indeed, in tl1c entire collection.
The

publi~hed

judgments from th e period are, at best, by amateurs .

The canvases reflect none of the then current progressive trends
in American painting which might have attracted the attention
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of prof es sional critics.

They are obviously conservative, late

manifestations of a movement that had enjoyed immense professional
and popular appeal in th e 19th centur y .

But it is the popular

appeal that makes these works significant.

The raih.ray commis-

sions and fair exhibit i ons doubtless aimed at the broadest
pos s ible audience.

For this reason alone, professional critics

would disregard railway or state exhibits, but the public would
not, and did not.

While this series of paintings does not rep-

resent th e avant-garde; they do, on the other hand, demonstrate
the pervasive, popular notion th at art, based on natur e , is a
constant re mi nd er of th e conditi on to \vhich the human sp irit
can aspire .

Abb y Hrote , in 1 897 , "\l!e n eed beauty, grac e , pleas-

lng lin es .

When I have been un ab le to paint, nature has

supplied the want and on e alw ays has beauty in nature if they
seek it."3 8

This is kind of "fol k" ro manticis m which is not

based on a well defined theoretic a l or philosophical ba s is,
thou gh it relies on some of the ge ner a li za tions associated Hith
the rom a ntic movement.

It is art for laym e n.

Abby was to complete one other significant commission.
In 1904, officials of th e Northern Pacific came to Tacoma to
view the Great No rthern collection 39 and subs eq uently employed
her to produce a serles of canvases for their company, principally the Yellowstone Park Line.

The summer of 1905 was spent

ln completing this collection which was exhibited that autumn
at the Lewis and Cl ark Exposition, Portland, Oregon.
While in Yellowstone, Abby made friends with a number
of Indians.

.-. :. .;_, ·- .. ~
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She return ed to the Park in 1906 and there, as
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well as on the Yakima Reservation in western Washington, she
produced a number of Indian studies, principally portraits.
Some of these works were exhibited at the Jamestown Ce ntennial
Exposition and at the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition.

She

was awarded two gold medals at the Seattle fair.
By 1907, the Canadian Pa cific and Union Pacific had also
sought contracts with Abby, but she deferred for two years 1n
order to take her children on an extended bicycle tour of
She was to have been joined by Dr. Hill, but in 1909

Europe.
he became

serio~sly

For the next twenty-nine years, her

ill.

energies were largely directed to his care.

He was prescribed

a periodic cha n g e of scene, so c am pin g b e c a me their life-style.
The y followed the se a sons from the Cana di a n Rockies to the Southwest until they settled in southern California in the late
1920's.

She continued to paint, ho we ver, and th e subj ects for

her later canvases were predominately scenes from the National
Parks.
The collected works of Abby Hill are remarkable for
several reasons.
intact.

Almost the entire body of her mature work is

Her landscape subjects range from southern California's

La guna Beach and the parks of the Southwest (Yosemite, the
Tetons, the Grand Canyon, Bryce Canyon), to the Cascade Range
in Washington, and the Ca nadian Rockies.

Finally there are the

important Flathead, Sioux, Nez Perce and Yakima Indian studies.
To g ether, these works comprise a significant record of popular
values and individual achievements that can not be left as mere
footnotes to an historic movement.
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FOOTNOTES

1

Phil Kovinick and Gloria Ricci Lothrop, "Women Artists of

the Am e r i can Fro n t i e r , " Ar t Ne ~~- s , v o 1 . 7 5 , No . 1 0 (De c em b e r ,
1976), pp. 72, 73.

Phil Kovinick noted Abby's work in this and

an earlier publication, an exhibition catalogue from the i':Iuckenthauler Cultural Center, Fullerton, California where one of
her canvases lvas exhibited:

Phil Kovinick, The Woman Artist

of the American \Vest 1860-1960 (Flagstaff : Northland Press,
1976), p . 30.

2 For all the fair exhibitions, her works were sho wn in the

Washington State or Women's buildings.

For the Chicago fair,

Abby was commissioned to do a copy of one of Stuart's portraits
of George Washington--presen t location unkno1vn.

The works for

the St. Louis fair are discussed in this paper.

For the Portland

fai~,

Abby painted at least sixteen landscapes; exactly how many

were shown is unknown.

There were probably no more than six

Indian subjects sent to Hampton Roads.

At th e Seatt l e fair,

both Indian subjects and landscapes were shown but there is no
record to indicate specific titles.
3 rn 1957, Mrs. Romayne B . Hill presented to the University

of Puget Sound, Tacoma, Washington the collected works of Abby
Williams Hill.

They were shdwn in the University's Kittredge

Gallery, February, 1961.

The gift of the artist's papers came

1n 1976.
4
The name of H. f. Spread comes from the brief biographic
1

sketch which appears 1n Thomas William Herringshaw (ed.) American

~
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Elite and Sociologist Blue Book (Chicago: American Blue Book
Publishers, 1922), p. 274.
The date for this period of study is established by letters
to Abby in Chicago during this year.

The Chicago Art Institute

Incorporated in 1879 but no records are available to identify
the early instructors or class lists.
5The date of her initial study at the League is established
by correspondence from Abby's stepmother, dated February 5, 1888,
ln which she comments that Abby has "passed examination and won
the coveted position with the league."
Chase was to remain a friend for several years.

The names

of Beckwith and Clinedinst come from t he brief biographical
entry for Abby in the American Art Annual, val. XX (Washington,
D.C.: The American Federation of Arts, 1923), p. 557.

Records

from the League indicate that she studied there Oct. 1 879 to
Feb. 1880, resuming study in 1889 with an Instructor named Fitz,
and again in 1892 through May 1893 (Correspondence: Rosina A.
Florio to Ms. ·Kris ti M. Veseth, March 30, 1977).
date could be feasible.

Only the 1889

Abby can positively be placed away from

New York throu gh the earlier and later dates.

6Marchal E. Landgren, Years Of Art (New York: Robert M.
~lcBride

& Company, 1940), p.

21.

7rbid., p. s1.
8MS Diary, 1900-1901. July ll, 1900.
9
Abby and Dr. Hill were in Europe in 189 6-97 .

While he

pursued post-doctoral work in medicine, Abby studied with a
Hamburg illustrator, Hermann Haase.

Additionally, she was a

/

.•

.

student of Political Economy at the Friedrich-Wilhelms-Univer sit!:it in Bonn.
lOMS Diarv. ' 190 0 -1 901.

February 14, 1901 .

11 Ibid.
12 The design was by Allen C. Mason.

~nang Mason's varlous

business endeavors, he was a dealer in re a l estate and a newspaper editor.

In 1 887,

" ~lason

had a budget of sixteen thousand

dollars a year for ads publicizing Taco ma in eastern papers,
prim a rily those of New York, Boston, and Philadelphia .
of these, he used his "Star of Destiny."

In many

Patricia A. Sias, An

Exami nation of Influences on Selected Tacoma Archi tect ure
1890-1914

(University of Puget Sound: unpublished MA thesi s ,

1971)' p.

59.

1 3 MSS Letter Di a ry, 1901.
1 4 The contr ac t

October 8, p. 1.

is in th e Coll ected Papers, Notebook B.

15 Abby did not have to earn h e r living by painting .

How-

ever, she assumed the major burden of her children's education
and considered travel to be an i mportant item of their trainin g .
Although the canvases were returned immediately after the
fair, the railwa y company must have had reproduction rights to
the

s~ries.

Local legend tells that the canvases were subse-

quently exhibited in midwestern railwa y stations and even identifies
particular indiv id uals, no1v deceased, who saH the works in Kansas
or other depots and c ame to the No rthwest to settle.
16
17

MS Daybook, 1903.
I b i ,d . , Jul y 2 9 .

1 8 I b'ld. , June 8.
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19 Ms Correspondence to Eulalie, June 6, 1903.
20Ms Daybook, 1903.

June 13.

21 rbid., July 15.
22 rbid., August 6-7.
2 3References to "start," "sketch," and "Hork" appear fre-

quently throughout her 1903 Da ybook with onl y five entries indicating that specific canvases were finished.
Abby often kept daybooks with brief entries and one day per
Heek Has usually set aside for correspondence.

Based on the

daybook entries, she wrote len gth ier com1nents, usuall y numberin g
the pages, but rarely giving specific dates to the passages.
She referred to this writing as Letter Diaries in that they
Here mailed to relatives who re ad them, th en passed the pages
along to others until tl1e y Here returned finally to Dr. Hill where
they remained.

The 1903 Daybook indicates Hhich days she wrote,

but the lengthier r eco rds are not exta nt.
24Three of the available c a nvases from this serles are not
included in this discussion: Lookin g Across Lake Chelan closely
resembles other Chelan canvases; Path Through Forest is a small,
dark, broadly painted work unr e lated to the scale and character
of the others ln this series; and the Rhododendrons canvas is
not a landscape.

The locations of all the other works Hhich are

not illustrated are unknown.
2 SA

See following note.

.
l
.
1 lSt
.
f or SJllpplng
~ .
.
l
ccor d lng
to t1e
eva 1 uatlon
t1e
canvases

to St. Louis, this work was the property of the Great No rth ern
RailHay.

Its present location is unknoHn.

A copy, by Abby, is

in the private collection of Mrs. Kipper, Seattle, Washington.
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26 scenic Washington along the Line of the Great Northern
Railway (n . p.: 1 904), pp. 8, 9 .

The brochure, distributed at

t he fair by the Great Northern Company, i l lustrates all of the
canvases except the Rhododendrons.
2 7Ms Daybook, 1903.

August 15.

28Tacoma Ne1v Herald, April 22, 1904.
29 rbid., July 23, 1 904.
30rbid., June 25, 1905 .
31 1'-IS Correspondence: Mrs. Frank Hi l l to Mrs. Weyer, f\larch
17' 1940.
~7

.)~Tacoma

Daily Ne1vs , Januar y 1, 1904.

33seattle Post - Intelligenc er , April 22, 1 9 04 .
34 Tacorna Da ily Ledger, June 5, 1904.
3 5i'·l S L e t t e r Di a r y , 1 8 9 7 .

n .p .

36 0liver l\f. Larkin, Art and Life ln America (Ne11 York:
Rinehart & Company, Inc., 1949), p. 200 .
37Ms Daybook, 1903 .

May 31.

38 Ms Letter Diary , 1 897 . n.p.
39 Tacoma Daily Ledger, April 26, 1 904 .
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HUCKLEBERRY HILL
On the south end of the campus, on 11th Street , we had the problem
of Huckleberry Hill. We could look across the trail, which was 11th Street,
into the swamp, which was land owned by Mr . John S . Baker. After the
War, Don Shotwell and I discussed the need for a new physical education
facility and where we could locate it. While we stood together on top of
Huckleberry Hill, Mr. Shotwell suggested that if there were some way we
could acquire the eleven or twelve acres of swamp across 11th Street, he
could move Huckleberry Hill over into the ravine in the swamp and we
could make a playing field out of the area where Huckleberry Hill was and
locate the

fieldhous~

on the land across 11th Street.

This started me on a very interesting development of the University.
I did considerable research concerning Mr. John S. Baker and his ownership
of that area across the 11th Street trail. I found that he had carried it on his
books for nearly twenty years as a tax loss and that he had tried to sell it to
the Federal Government for a low-rent housing area, such as that developed
in the McKinley Hill area calleo Salishan. (I understand Mr. Dix Rowland,
who was then attorney for the College, had some means of blocking the
housing unit which Mr . Baker wished to put next to the campus.) I learned
that Mr. Baker was in his eighties; that he had had a tax loss for twenty years
while carrying this on the books; that it would be an asset of probably $100,000
in his estate if he owned it when he died, and that the University could give
him certain monies for it.

I prepared a brief for him, for his tax man, for his attorney, his manager,
for the chairman of our Board and for our attorney and for myself, stating
that Mr . Baker could take whatever tax loss he could guarantee from his
income tax, he could save it as an asset from his estate and thus save considerable inheritance tax; the University would pay him $5,000 in cash for
the land, and he would benefit three ways and the University would gain the
land.
Mr. Baker came to his office only one hour a week--at 11: 00 on Tuesdays,
then he had lunch at the Tacoma Club with his colleagues, who all sat at the
"Timber Table" in the corner. I called on him at the beginning of his one hour
in the office and presented the situation to him . He said, ''I don't think it will
work . I don't think it will work." I said, "Here's a copy for you," and then
gave him copies for each one of his managerial people, and he said he would
give it careful consideration and see if it would be feasible for him to do it .
The next week he came in and sat down at lunch beside Mr . Kilworth,
who was chairman of our Board, and said to him, "Tell the young man I am
interested."

Mr . Kilworth got up from the lunch table, went to the phone

and called me. When Mr. Baker came back to his office at the end of the lunch
period, before going home, I was there. He said, "Young man, I have presented your material to my attorney, my tax man and to. the others involved in
my management, and they feel it is a good proposition."
We carried out the details of the brief, except that Mr. Baker did not
want to sell the land for $5,000. He said he must have $15,000 . His agent
called me and told me he had to have $15,000 for it but he would contribute

$10,000 toward its purchase, which he did ten days later .
After we had title to the swamp, Mr . Shotwell proceeded to move
Huckleberry Hill into the ravine, a task which took considerable time. I
remember I left town the day the work started as I was heartbroken to see
the rare beauty of Huckleberry Hill, the beautiful dogwood trees and the
flowers disappear from the campus in the name of progress!
Mr. Shotwell moved literally hundred of thousands of yards of earth.
I am sure his contribution would amount to at least a half million dollars,
not only on this project but all through the years . Everytime we needed
some work done, for the standpoint of moving earth or one requiring heavy
equipment, Mr. Shotwell did it without cost to the University, and he and
his wife, Lillian, have been most outstanding alumni and trustees .
Mr. Baker's interest in the College continued and he gave $100,000
for us to name the stadium after him, so we have the JohnS. Baker Stadium .
In the long-range campus plan where every square foot was allocated to be
used for the highest educational purposes, it appeared that we needed to
locate the Stadium in what was about sixty feet of what would normally be
11th Street if it were paved. We petitioned the City .Council for the right
to do this and they granted permission to do so. Consequently, if you
stand on 11th Street today, you will notice that there is a bend in it which
allowed us to build the stadium so that we could have a playing field, a
norm~l

size football field ip front of the stadium , a track, and areas for

practice fields, which are now down by the Women's Gymnasium.
When the John S. Baker Stadium was built, it cost almost $130,000.

Fieldhouse is Built
Mr. Shotwell was chairman of the committee for the design and construction of the fieldhouse. This contract was let out for bids and Roy T.
Earley Company was awarded the contract. The design was the best one
available at that time. About four or five years later, laminated trusses
became available and in a decade after the fieldhouse was built, they
became the accepted practice because of the higher degree of flexibility
and greater use of space.
The fieldhouse had to be designed for the athletic purposes at that
time; and because there was no civic auditorium in the City, it was also
designed with the idea that it could be used for that purpose , and it has
been used that way for these many years .
There was a City code which required that the seating in the balcony
must have an elevation of 18 inches and 24 inches back for the location of
seats. When the concrete had been poured for the west side, Don Shotwell
and I sat down on the concrete before the seats were installed . He looked
down and said, "Franklin, you cannot see four feet of the playing area
from this angle. We are locked in by the City code and there is no way we
can change it." We discussed it at some length and finally we decided that
if we lowered the wall on the east side by 12 inches we could see the entire
playing area, so this was done. For this reason, the seats on the east side
of the fieldhouse are better seats than those on the west side. When you are
in the fieldhouse, you cannot detect it, but it is actually a fact and that is

( 1.

'

what happened in the building of the fieldhouse.
The fieldhciuse floor was designed with a special kind of fir inlay,
crisscrossed to give it somewhat of a springy nature. It was supposed to be
ideal for basketball playing. However, the floor was not ventilated properly
and there was some dry rot later on because of this feature being built into
the floor.
In other matters dealing with the campus, when it became apparent
that the College would move

~rom

Sixth and Sprague, Mr. Charles Robbins

and Professor James Slater went out in the woods and brought in some ·
rhododendron bushes, which are now situated at the southwest corner of
the library. The bushes are well over fifty years old and ·are still beautifuL
On three different occasions, I have put a plaque on a concrete base, giving
credit to Mr. Robbins and Dr. Slater; but, somehow or other, all the
plaques have disappeared.
In discussing the location of the chapel with Mr. W. W. Kilworth, he
was eager that it be located on 18th Street and he wanted it set back in the
trees with a circular drive in front of it so that people could drive up and park
their cars for any service or meeting. However, in the final analysis of the
square footage of the campus, it was determined that someday there would
need to be an addition to the Everell S. Collins Library; and, for that reason,
it was necessary to put the chapel in a limited area facing 18th Street. The
idea of the circular drive had to be abandoned. The chapel was located so
that there would be adequate space for the addition to Collins Library (which
has since been built) and still have adequate space between the front of the
chapel and the street.

J

I

Dr. Todd wanted to have something from each of the old sites of the
campus at the present location. The University had once been located where
the present County-City Building is; where McCarver School is now, and at
Sixth and Sprague before moving to the present location in 1924. When the
gymnasium was built (which is now the Women's gymnasium), Dr. Todd
moved the circular window from the downtown building and placed it over
the front door. In keeping with this tradition, when the County-City
building was demolished, we took the seals which were in the wall, hoping
to make a wall of the seals from each one of the locations, but in the process
of their aging, they disintegrated and it was impossible to use them.
Burns Base ':>all Field
The W. B . Burns Baseball Field came to us due to the cultivation of
Dr. W. B . Burns, who was an advertising dentist and a pioneer in his field
and somewhat of an unusual person in his profession. I often went to see
Dr. and Mrs. Burns in the Maxwell Apartments. He had a nephew whom he
subsidized and who was also a dentist but who was also a world traveler.
He had a Chinese junk which he sailed all over the Pacific. He would practice
a few months and then sail the rest of the year; practice a few months again
and sail the rest of the year. Dr. Burns had great affection for him and he
gave him a considerable amount of money while he was living and through
his estate.
I asked Dr. Burns to give us money for the baseball field because he
was a professional baseball player in his earlier days. In his estate, he left

enough money to establish the Burns Memorial Baseball Field.
Dr. and Mrs. Burns were lifelong friends of the University and often
came to see the baseball team play and on occasion he threw out the first ball
at the opening of the season. They used to invite me to their apartment ,
and I spent a good many Saturday afternoons with him watching baseball
games and having him analyze the various plays for me. They were very
interesting people and I enjoyed my association with them very much .
Naturally, we were very pleased when he made it possible for us to have
this splendid baseball facility.
In the process of moving Huckleberry Hill, the baseball field . area
was elevated about eight to ten feet so there was somewhat of a ravine
that went through there. Also, between what is now the music building
and Jones Hall, there was a ravine or a swale and we moved about 300
truckloads of dirt to level off that area, which I have affectionately called
the Campus Green through the years.
The sewer which goes from the music building down across in front
of the Collins Library and over to Anderson Hall must be thirty to forty feet
underground in some places because of the fill in which occurred when we
leveled off the campus and created the Campus Green.
One day I discovered that we had purchased the campus from fifteen
different individuals. The major portion of it had belonged to the YMCA
and there was an old YMCA running track and bicycle track in front of what
is now Todd Hall. I am told by some people who used it that you can still

see traces of where it was, but it is a little hard for me to discern . An
inquiry by the surveyor showed that there were certain gaps and areas
which were not an enclosed boundary, and Dr . Banks took the initiative
and worked it out so that all the meets and bounds were properly adjusted
legally and the titles intact around the campus .
When it was printed in the paper that we were going to build the
music building, I received a call from a lady on Fox Island. She said,
"I hope you are not going to tear down the old farm house that is there,
because it is very precious to me. That's where my two sons were born."
The farmhouse stood in the exact spot where the music building is now.
It served as an area to teach art; it served as a dormitory; it served as a

music building when I came in 1942. It had a big fireplace and one day
when I was there I found the fireplace propped up because it had fallen
over, away from the wall. It was in very poor condition and made it
mandatory that we needed to build a music building at the earliest possible
moment.

INDEPENDENT COLLEGES OF WASHINGTON

The history in connection with the forming of the Independent Colleges
of Washington is most interesting and the connection with Washington Friends
of Higher Education , of which I was innovator and founder.
The Independent Colleges of Washington was created as a fund raising
organization of the private schools. Because of the way it was set up, Whitman
and the University of Puget Sound chose not to become members. Each president was obligated to spend twenty days raising money for the Independent
Colleges of Washington . The amount of money that we would have received
after twenty days work would be approximately $9,000 and at that time I was
averaging $2,500 a day in contributions or pledges to the University of Puget
Sound, so it we decided it would not be profitable for us to belong.
However, I became very much alarmed over the fact that the state universities could go to the Legislature with a strong lobby position. So I organized
the Washington Friends

~f

Higher Education with the independent colleges and

it was clearly organized to be a political arm and political lobby so that we
could stand together on the bills which we wanted and to prevent the state
universities from having complete sway of the political situation in the Legislature. It is interesting that we started with a very small influence and power
but by

~he

end of my administration at the University of Puget Sound, the state

schools were asking us to lend our political "clout" to help them get their
bills through and they, in turn, helped us get our bills through.

- 2It is also interesting to discover that, educationally, many experiments

which we used and developed at the University of Puget Sound were immediately copied by the University of Washington, the main example of this
being the creation of the School of Occupational Therapy.
Another interesting situation developed when Dr. Giadrone, who was
then Superintendent of Schools in Tacoma, asked me to go to lunch. In the
conversation, he said he wanted to start a community college in Tacoma but he
wanted to know if the University of Puget Sound vwuld oppose it or would we
support it. I said that inasmuch as it would be a keen competitor of the Univer- .
sity of Puget Sound I would not support it openly but I would not fight it because the University would not oppose anything if it were good for the entire
community.
Subsequently, I was invited to a meeting of people who were present to
consider the starting of Tacoma Community College. In the discussion, the
location was considered, among them Tideflats, McKinley Hill and an area out
to use
by Tacoma airport. One man said/the right of eminent domain to secure the area
owned by Weyerhaeuser Company which v.ras then located next to the Tacoma
airport. Dr. Giadrone instructed the attorney of the School Board to start such
a proceeding. At that point, I asked if anyone had talked to the lVeyerhaeuser
Company about this and I was informed that no one had. I said, "Well, Mr .
Clapp is chairman of our Board of Trustees and I am sure_ rather than having
Weyerhaeuser face a court case of right of eminent domain someone ought to have

-3the courtesy of talking with them." I was asked if I would do this and I said I would.
The next time I saw 1\'Ir. Clapp I told him about it and he said that was
the last thing they wanted was to be brought into court for a case of eminent
domain. He said, "Tell their attorney to talk to our man in control of land
and development and see if something can't be worked out." Ultimately, it
was worked out and that is how Tacoma Community College's location came
about.
On several occasions they have asked me how to raise money and I
have been consultant to the Tacoma Community College Foundation for a
number of years in connection ·with means of raising money for scholarships
and for special functions at the Community College.

R. Franklin Thompson
June 1, 1979

LANDSCAPING ON CAMPUS

In 1942, when I came to the campus of the College of Puget Sound, the only
landscaping that had been done was Sutton Quadrangle which is the quadrangle in
front of Jones Hall and the area north of Howarth Hall named in honor of the architect
who drew the original plans for the campus after he had made a tour of Europe to
study the architect of Oxford and Cambridge and had determined that this campus
could very well have the quadrangle effect of the historic universities in Great Britain.
The only plant was a yucca plant which was in the center of Sutton Quadrangle and
which we replaced, ultimately, with the Hilton Gardner Memorial Fountain. ·
As recorded previously, there was an 86 foot differential between the high
point of Huckleberry Hill and the low point in front of Anderson Hall. Dr. Todd had
hoped that there might be a lake created in the middle part of the girls' quadrangle
and it might have been very feasible for there are rqany hidden springs in that area
and also in many places of the campus. In the design of the campus, there is a sewer
outlet between Anderson-Langdon Halls and Lawrence with the idea that it could be
used to drain the lake. In 1942, we worked out a plan whereby we would determine
the various levels of the so-called quadrangles--the men's quadrangles to the south
and the women's quadrangles on the north. This was prior to the thought of buying
the John S. Baker land and removing Huckleberry Hill so that the parking lot could
be constructed in what was to be the area around the fieldhouse. Part of the long
range plan included a plan to design the landscaping for the entire campus, inasmuch
·as there had been literally no landscaping done. To the west of Jones Hall, about 300
feet, was the original farmstead and the farm house was there. There was a swale

-2or ravine between Jones Hall and the farmhouse and when finally Huckleberry Hill
was leveled, Mr. Shotwell moved about 300 loads of earth into that swale or ravine
( l~ -

to level it off and to make it so that we could create the Campus

Green ~;

Also,

so that ultimately there would be a location for the Everill S . Collins Memorial
Library. This entailed some real problems, however, because many of those
trees had been standing for forty or fifty years. The first suggestion was that
these trees be cut down and be replanted. However, after conferring with some
landscape gardeners, I suggested that we put a well around each one of the trees,
guarding them with concrete blocks , so that they would be protected and so they
would not have to be cut or so that they would not die. This proved to be very
satisfactory and over the last fifteen or twenty years we have only lost one of the
trees, and that one we immediately replanted with a tree in the same position and
that tree is growing very nicely.
As a part of the landscaping procedure, I asked as many of the clubs who
might be interested in helping us to assist with the planning and structure of the
campus beautification. The Tacoma Garden Club took as a special project for two
years and gave many of the trees and plants which are on the campus. This is
particularly true of the islands on Lawrence and the Tacoma Garden Club, which
was the largest garden club in Tacoma, gave the liquid amber trees, also known
as sweet gum trees, which are on the islands on Lawrence. There was one left
over and that was planted between the president's residence an'd the chapel, and
it has grown better than the others because it seemingly had better care. The

trees have been watched over by the Garden Club and from time to time we have

-3received word asking us to care for them. One tree appeared to be dying and we
got a tree surgeon to look at it and he took the top out of it and the tree seems to have
completely recovered, although it looks different than the other trees. Many of those
trees have individual personalities. There are one or two that come out before all the
rest; there are one or two that shed their leaves before all the rest and there are
one or two with rugged personalities that keep their leaves until the very end. They
are beautiful trees and they are growing very nicely. There is one very large tree
of the evergreen nature which is near the bus shelter and it was placed there by the
Garden Club many years ago, probably as many as forty. When we were building
the bus shelter, the president of the Garden Club called me and asked me if that
tree was to be damaged in any way and I said it would not, that we had moved the
bus shelter far enough north so that the tree would never be encumbered and it
would never be affected, and the tree to this day is ,one of the most beautiful trees
in this area.
There are many varieties of rhododendrons on the campus. The first group
of rhododendrons were put in at the southwest corner of the library by Dr. Charles
Robbins and Dr. James Slater. They told me that they went out into the wilds and

l

\ !·;:·,-, _ picked the very best bushes
'

'

they could find and brought them in and planted them

-there. -"11\s a very large bush, probably twenty feet in diameter now, and it is
still growing strong after fifty years or more of growth. On three different occasions
I have put plaques there giving credit to Dr. Robbins and Dr. Slater for planting
them but each time, even though we anchored them in concrete, the plaques seemed
to have disappeared. The Rhododendron Society said they would take a project
of supplying rhododendrons to the College and many of the rhododendrons around

-4the president's residence came to us from the Rhododendron Society. Dr. Paul
Hanawalt, who was one of our very fine alumni and trustee for many years, had a
special hobby of growing rhododendrons and he gave us plants on many occasions.
Dr. Herrick pf Shelton who is a graduate in plant culture has had a hobby of
rhododendrons and he has given many plants to the campus. This was a project
of Dr. Robert Albertson and his students, and together with Dr. Herrick, they
have probably planted fifty rhododendrons on the campus.

The rhododendrons

given to the College by the Rhododendron Society were hybrids and in some
cases they have reverted back to their wild condition, although most often this
has been pruned out and they have been very strong. Some of them are now
as high as the second story on some of the buildings.
Mr . Sherman Engels was the architect who designed the master plan for
the entire campus. He was very dedicated and did a very splendid job. He worked
out the hedge for the president's residence and also the plantings around the library
and the plantings around the other buildings. Shortly after he made the plan, I was
at the Puget Sound Nurseries one day at about 80th and Pacific and Mr. McGuire who
owned the Nursery came to me and said, "Doctor, you need a lot of work done, you need
a lot of plants. I have a daughter, Sharon, who is going to attend the University of
Puget Sound. Would it be possible for you to take out her tuition in plants and service
in the landscaping of the College?" So many of the plants that Mr. Engels worked in
his plan came to us through Mr.· McGuire and the credit was given toward Sharon's
tuition and she was a very fine student at the University. Art Poole, who was an

-5alumnus and was the owner of Poole's Nursery at Sixth and Union, said he would ·
like to give the landscaping around the music building and he did this as a gift to
the University. Dr. Gordon Alcorn was very helpful and made the landscaping plan
for around Todd Hall, which was the first building built on the campus after the War.
The Women's University League did the landscaping around Anderson Hall, Langdon
Hall and paid for the concrete work which is part of the patio in front of Anderson
Hall. It was their thought that Anderson Hall could use this as a place to hold patio
dances , parties and other functions, and it was used that way for some time, although
it hasn't been recently.
Mrs. Daniel Schneider, called Mrs. "S.", who was the housemother of
Anderson Hall, and Lucille Thompson did very much to carry out the work of landscaping many areas of the campus; for instance, they went to Fife and got forsythia
from Mr. Methkes and all the forsythia on the campus, together with the hawthorne
trees, were selected and planted at the suggestion of these two people. The

haw~horne

trees have different colored blooms and this, too, was part of the work of Mrs.
Schneider and Mrs. Thompson. They were also the people who selected the
tulip trees in front of the president's residence and these trees have grown very
beautiful. The blue spruce trees in front of the president's residence were planted
in 1950. I used to tell Martha and Mary to help me lift the hose over them so that
some day they could return with their grandchildren and say, "When I was a small
girl, I lifted the hose over those trees." The trees now are probably forty feet high.
One of the things about which I was very careful was to allow the trees to get a full
width to the ground. I had somewhat of a running feud with some of the buildings and

-6grounds men because they wanted to cut the branches off so that they could go under
the trees with their mowers and one of the first things, after my retirement, I noticed
was that all the trees were cut at least three to four feet above the ground!
When we were finally able to get the determination of the football field and
the practice football field, I wrote a memorandum to the Buildings and Grounds to
plant poplar trees in front of the girls' gymnasium on the east side. I received a reply
back saying that they were exceedingly dirty trees and for that reason they would like
to plant evergreens instead. I acquiesced to this but I have always regretted it because
I have such great love for the two poplar trees just at the east side the president's
residence. Those trees are magnificently beautiful and they have grown through the
years and add a distinct beauty to that area of the campus.
One time I asked Colonel A. H. Hooker, who was a trustee and very much
interested in the College of Puget Sound, to give money to one of the building
projects. He said, "Franklin, I can't give you money but I will give you trees.",
He called me a day or two later and said to send a truck down to the tree farm at
Nisqually. The truck went down and the driver called me and said he had a real
problem. When I asked him what it was, he said, "They want to give me 2000 trees
two inches tall." I said, "We don't have any use for that many--ask him for 200
trees two feet tall." So we got a truckload of treees which were about two feet
Uflll. We brought them back but because it wasn't strategic to plant them at that
time, we heeled them in the nursery over by Unit A. One day when I was leaving
for a presidents' meeting, I sent a memorandum to buildings and grounds to get
some of the trees out. I did not intend to have all of them planted but when I re-

-7turned, I was amazed to discover they had been placed mostly between Thompson
Hall and the president's residence, and for awhile the students called them "Franklin's
Folly". However, it does add a very beautiful area to the campus.
There was a big cottonwood which has grown for over fifty years on the Union
Street side of the campus. One time Dr. Slater and Dr. Alcorn came in and told me
that the tree was very diseased and it looked as if it would die. They suggested that
they go in and clean it out and put a concrete filling in the tree. They did this
and Dr. Alcorn told me that they took as much out that a man could hide in the middle
of the tree without any problem. The tree, full of concrete, still stands and has
grown completely around the concrete patch so that it is not seen. Some day when
the tree does fall, some man with his saw will find that it has a very unusual center!
When the students moved the things from the old campus at Sixth and Sprague,
they brought the two holly trees which are now at tl;le front gate and which>are
very beautiful. They also brought two beech trees which were planted in front
of Jones Hall and which have been very beautiful through the years. About 1960,
'
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there was a very difficult silver thaw and it popped one of the t~_;e~s in two. It
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was taken down but the other one still stands as a silent sentry for those students

'-

who carried it on their shoulders from Sixth and Sprague to Fifteenth and Lawrence.
After the president's residence had been in use for a number of years, the
automatic sprinkling system went awry one night when it was very cold and we
awakened the next morning to see that every limb of every tree was completely covered
with ice. There was a special article in the paper about it and people drove by and

-8they also stopped to take pictures, as it was a most unusual sight. You could see
just exactly where the sprinkling system ended by the trees where they had no ice
on them. It was a very devastating sight but it was one of the most beautiful sights
I ever saw.
Once, one of the sororities came and asked if they could put artificial flowers
in one of the trees in back of the president's residence because they wanted to take
pictures for a national magazine . They did this and it was a very unusual idea.
Much to our surprise, we started getting telephone calls asking what kind of tree
it was in the back yard that had such big flowers so early in the Spring and people
wanted to see if they could get the same kind of tree!
Many people have called in from time to time and said they had gifts they
would like to give to the University and in most cases we were very happy to accept
them. I remember one time, however, when a man called in and said he had just
the thing to add a great note to the landscaping of the University. I asked him what
it was and he said that while he was digging his basement he had uncovered a rock
that was ten to twenty tons and he thought it would be just wonderful if the University
would come and move it out of his proposed basement and put it on the campus . I
asked him what we would do with it on the campus and he said, "Can't you just see
the students painting it and fighting over putting their initials and names on it?"
I told him I certainly appreciated his thoughtfulness but in the first place we didn't
have the facilities to get the rock and secondly, we didn't parti?ularly want anything
that would be that kind of a contentious factor on the campus.
When the campus was purchased in 1922 and 1923, Dr. Todd and the Board

-9of Trustees thought the campus would face to the north. So they had a dedication
ceremony in which they dedicated the campus and they had a very large stone
which is still on the campus. A plaque was afixe<l,.oo the stone with the wording,
"This College is dedicated to Learning, Good Government and the Christian Religion."
They put it on a brick platform and they put a time capsule underneath it and it
was located between what is now Anderson Hall and the Collins Library. One
of the first things that happened when I came in 1942 was a student wrecked his
Model A Ford by hitting the stone and it tore away part of the brick structure. We
had three of those accidents and finally we determined that inasmuch as there would
be traffic in that area it would be much better if we moved the stone, so we picked
(:!. (A~,, ~
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it up , took away the brick foundation and opened the time capsule . This was about
forty years after it had been placed in the ground. ,_ltinfortunate1y·;
·wafe:r-·had
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stone was placed at the south end of Jones Hall where it is now located, just to the
left side of the walk as you approach the building. This was the only time I ever
'

knew that I hurt Dr. Todd's feelings because he did not think this should have been
done, although for the safety factor for our students and also for the fact that it was
right in the middle of the entranceway to Jones Hall, Anderson Hall and the library
it had to be done .
It became apparent to me, as I visited other campuses,

t~at

one of the things

one has to watch is that you build up a slum around your campus. Absentee land-

-10lords buy up the houses, rent them to students, do not take care of them, and there
is a very grave deterioration in the area around the campus. This was true at
Syracuse; this was true at the University of Chicago, and it was true of many other
schools that I visited, so I determined that there should not be this problem around
the University of Puget Sound. I set up a system with the Board of Trustees so
that within a decent radius around the campus when a house came on the market
if it were within the real possible values it should be purchased by the University.

We found rather interestingly enough, as a sideline, that the students liked to live
in these houses more than they did the dormitories and inasmuch as we had 5000
students and only 1300 beds we always seemingly had a waiting list for dormitory
space. The students developed various kinds of houses--a German speaking house,
a French speaking house, a communications house, etc. Those who had kindred
interests determined to live together, which worked out very nicely. We could
charge the same rent as we did in the dormitories

a~d

this amortized the houses

over a reasonable length of time. In order to do this, we set up the meets and
bounds of the University campus, which was Washington Street on the west, Ninth
Street on the south, Alder Street on the east and we determined that 18th Street
on the north would be the boundary. I had second thoughts about this because
one of the houses that was to come to us through an annuity and two others were
to come to us by bequest, but after we discussed this at some length, it was determined
we still would hold to the 18th street on the north side as the boundary. This added
considerable acreage to the University. We had approximately 60 acres in the
original campus; then we added 12 acres through the John S. Baker addition,

-11and then the other acres which have been added since by the purchase of some
thirty houses and there are approximately that many more to be purchased to get
all the property in the meets and bounds of our long range plan.
In 1942 , the only paving and sidewalks were found in Sutton Quadrangle
as they led over to Kittredge Hall , which was the student center. In another part
of this narration, I have mentioned the fact that Harry Brown once said to me, "What
is the most onerous thing that needs to be done and that you would have great
'···

difficulty in funding." I told him I would like to get the students out of the mud
and that we ought to get some paving, so he established the Harry Brown Family
Roads and Paths Fund. This meant that Harry gave a part of his tithe to the University each year and we were able to make all the concrete sidewalks and all
the pav ing through the fund est ablished by l\<1r. Brown . There was a wooden
walk which went diagonally from Jones Hall to the gymnasium. This was straightened
out and all the paving has come to us through that fund. Mr. Brown was so pleased
and so happy with it that he has created $100,000 in endowment for the campus
beautification and the income. from it each year can be used either for roads or
paths or for some other beautification.
The Harry Brown Family also created a fund for the Brown Quadrangle
which is the quadrangle in the center of the Thompson Science Building . This very
beautiful fountain is designed after a fountain found not far from the University of
Zurich. When I found that we could build the fountain, I wrote. to the mayor of

~
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Zurich and said that I used to go by that fountain every day and it was one of the

:)

most beautiful ones . There was a jet of water that went up and hit another jet coming

-12back and then it fell into a saucer-like shape and this was so perfectly level that
it flowed beautifully into a very large receiving area. The mayor of Zurich sent
me a book which showed the 61 fountains in Zurich and our architect modified
the fountain somewhat, made it somewhat larger than the one in Zurich, and
this is the fountain that the Brown Family gave to the University.
In 1977 I visited Zurich again and went to see the fountain and I was so very
pleased because our fountain is a modified reality of the one in Zurich.
Vlhen we came to dedicate the Brown Quadrangle, practically all the sons
and daughters of Harry Brown, except Dr . Harry Brown, Jr . , who was in Santa
Barbara, came and they all had a part in unveiling the plaque which is there in
tribute to the Harry Brown Family. I cannot speak too highly concerning Harry
Brown and his family because they have been a constant source of inspiration and
a great help in landscaping the campus, in creating, the Brown Quadrangle, and
in paving the walks and roads through the Roads and Paths Fund.
The yucca plant which had been placed in the center of the Sutton Quadrangle
was replaced by a smaller fountain, again one which was copied from one in Zurich.
This was named for Mr. Hilton Gardner who was on the Board of Trustees of the
University and who had been the University attorney for

'ili'~ny, y~~~s before

his early

tragic death. His family provided the funds for the fountain, and it is a most
beatiful sight when you first drive onto the campus. Mrs. Hilton Gardner, who
was Miss Elizabeth Anderson, an alumnus of the University of Puget Sound, gave
-~7

the fountain and her son, Bowdin, was also an alumnus of the University, and they
'bv;)i wt•"

-13have been very much interested in the University through the years.
There were other people who helped the University in its landscaping.
Dr. Paul Smith, who was a very fine ear, eye, nose and throat doctor, was a
specialist in roses and rhododendrons, and he gave many roses to the University
and these are still planted around the student center, and many of these roses and
rhododendrons are from prize-winning plants. lVIr. Arthur Thompson who
owned Mountain View Memorial Park called me and said that he would be glad to
give various sized oak trees to the University and all the oaks on the campus are
from Mountain View Cemetery. We had a man in Buildings and Grounds who did
not want trees to go very tall and he cut the tops out of them. I was very unhappy
about this but he said that it made them spread and kept them from growing so tall.
However, Dr. Alcorn and some of the others tell me that the crows, of which we have
an unusual colony on the campus for some strange reason, cut the tops out of the
trees and keep them from growing in their ow11 natural way. I wanted to bring
_
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squirrels on the campus but they; strongly recommended against it. The crows
ft-...

dominate the campus so far as ornithology is concerned and for this reason not too
many other birds have come on the campus. The crows scold them and drive them
away.
lVIr. E. L. Blaine who was chairman of the Board of Trustees particularly liked
mimosa trees and he gave us a mimosa tree which ·i s planted in the back yard at the
president's residence. However, this tree has since been removed. There are two
very beautiful wesalia trees that grow tall and strong and are more or less to be
planted by doors to give special emphasis and beauty to them. These two trees were

-14planted near the patio by the French doors at the president's residence and were
exceedingly admired by many people. A good many people asked if they could use
part of them for their Christmas decoration. These two trees have since been removed.
Mr. G. R. Kirk of the G. R. Kirk Company was very much interested in the
University and gave certain evergreen trees which have been planted from place to
place. His grandson attended the Unviersity of Puget Sound and they have been very
friendly to the University. Mr. Kirk left a bequest of $1,500 in his will to the University when he died.
When General Eisenhower was running for president, he visited the
city of Tacoma and there was a city-wide dinner and reception for him . At each
plate, there was a little dixy cup with a little tiny evergreen tree in it. We were
invited and were very pleased to attend. The evergreens were supplied by Weyerhaeuser Company . We took our cups home with the ,little trees and Lucille and I
talked about it and we decided we would plant them just outside of the president
Iii
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residence area, on what we called the "h~R.:g'back" . The trees sprouted and grew
very nicely. Unfortunately, one of the buildings and grounds men ran over one
of them with the lawn mower so it was considerably shorter than the other one, so
in folklore fashion we named one of them "Ike" and the other "Mamie". They are
now about thirty to forty feet high and are very much a part of the beauty of the
campus.
In the landscaping of the campus, we had a student by the name of Charles
Morrison whose father was a orchardist at Buena. I had asked the father for a contribution to help build the president's residence. He said, "I can't give you money

-15but I will send you fruit trees." So he sent two Italian prune trees, an apple tree
that has five different kinds of apples grafted, a peach tree, two pear trees and
there grew up a tradition in the University that you were not officially registered
I
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at the University of Puget Sound unless you had sw·ip-ed an apple from the president's
apple tree at midnight. This was a tradition that we liked very much and did every
thing we could to foster. The Bellarmine high school boys used to go through
•
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and sit up in the tree and th~o~gh apples at each other, Mt~it was always fun to go
out in the garage and turn the sprinkling system on and watch them come down
out of the tree and escape the sprinkling. We didn't mind them taking apples but
we didn't like to see the crop destroyed .

INTERVIEW WITH LUCILLE THOMPSON
CONCERNING LANDSCAPING AND TRADITIONS
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF PUGET SOUND
by R. Franklin Thompson
February 4, 197 9

T:

Lucille, when we came there was no landscaping except in Sutton Quad-

rangle.
L:

I very well remember that when we first came there wasn't even grass,

lawn that is, except in Sutton Quadrangle and the rest of the campus was
in wild, long grass. After we arrived, the Board of Trustees authorized you
to hire a landscape architect and we did make negotiation with Miss Edith
Schryver of Salem, Oregon, who was a well-known landscape architect, to
come and look over the campus. She immediately made some plantings around
Kittredge Hall. That was the first landscaping project and then, in the meantime, they started to cut down the wild grass, and plant seed and lay sod around
the few buildings that were there at the time.
T:

One of those buildings was Anderson Hall, a dormitory that took care of

about 30 girls, as I remember.
L: It was supposed to take care of about thirty girls but ,before long we had
75 girls crammed into that dormitory. There was no landscaping around
it, there were no cement sidewalks on campus, only old board sidewalks
and when it rained they were so terribly slippery your life and limbs were
in danger. So as you told in the Harry Brown Roads and Paths section, that
was one of your first projects. The housemother at Anderson at that time

- 2was a wonderful, wonderful woman whose name was Mrs. Daniel Schneider
and she was very artistic and extremely interested in landscaping.
T:

She was also very cultured and I recall that the girls all called her

Mrs. "S ." and they all had great love and affection for her.
L: Yes, always. Her first name was Carolyn. Carolyn Schneider and I
started to do some landscaping around Anderson Hall. At that time, there
was a gully in back of Anderson Hall and as you drove in to get there you
drove on a road that went down by the back part, in the basement. That
has been completely filled in now and it is all level and landscaped. The
Women's University League was called the Women's College League at that
time and it was (and is) an organization of town women and University
faculty wives, etc. It was very much interested in this, • and that is a subject
I want to talk about a little bit later--Women's University League. At different
times, they would raise money and would give a certain amount of money to
">"~ ·. ~~·
use in landscaping. They entrusted Carolyn and my;s~f with the project .
So, all of the plantings around Anderson and Langdon and all those halls in
there were chosen by Carolyn and me; every hawthorne tree on campus we
chose personally and had them planted; there was just nothing.
T: As I recall, those hawthorne, white and
L:

Red and pink.

T:

I recall, too, that Teach Jones used to cut the limbs 'off and make the

chains for May Day.
L: Yes .

-3T:

We'll go into that later on. Didn't you and Carolyn go to varl.ous nurseries

and select . . .
L:

Yes, when we had money allocated to us, there was a very fine nursery
{ !\
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out in Fife. It is not there any more. It was called Nethke' s and Mr. N ethke
was a wonderful, wonderful old gentleman. We used to get in our car and I
i''

would drive Carolyn out to Nethke's Nursery and we would, very often, fill
the back of the car with shrubs to bring back and we would tell Buildings and
Grounds where we wanted them planted. Those would be put around the
dormitories. Various project .• . . Dr. Alcorn, after Todd Hall was built,
planned all of the landscaping around there. For each building, the landscaping was taken care of by some person or group of persons. I remember
that Art Poole had Poole's Nursery and when the Music Building was completed
you asked Art Poole, who was an alumnus of the University, if he would take
it upon himself to do the landscaping around the building as a donation, which
he did.
T:

We had a landscap'e architect for the area around the house. Who was

that, do you remember?
L:

Yes, Engels--what was his first name?

T: E-n-g-e-1-s.
L:

No, Ingels. Mr. Ingels had been the landscape gardener for Point Defiance

Park and he had retired. We asked him and he did not all the plantings
around. the house, not all; but over the campus, then. Miss Schryver felt
she couldn't keep corning up so -- wasn't his name Stuart Ingels?
T:

No, but I'll get it.

L:

He planned much of the planting·s, like around the library and the new

/ ..

- 4buildings. The only thing he really did around the house was to prevail
upon the Rhododendron Society to give all the rhododendrons that are in
the front of the house. The ones in the back of the house . . . Dr. Paul Smith
j \_ <-~~
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who was an eye, ear, nose and throat man was very much into roses and
rhododendrons. He had a beautiful home up on the hill behind Annie Wright
Seminary and it was a mass of beauty, really. He gave all of those rhododendrons that are planted at the back of the house. There was absolutely nothing
around that house when it was built, because years ago that land had been
scarified. Up by Union where the fruit trees are now was a hideaway and
a little road in there with shrubs and overgrown trees and things where the
students used to go and park.
T:

You will recall that during the Depression there was a student who

couldn't pay his tuition and he asked if he could do landscaping with a
bulldozer in payment for his tuition. What he did was really scrape off
all the top soil and leave it very uneven and it all had to be redone.
L: So there was absolutely nothing. The house was as naked as a jay bird.
We started in landscaping it, and much of the shrubs around there we purchased and had planted, and the lawn we had put in. Mr. Ingels did suggest
that we put in those beautiful evergreens out in front of the house.
T: Aren't they blue spruce?
L: No, they're not blue spruce. I just can't think what' they are, but at
any rate that's the way it all came about. Then you must remember that
about that time the Puget Sound Nursery, out on South Pacific, was owned

- 5by some people named McGuire. It was a beautiful nursery out there and
they had a daughter who wanted to come to the University of Puget Sound
and Mr. McGuire asked you if he could give us shrubs for the campus
for her tuition and you agreed. That is how so many of those lovely, lovely
things came. The birch trees out in front of the president's residence and
all of the tulip trees on the parking; all of the sweet gum trees; the liquid
ambers that are on the islands in front of Jones Hall on Lawrence, and the
big birch trees out of the bay window at the end of the living room--that's
the way a lot of the beautiful landscaping came around dormitories, too.
T:

Let's go back and cover a little bit more. Ingels made a master plan

of the campus.
L: Yes, hedid.
T:

He located every tree and its size and its type, etc. That was to be part

of the master plan which has been used. because so many things had to

b~

done.

For instance, we put between 200 and 300 loads of earth between what is now
the Music Building and Jones Hall. There was a swale there. Also, you
will recall the islands on Lawrence Avenue and Union Avenue actually belonged
to the City. We asked the City Park Department to landscape them and take
care of them but the City Park Department would not do it unless the City
Water Department would provide water for them free. The City Water Department said it could not do it until the City Park Department had landscaped
the islands. Finally, in utter disgust, I said that if they wouldn't do it we
would do it, so we landscaped them, put in the water and although they are
city owned we maintain them, water .them and cut them. Though it should

-6be the city responsibility, the city has always been very reluctant to have
anything to do with it.
Also, in the landscaping, you will recall the big cottonwood tree which is
over on Union.
L: Yes.
T:

One time, Dr. Slater and Dr . Alcorn came and said the tree was going

to fall because it's heart had rotted away. So through their own ability
and volition, they filled the heart of the tree with cement and the tree has now
grown completely around it and recovered from what looked like it was going
to be its ultimate untimely death.
t

L:

_:.f

The beautiful oak trees over the campus were given :- . . Art Thompson,

wasn't it , who owned Mountain View Memorial Cemetery called you one
day and said they were clearing some land and they had oak trees and asked
if they could be used on the campus. They brought them in --they were good
sized oak trees--and planted them where they are right now. And that is
how those came. The Kiwanis Club voluntee:md when Union Avenue was
being landscaped to plant trees on the islands. They tried to plant different
varities of trees in each block.
T: You remember Gordon Alcorn said that we always send away for exotic
trees but we ought to have some that were indigenous and so each one of
those blocks has trees that are indigenous to this area.

-

L:

'

Right.

T: And in the archives there is the picture of the president of Kiwanis

-7and Tollefson, who was then Mayor, and Gordon Alcorn and myself and
Ray Powell, who was in the Kiwanis Club, planting those trees.
L: And Roe Shaub, who was President of the Board.
T:

That's right. Going back to the liquid ambers, as I recall there were

certain number given . . .
L:

By the Tacoma Garden Club.

T:

You will remember that there was one more than was needed so we

planted it between what is now Kilworth Chapel and the President's
residence. It has grown much taller than the others because it was always watered and . . .
L: And fertilized and it didn't have the wear and tear because many of
those on the islands were mutilated as students would break off branches
as they went through, so they struggled along .
T:

Some of them seemed to have died or just the tops died and they were /

trimmed out.
L: We replaced some of them.
T:

The big tree by the bus shelter was given by the Garden Club, I think,

before our time .
L: Yes, it was there when we came.
T: When we went to build the bus shelter, I remember Mrs. Erickson, I
think it was, who was a member of the Garden Club, called me and was very
anxious and upset because she thought we were going to cut the tree when
we put the bus shelter there, but I assured her that it would not be molested

-8in any way. Tell us about the fruit trees.
L: Well, soon after we came into the house, you had a visit with Mr. Charles
Morrison in Buena, Washington. He was a very successful orchardist over
there and you had asked him for some money for the University. He said he
could not give you any money but he would be very happy to give a gift of
fruit trees to be planted up on the hill by the President's residence out toward
Union. So all of those fruit trees came from Mr. Morrison in Buena and they
were wonderful trees--two beautiful peach trees, an apple tree that had
seven different varieties of apples that had been grafted, a pear tree and
cherry trees--well, it was a lovely gift--oh yes, two plum trees, one yellow
plum and one blue plum. They are still there and are still bearing fruit .
The appl e tree was one of the joys of students. They loved to come and
steal the apples. It got to be a tradition .
T : Yes. You hadn't been a real freshman until you stole an apple from th,.e
President's apple tree at midnight.
L:

But fortunately, the tree was a very heavy bearer and there were always

apples enough for anybody who wanted them . The two sequoias, I think they
are, at the back of the house came in an interesting fashion . When Eisenhower
was running for the presidency, there was a fund raising dinner at the
Winthrop Hotel and Weyerhaeuser gave these giant sequoia seedlings in little
tin cans. They were just little tiny things and each one got one as a favor .
We each brought home a tree . They were in dixy cups, that's right. We
decided that we would plant them out back, not realizing how large they

-9-

would get. We did plant them and they were so small. About the second
or third year , though they had grown some , the man who ran the mower
came and didn't realize that they were there and he clipped the top off of
one of them. So there is one that is quite tall and one a little shorter, so we
named the taller one Ike and the smaller one Mamie. They are huge trees
now and there is a lovely little silver birch close to those trees--it's large
now--and that came because a friend of mine, Eva Kirkwood, had it in her
flower bed --a bird had dropped a seed there and it had grown up to the
bottom of her window. She said she had to pull it out and I said, "Oh, let
me have it." I brought it home and we planted it there and it now is a
big tree, and Eva Kirkwood has been long gone from this earth but I always
called it my Little Eva tr ee .
T: Then, too, you recall that I asked Colonel Hooker one time for money
and he said, "I can't give you any money but I can give you trees. Send
your truck down to the Nisqually Tree Farm and I'll give you trees." I sent
a truck down and the t_ruck driver called me and said, "I've got problems.
They want to give me 2000 trees that are two inches tall." I said, "That won't
help us any. See if you can trade them for 200 trees two feet tall." So he
was able to negotiate a trade whereby we got probably 200 trees two feet tall
and we put them into the nursery which was over in front of the fieldhouse.
One day when I was going east to the foundation meetings, I wrote a memorandum
to the Buildings and Grounds men to put some of the trees out. I didn't mean

-10all of them but I was pleased when I returned to see that the trees had all been
transplanted and many of them were placed between what is now the Science
Building and the President's residence. There was an article in the Trail
about Franklin's Forest, but they are beautiful now. Colonel Hooker was a
trustee of the University and very much interested in it and his gifts were
unusual and novel. One time he gave a wrought iron gate and another time
he and his wife gave a . . . .
L:

Chickering square piano.

T:

Yes, and another time they gave a very famous painting. Do you

remember that?
L:

I don't remember that, but the Chickering piano was a beautiful, old

mahogany square piano. It was given to the University and then given
to the Women's University League to sell. They did sell it and it is interesting tb know that the people to whom they sold it--well, it was the
foundation for the beautiful old horne in Puyallup.
T:

Ezra Meeker's horne.

L: Yes, Ezra Meeker's horne and they bought it and that lovely old piano
is now in the Ezra Meeker museum in Puyallup.
I should tell too about another project of the Women's University League .
After Langdon Hall was built and fastened on to the first little unit, Anderson,
it was decided that the girls needed a patio facing toward Lawrence and that it
should be landscaped, so the Women's University League raised all of the
money for that. The area had to be drained because there were natural

-11springs, out there. That was done and the patio was put in and landscaped.
'.)
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Around the patio was the little low ~U' bushes, and that was a project for one
year and I think it cost about $1500 at that time--would cost much more now.
T: As I recall, it was a very large patio because they thought there would
be outside dances, etc.
L:

Yes, and I'm not sure it was ever used for that but it was a pretty

spot as you drive along Lawrence .
T: Dr. Todd had hoped that someday there would be an artifial lake in
front of Anderson Hall because as you said there were springs, and in the
sewer line there is a front to drain the artifial lake if it were ever built.
But the trustees, in discussing it in the Buildings and Grounds Committee,
thought it would be an attractive nuisance.
L: Well, it would have been a hazard to children.
:"' ,0

T:

So it was decided that we wouldn't make an artif~allake there, though

it would have been beautiful. However, we find that on hot days the Brown
fountain
Quadrangle fs used by. children as a wading pool. When we came, a big
yucca plant was in Sutton Quadrangle. I asked Mr. Robbins one time why
it was there and he said it was the cheapest thing they could get to break the
monotony of the quadrangle.
L: It was just an ugly, sticky plant, as I remember. That's where the Hilton
Gardner Fountain is now. The yucca plant was removed when they put the grass
in. After Hilton Gardner who was the University attorney after Dix Rowland
and a very fine, outstanding attorney in Tacoma had a heart attack and passed

-12away as a fairly young man, his family wanted to do something as a memorial
to him on the campus.
T: I talked to Mrs. Gardner about a fountain and she said she thought that
would be very nice.
·.
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L:

She .had always liked fountains.

T:

When we lived in Zurich, there were 70 or more fountains in the city,

so I wrote to the mayor of Zurich and asked him for a picture of a certain
fountain and he sent me a book with pictures of all the fountains in Zurich.
The Gardner fountain is modeled after one I used to go past from our pension
to the University of Zurich, and it has the basic design with the gargoyles and
the saucer effect. Mrs. Gardner paid for it. When it was dedicated, her
grandson, Gardner Bovingdon, was about three or four years old and he
cut the ribbon and the water was started. Then we discussed that someone
had put detergent pellets in it and the suds foamed up. We went ahead with
... ...
)
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the dedication anyway. An interesting by-play was the fact that Bo Gardner ,
an-attorney, was invited to a dinner in Portland and the hostess said, "We
fixed it--we put the detergent in the fountain," and was boasting about it,
and Bo said, "You know that is a memorial to my father," and he said the
subject was changed immediately and there was a very great silence. It was
done

J::Y

the Pi Phis and of course Mrs. Gardner was a Pi Phi and had done

a great deal to bring the chapter on the campus.
L: Mrs. Gardner, Sr. was a Pi Phi.

.:
.
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The fountain has been a beautiful addition to the campus.

L: Both the Gardner fountain and the Brown fountain have been victims at
various times of boxes of detergent, but you remember that you were able
to take care of that. You remember the Diamond Brothers.
T: When I was in the Sun Drug Store, the Diamond Brothers who own the
store and are alumni and were part of the Phalanx organization said that
they could solve my problem of the detergent and I asked how and one of
them gave me a bottle of nose drops and said, "If you squirt this on each
one of the places where the water comes out, it will cut the detergent." I
didn't believe him, so I waited until dusk and went over to the fountain
and squirted each one of the openings and sure enough it cut the detergent.
Just as I was doing it to the fourth one, I looked up and three professors
in the physics lab were looking at me out of the window and one was making
motions around his head, like I was not quite all there! I went back to the_
store and asked them what it was and they said they didn't know but gave me
the name of the chemical company and I wrote to the company and then was
referred to the Dow Chemical Company who wrote me, "Dear Dr. Thompson,
Re: Tacoma's foaming fountain--Thank you for opening up a whole new
marketing possibility to us. We did not realize that this would cut the foam.
and they sent us eight pounds of the ingredient that cut the foam. Since that
time, there has been a whole market of anti-foaming detergent which is used
in cleaning rugs, etc., which I suppose was a spinoff of the discovery. We

II

-14do still on occasion use it because every freshman class thinks its a great idea .
and we suddenly find we have foam on the fountains, but we have never let
us bother us and I have passed the solution on to the city and they use it
and also to Pacific First Federal for their use in their fountain.
In the landscaping procedures, on the road which goes from the
Girls Gym down to Lawrence, there is a little indentation. This goes back
to the first day I was in office. A woman called in and said her son had
h'" I:J~c.'\~VJ'
ridden.Koff the wooden bridge across the little ravine in that area and he
had hurt himself and had a bloody nose and scratched face. I suggested
that she take him to a doctor and have the bill sent to us, which she did.
This ravine was filled in and paved over but evidently it was not compact
enough and there is still a slight indentation on that road. The bridge, of
course, is long since gone.
All the paving on the campus has been paid for by the Harry Brown
family through the Roads and Paths Fund.
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